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Abstract
The present research is an exploratory research. We investigate how Capabilities, Transaction Costs
and Vertical Scope co-evolve, by testing the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model on the Biofuels
Industry in the area of Western Europe.
At first, and on the basis of a literature review we investigated how Capabilities and Transaction Costs
influence the Vertical Scope of an Industry and how the theory of Industrial Architecture
interconnects these elements. The theoretical framework is based on the Industrial Architecture
theory but also on Transaction Costs Economics, Resource Based View and on the concept of the
Dynamic Capabilities. Also, specific issues connected with the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 on these
theoretical elements are presented.
In the empirical part of this project, desk research conducted in order to identify the Biofuels
Industry’s Value Chain which is an important element for the qualitative analysis that followed. Next,
qualitative data (case studies) collected through phone interviews on the elements of productive
capabilities, the vertical division of labour, knowledge and technology and attributes of the
transactions. Also, qualitative data on the Institutional Environment of the Biofuels Industry in the
EU-15 was collected. Purpose of the analysis of the data is to verify through the relationships between
Capabilities, Transaction Costs and Vertical Scope which are identified by Jacobides & Winter (2005)
on the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15.
This data has been collected through 19 in-depth phone interviews with bioethanol, biodiesel and
biogass market experts. On the basis of these interviews conclusions on the verification of Jacobides &
Winter (2005) model, the influence of the background of the companies (Agricultural or
Petrochemical Industry) and the influence of the Institutional Environment have been made.
These conclusions include the verification of mechanisms 1 & 2 of the Jacobides & Winter (2005)
model, the semi-integrated Scope of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15, the differentiation of the way
industries emerge according to the background of the companies and the influence of the Institutions
on the growth of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15.
The conclusions of this project bring the need for further investigation on measuring the concepts of
Capabilities and Transaction Costs together but also, on how to prescribe and measure the process of
Capabilities development and the capabilities redistribution due to changes on the Vertical Scope of
an industry (mechanisms 3 & 4 of the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model).
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1. 1 Background Information
1.1.1 The case of biofuels.
Nowadays, biofuels, is a topic of great interest for both the fuels market and the policy makers.
Specifically, the European Union (EU) is focusing a lot on this subject, in an attempt to reduce the
road transport CO2 emissions which generate the 85% of the transport emissions – inside the EU –
Dautzenberg & Hanf (2007). The biofuels concept in general started for two reasons: a) because of the
increase of the oil prices, b) because of the biofuels environmental friendly character. The EU has a
potential of increasing the production of biofuels in order to contribute to the Lisbon Strategy, prepare
for the large-scale use of biofuels, explore further the sustainable biofuels production in the EU and in
developing countries e.g. second generation biofuels etc. Commission of the European communities
(2006).
The biofuels industry is in a development stage with a steep increase developing. However, literature,
so far, is focused mainly on the technical part of the biofuels industry e.g. how they can produce better,
cheaper, by using less food parts of the plants etc.
In this project the biofuels industry will be considered as an industry that is getting into shape from
the linking up of the agricultural and petrochemical industries. Albeit biofuels will be the core (from
the empirical perspective) subject of this project, “biorefineries” is the broader framework on which
we are based on. When we use the term “biorefineries” we mean ‘the sustainable processing of biomass into
spectrum of marketable products and energy’ (Kamm B. 2008). Besides, this is why we have chosen to
investigate the Petrochemical Industry instead of the Petroleum Industry.
Until now, research in the biofuels chains shows that there is a “collaborative interaction” (Dautzenberg
& Hanf 2007: p. 488), between the upstream (agricultural industry) and the downstream
(petrochemical industry) which means that despite of the technical or production costs that probably
occur, organizational costs take place also. For instance the contracts that occur between the
processors and the agricultural cooperatives in Germany forebode diverse levels of uncertainty, that if
are high then transaction costs might occur which influence the collaborative interaction between the
levels of the industry. Another issue that academics should consider, is the second generation biofuels,
considered as “new technology” in the biofuels industry, and how this “new technology” influences the
vertical scope (see definition in chapter 4, paragraph 4.3) of the industry. Furthermore, as Altman &
Johnson (2008) remind, the importance of the non-technical barriers –of the agro-bioenergy industrymust be considered. In the same way we are wondering if the non-technical barriers of the biofuels
industry are of such a great importance that we must take them into consideration.
In this project, we will use transaction cost economics to prescribe the non-technical barriers of the
industry and resource and capabilities factors to describe the characteristics of the firms which
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constitute the industry in order to give an answer on how these organizational and production barriers
influence the vertical scope of the biofuels industry. As obvious, this will be the “new knowledge” by
which we will try to contribute on understanding the structure of the biofuels industry.
This paper will test theoretical concepts of converging industries by investigating the biofuels industry
in the EU-15. Nowadays, converging industries is a phenomenon examined quite often by the academic
community because of its large scale implementation worldwide. There might be many, diverse
scientific perspectives from which a researcher can investigate this phenomenon. However, in this
research project, we will investigate converging industries through the glance of Industrial
Organization & Strategy theories. To specify, we will focus on the effects that transaction costs,
resources and dynamic capabilities have on the industrial architecture.

1.1.2 Industrial Organization and its relation to Strategy.
The transaction costs theory was set out by Ronald Coase in 1937 on his attempt to define the firm
theoretically in relation to the market. In his article “The Nature of the Firm” R. Coase explained
transaction costs as ‘the costs of using the price mechanism’ (R. Coase, 1937: p.390). The forms of transaction
costs that Coase noted down were: discovering what the relevant prices are, negotiate and concluding
separate contracts, marketing costs (Coase 1937) etc.. These costs are high when there is high asset
specificity or high level of uncertainty (R. Coase, 1937).
Another concept that is of enormous interest is the resource- and capability-based view of the firm.
Barney suggests that ‘rather than being contradictory, the resource-based model of strategic management suggests
that organization theory and organizational behavior may be a reach source of findings and theories concerning rare,
non-imitable and non-substitutable resources in firms’ (Barney, 1991: p. 116).
Williamson, expanded the transaction cost theory of R. Coase, and according to Jacobides & Winter
(2005), Williamson, in terms of explaining dynamic transaction costs by using governance, concludes
that the transaction costs and internal firm perspectives ‘deal with partly overlapping phenomena, often in
complementary ways’ (Williamson, 1999: p.1098). This in a way agrees with Barney’s suggestion. Madhok
concluded that a firm’s choice must depend on the characteristics of the transactional conditions but
also on its capabilities, attributes, its strategic objectives and its governance (Madhok 2002). Jacobides
& Winter (2005) proposed that ‘transaction costs and capabilities are fundamentally intertwined in the
determination of vertical scope’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005: p. 395). Jacobides and Winter divided firms in
the supply chain into upstream and downstream firms. Then, they investigated the relationship
between the correlation of the capabilities between up- and down-stream firms on the one hand with
the transaction costs influence on the other in order to identify the shape of vertical scope.
How resources, capabilities and transaction costs correlate is a subject on which many researchers
elaborated until present. However, how this correlation influence or in better words, shapes vertical
scope (Jacobides and Winter, 2005) –specifically in the biofuels industry- is the problem we are going
to investigate. A further analysis on the correlation of transaction costs, capabilities, and learning
curves has been done by Jacobides, by varying the level of transaction costs and changing the structure
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of the correlation between capabilities in the industry - as he presents in his model (Jacobides, 2008) in order to explain how vertical integration evolves over time.
Thus, in agreement with Coase’s conclusion that ‘the amount of vertical integration…varies from industry to
industry and from firm to firm’ (Coase, 1937: p. 389)and by considering a small part of the literature during
the years 1937 – 2008 that we already studied, we will try to investigate and contribute on the
correlation between transaction costs, resources, capabilities and vertical scope, by considering, if
Jacobides and Winter 2005 model holds for the embryonic biofuels industry in Western Europe.

1.1.3 A closer view on the co-evolvement of transaction costs, resources and
capabilities factors.
Jacobides & Winter (2005) (J&W (2005) model), in their article: “The co-evolution of capabilities
and transaction costs: explaining the institutional structure of production” suggest that a firm will
choose from a menu of available alternatives which are related to the co-evolvement of Transaction
Costs, Resources and Capabilities in order to shape its vertical scope. Jacobides & Winter (JW) then
try to investigate ’How this menu of available choices is being formed in the first place, both in the short run and in the
long’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005: p. 396). J&W (2005) view is “systemic” and it ’takes the full roster of
participants into account’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005: p. 396). J&W’s (2005) contribution is to ‘provide a
theoretical framework that explains how capabilities co-evolve with transaction costs to set the menu of available choices
that firms face in an industry’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005: p.396).
A short presentation of the theoretical framework for the long run takes place.
Selection, Transaction Costs, Capability development process and ‘Developed’ Capabilities, are the
four “evolutionary mechanisms” that shape vertical scope according to J&W’s (2005) theoretical
framework.
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Figure 1.1: Evolutionary mechanisms co-evolvement

Source: Jacobides and Winter (2005): The co-evolution of capabilities and transaction costs: explaining the
institutional structure of production.

Mechanism (1): “Selection amplifies the impact of capabilities on scope”: The diverse profitability that results
from heterogeneous capabilities shapes the growth of the firm, and thus, promotes specific vertical
structures.
Mechanism (2): “Latent gains motivate endogenous reductions in transaction costs”: the differences in
capabilities between the firms which constitutes the up- and down-stream of the chain provide
intensives to change (mostly reduce) the transaction costs.
Mechanism (3): “Changes in scope affect the capability development process”: changing scope affects the
capability development process.
Mechanism (4): “Capability development affects the roster of participants”: because of the new vertical scope,
the capability pool in the industry is changing and it leads to a new capability distribution.
The mechanisms described above “tend to produce a secular drift in the direction of a less integrated industry
structure” (Jacobides & Winter, 2005). Also, movement of the industries from integration to
disintegration and then back to integration seems to be “the result of a self-reinforcing evolutionary
mechanism” (Jacobides & Winter, 2005: p. 405).

1.1.4 Problem Definition
After presenting the background information, it is now reasonable to present the problem that we will
try to investigate.
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We argue that the problem exists because of the interaction between the production function and the
governance structure of the firms. Specifically J&W (2005) model suggests that Transaction Costs on
the one hand and resources and capabilities on the other are complementary issues. They both
influence the Vertical Scope of the firms and consequently of the industries. Jacobides and Winter also
suggest how transaction costs and resources and capabilities influence vertical scope, and how vertical
scope influences capabilities. We could define the problem that this project will try to solve, by the
form of two questions: a) Is the J&W (2005) model applicable on the biofuels industry, b) what is the
valid and reliable data that needs to be gathered in order to investigate the VS theory for the biofuels
industry in the EU.
In the rest of the chapter an analytical presentation of the conceptual and technical design of the
research project takes place.

1.2. Conceptual Design
The conceptual design that is presented bellow consists of the research objective, the research issue,
the research framework and finally the definition of concepts that already are and that will be used in
the research project.

1.2.1 Research Objective
The research objective is formulated as:
“To verify if Jacobides & Winter (2005) model about the relationship between resources, capabilities,
transaction costs and vertical scope, is applicable, on the emerging Biofuels Industry as a minimum
level, and if possible on Biorefineries Industry in general.”
The research project will be theory oriented. We will try to test if the existing theory holds,
considering the special characteristics that the embryonic biofuels industry in the EU-15 might have.
The objective is supposed to be achieved by implementing “overarching” strategy (Verschuren &
Doorewaard, 2005: p. 35). We will try to identify the consequences of transaction costs and other
resource and capability based factors on vertical integration, for the biofuels industry, at industry level.
In better words, we will try to test if the normative knowledge on transaction costs, resources and
capabilities based factors, holds for the biofuels industry.
At this point, we must state that by using the term “biofuels” in the research objective, we refer to the
two, most wide spread biofuels in the EU-15 which are: a) biodiesel, b) bioethanol.
By using the terms Western Europe or EU-15 we mean the countries listed bellow: Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, and United Kingdom.
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1.2.2 Research Issue
The central research question of this research project is quoted bellow:
“How do transaction costs and resource and capabilities based factors influence the vertical scope of
the Biofuels Industry (which is a linking up of the Petrochemical and Agricultural Industries), in the
area of Western Europe?”
The sub-questions that need to be answered in order to end up in a conclusion on the central question
of the project are listed bellow:
1.

How the transaction cost theory and the resource and capabilities-based factors contribute
relating with the vertical scope concept in order to answer the central research question?
In order to answer question 1 in a more efficient way, we present three questions that need to be
answered and which are related to the concepts of the main research question:
a.

Why transaction costs influence vertical scope? What is the relationship between
transaction costs and vertical scope, how transaction costs prescribe the industry?

b.

What resource and capabilities based factors influence vertical scope? How resource
and capabilities factors describe the industry? Why these factors are important for
vertical scope?

c.

How does the concept of Industrial Architecture integrate the effects of transaction
costs, resource and capabilities based factors on emerging industries?

2.

How the theoretical framework and the empirical data will be connected and what kind of data
should be gathered, described, and implicated in the empirical framework, in order to verify the
Jacobides & Winter 2005 model?
In order to answer question 2, we present five questions that we need to answer and which are
related to the data that will be collected when the empirical framework will take place:
a.

What data sources and what methods will be necessary for the accomplishment of the
empirical analysis of the project?

b.

How the Biofuels Industry emerge through the convergence of the Agricultural and the
Petrochemical Industries and how the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain is illustrated in
the EU-15?

3.

What are the conclusions that we can retrieve from the results of the analysis and how do they
contribute to the objective of the research project?
a.

Is the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model verified as applicable on the Biofuels Industry
in the EU-15?

b.

What are the important characteristics on the Industrial Architecture of the Biofuels
Industry in EU-15?
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Each of the three sub-questions that are listed above will contribute –each one from a different
perspective- to the answer of the central research question but also to the final conclusions of the
present research project.
Research question 1 contributes on creating an understanding of the existing theories on the concepts
of transaction costs, resources and capabilities factors, and industrial architecture, and helps on
making an explanation of the theories that we are going to test in the present research object through
the biofuels industry. Following, the answer of research question 2 contributes on creating an
empirical framework, that gives a holistic view of the embryonic biofuels industry in the area of
Western Europe, and also, it contributes on connecting the theoretical framework, the methodology
and the data collection that is used later on for the analysis, results and conclusions. Finally the answer
for research question 3 is actually the analysis of the results and the conclusions that we retrieve but
also, the discussion of the new elements that this research project might discover.
In order to make the research issue more clear into the readers eyes, we present the research
framework in the subchapter bellow.

1.2.3 Research Framework
The framework of the present research project consists of four main parts plus the introduction.
In the first part a literature review of the transaction costs theory (TCT), Industrial architecture
theory, and resources- and capabilities-based theories will take place.
The second part of the project is the empirical framework. Here by considering the literature study
that took place in the ‘theory’ part, our methodology, and the data we will collect about the Biofuels
Industry, we will create our empirical framework on which our analysis will take place.
The third part of the project consists of the results that we will retrieve from the extract of the analysis.
We present this part as an intermediate step between the second and the final part.
The final part of the project will be the conclusions that we will make from the results of the analysis.
Here our conclusions on the verification of the J&W (2005) model will take place, but also
conclusions on the specific features of the biofuels industry that need to be taken under consideration,
will be presented. The final subunit of this part is recommendations on further investigation of the
topic of this project.
In order to be more comprehensive, the research framework is scheduled in figure 1.2:
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Figure 1.2: The Research Framework
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1.2.4 Definition of Concepts
The key concepts of the present project are: Transaction Costs, Resources, Dynamic Capabilities,
Vertical Scope, Industrial Architecture, Agricultural Industry, Petrochemical Industry, biodiesel,
bioethanol.
Transaction Costs: The costs associated with negotiating, reaching, and enforcing agreements (Church & Ware
1999), (Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.2.1)

Resources: Anything which could be thought of as a strength or weakness of a given firm. More formally, a firm’s
resources at a given time could be defined as those (tangible and intangible) assets which are tied semi permanently to the
firm (Barney, 1991), (Chapter 3, Paragraph 3.2.1)

Dynamic Capabilities: The firm’s abilities to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to
address rapidly changing environments (Teece et al, 1997), (Chapter 3, Paragraph 3.2.2)

Vertical Scope: the degree of vertical integration that is related with the organizational and productive structures of a
firm/industry which are directly influenced by the capabilities and transaction costs that occur in this firm/industry,
(Chapter 4, Paragraph 4.3.1)

Industrial Architecture: An abstract description of the economic agents within an economic system (in terms of
economic behavior and the capabilities that support the feasible range of behaviors) and the relationships among those
agents in terms of a minimal set of rules governing their arrangement, interconnections, and interdependence (the rules
governing exchange among economic agents) (Jacobides et al, 2006), (Chapter 4, Paragraph 4.3.1)

Vertical Integration: There is a combination when transactions which were previously organized by two or more
entrepreneurs become organized by one. This becomes integration when involves the organization of transactions which
were previously carried out between the entrepreneurs on a market (Coase, 1937).

Agricultural Industry: is defined as the amount of firms that constitute the industry that involves
with agricultural products. For the purpose of this project we will concentrate on those firms of the
industry that involve at least in biofuels.
Similar to Agricultural Industry, Petrochemical Industry: is defined as the amount of firms that
constitute the industry that involves with petroleum & chemical products, but for the purpose of this
project we will concentrate on that firms of the industry that involve at least in biofuels.

Biodiesel: we define biodiesel as a domestic, renewable fuel for diesel engines derived from natural oils
like soybean oil, and which meets the specifications of ASTM D 6751. (www.biodiesel.org).
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Bioethanol: is defined as the ethanol that is derived exclusively from the fermentation of plant starches
(www.about.com) and more specific of sugar beets.

1.3. Technical Research Design
The technical research design of the research project constitutes of the research material, the research
strategy and the research planning and it is presented bellow.

1.3.1 Research Material
It was reasonable to make a selection on the research material that we used, respectively to the
research issue of this project. Regarding to the research issue “How Transaction costs, resource and
capabilities factors influence vertical scope…” we can identify the qualitative character of this project.
We used a combination of knowledge and data sources.
As a starting point we considered the main categories of research objectives that we could distinguish
from the research issue. Thus, we state that there were two categories: a) theoretical, b) empirical field.
At the first category –theoretical- the concepts that are included are: 1) transaction cost theory
(chapter 2), 2) resource factors (chapter 3), 3) capabilities (chapter 3), 4) vertical scope (chapter 4). At
the second category –empirical field- the concepts that are included are: 1) Biofuels Industry (chapter
6), 2) biofuels (chapter 6, 7), 3) biofuels (chapter 6, 7), 4) EU-15 (chapter 6).
For the concepts included in the fist category, we used knowledge sources in order to investigate what
are the conclusions of previous researchers on the theoretical fields that we base our project. For
instance, Jacobides & Winter (2005) but also previous articles of these two authors, have been studied
in order to understand exactly the perspective of these authors on the co-evolving of transaction costs
(TC), resources and capabilities factors (RC). Also, literature written by other authors on the fields of
TC, RC and Industrial Architecture (IA) such as Williamson, Arrow, Coase, Madhok, Barney, Hitt,
Teece, etc. was considered. Knowledge sources for this kind of literature, were the Web of Science,
and the Scopus databases, the Google scholar but also hard copies of scientific journals such as The
academy of management journal etc.
On the other hand, for the empirical field category we collected data related to the biofuels,
agricultural, and petrochemical industries but also to the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain. At this point
we would like to make explicit that finding data on the specific fields was very challenging because
there were no databases (at least after our search on the internet) which included the necessary
information. There are four main sub-categories from which we can retrieve data and information: 1)
Literature, 2) Documents, 3) Media, 4) People (Verschuren & Doorevaard, 2005). An explicit
representation of the data collected for the empirical field of this project is presented in chapter 5,
paragraph 5.2.
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The necessary information was gathered by using two methods according to Verschuren &
Doorewaard 2005. Firstly, the search method of the “snowball principle” was used. By the phrase
“snowball principle” it is meant for instance that after reading a scientific article on transaction costs
we will consider the references that this article includes, to go further on. Secondly the method of
“content analysis” (Verschuren & Doorewaard 2005) in order to generate data from documents and
media, related to the empirical field objectives was used. More specific, a “strictly qualitative content
analysis” Verschuren & Doorewaard (2005) was implemented because of the purpose of the research
which was to extract information from large amounts of text and other types of data, in order to make
an understanding of the biofuels industry so we could finally make valid and accurate questions in our
interview schedule.

1.3.2 Research Strategy

1.3.2.1 Strategy
So far, it is clear that in this project, we are interested in a thorough investigation of all the concepts of
our research objective. Thus, an in depth analysis took place. The research should be defined as
‘qualitative’ because of the in depth analysis of the biofuels industry at an industry level, in order to
explain further the importance and correlation of transaction costs, resources and capabilities-based
factors, on vertical scope. Another important thing that must be stated is that the empirical field of our
data was based actually on primary data.
Considering the characteristics mentioned above, we state that the strategy of our project was a
combination of desk research and case studies. Desk research was applied in order to collect
secondary data (data from researchers, institutes, political organizations, statistical organizations etc.),
for the theoretical framework, the Biofuels Industry and its Value Chain, for identifying the companies
evolving in the Biofuels Industry and their background (Agricultural or Petrochemical industries), but
also, on the EU-15 and the world wide regulations on Biofuels. Case studies fitted our research due to
two main reasons. First a small amount of research units were selected, and second a labour-intensive
data generation has taken place Verschuren & Doorewaard, (2005). An interview schedule
(APPENDIX 1) has been conducted for the needs of our case study.

1.3.2.2 Limitations
It is important to mention briefly some limitations that this research project had to deal with. First of
all time limitations and also finance limitations influenced the quality of the project. Secondly, there
were high data restrictions. At last but not least, the geographical limitation that we settled but also
the confidentiality of the information that we ask through our interview schedule were important for
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the selection of our data sample. An analytic explanation of the limitations we faced is presented in
chapter 5, paragraph 5.4 – Limitations.
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Chapter 2: Transaction Cost Economics

“Why transaction costs influence vertical scope? What is the relationship between
transaction costs and vertical scope, how transaction costs prescribe the industry?
What are the main factors of TCE that influence Vertical Scope in the EU-15 biofuels
industry?”

2.1 Introduction
In Jacobides & Winter model (hereafter J&W (2005) model), a change of transactions costs (TC) by
mechanism 2 through the capabilities distribution takes place. More specific the differences between
the capabilities that are distributed inside the industry, create opportunities to reduce the TC that
occur inside the industry (Jacobides & Winter, 2005). After the decrease of the TC through
mechanism 2, TC moderately influence the shape of the Vertical Scope (VS) together with the
Capabilities distribution –as someone could imagine–. For instance we assume that the Capabilities
distribution gives an opportunity for reduction of the TC that occur inside the industry. This
reduction will lead in higher levels of specialization, because producing inside the organization is more
expensive than producing inside the market, and this is how TC influence the industry in general,
theoretical terms. All the way around, if the capability distribution leads to an increase of TC then the
industry will be highly integrated, thus, producing inside turns to be cheaper than buying from the
market, and the VS will be influenced again. This is the relationship that TC have with VS. Thus, we
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argue that if high TC will be identified inside the industry, the industry will be highly vertical
integrated.
Nowadays, TCE is a topic of great importance. TCE is used widely in order to prescribe the industry
and how the transaction costs influence decision making. Indicatively we present the results of our
brief research that took place in order to see how often the term “transaction cost economics” is
presented in the titles and topics of articles and books which are published from January until middle
of October 2008 and we compared this amount with the amount of publications that have been made
in the year 1998. We made this research in order to understand if there is an increase to the interest on
TC and also we thought that this is a small proof that the topic is considered important. The research
was internet based and it took place by searching the, Web of Science data base, and Scopus. There
were 645 documents (articles and books) which published in 2008 and they included Transaction
Cost Economics in their titles and topics, while ten years ago the same term was presented in only 106
documents (articles and books). This increase of publications from 1998 to 2008, illustrates that TCE
is considered as an important topic even if it started being deeply investigated more than 30 years ago..
Williamson (1998) describes TCE as ‘the product of two complementary fields of economic research. The first one is
the New Institutional Economics; the second one has been described as the ‘new economics of organization’
(Williamson, 1998: p. 23).
Terms such as Transaction Costs, New Institutional Economics, Contracts, Governance, Asset
specificity, Uncertainty, Bounded rationality, etc. but also the explanation of the relationship between
these terms is the main part of this chapter.
The New Institutional Economics (NIE) is the theoretical concept, which actually is the background
of TCE and this is why in this chapter we will focus on its analysis.
In paragraph 2.2 of the chapter we will try to answer why TC influence VS through a theoretical point
of view. While in paragraph 2.3 we will try to be more specific and identify the TC that influence most
the VS in the EU biofuels industry.

2.2 Transaction Cost Economics
2.2.1 Definitions

Before detailing the Transaction Cost Economics theory, one should provide definitions for some
critical terms i.e. transactions, transactions costs,

Transaction: ‘the ultimate unit of activity… must contain in itself the three principles of conflict, mutuality, and order.
This unit is a transaction’, (John Commons, 1932 cited by Williamson 2005: p. 25).
Transaction costs: There are many definitions of Transaction Costs (TC) in the literature. R. Coase, in
his classic article ‘The Nature of the Firm’ refers to TC as: …the main reason why it is profitable to establish a
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firm would seem to be that there is a cost of using the price mechanism, (Coase R., 1937: p.390). We can find many
similar definitions in literature that are based on Coase’s statement. For instance, Carlton & Perloff
(1999), define TC as the expenses of trading with others above and beyond price, such as the cost of writing and
enforcing contracts, (Carlton D.W. and J. M. Perloff, 1999). Furthermore, Shepherd defines TC as the costs
of searching for the best and cheapest suppliers, negotiating the complex terms of contracts, monitoring the flows and
qualities of inputs, and enforcing contractual provisions on less-than-reliable suppliers, (Shepherd W.G., 2004).
However, the definition of TC that we prefer for our research because of its analytical approach and
because it is encompassing, comes from Church & Ware (1999) and they define Transaction Costs as
the costs associated with negotiating, reaching, and enforcing agreements. Albeit the Church & Ware definition is
more or less similar to the definitions presented, they get further analytic in explaining that: …the costs
associated with writing and enforcing complete contracts are: 1) The costs of determining and anticipating all of the
possible contingencies, 2) the costs of reaching an agreement for each of the relevant contingencies, 3) the costs of writing
the contract in sufficiently precise terms that the contract can be understood and interpreted as intended by a court, 4) the
costs of monitoring, 5) the costs of enforcement, (Church J. and R. Ware, 1999). Thus, considering the
definitions illustrated above, in our endeavor to summarize the most common forms of TC but also
ramifying the phrase ‘using the price mechanism’ we can state that TC are: a) costs of gathering
information, b) negotiating costs, c) monitoring costs, and d) enforcing contracts costs.
Governance: Williamson, by arguing on Common’s definition suggests that the triplet – conflict,
mutuality, order – is ‘very much what governance is all about’, (Williamson, 1998: p.36). Specifically,
Williamson writes that ‘governance is the means by which to infuse order, thereby to mitigate conflict and realize
mutual gains’, (Williamson 2005: p.25).

2.2.2 The distinction between the institutional environment and the institutions
of governance

Williamson suggests that NIE is divided in two sub-divisions. ‘The Rules of the game’ and ‘The Play of
the game’ (Williamson, 1998a; 1998b; 2008). By referring to the rules of the game, he means the
institutional environment, which consists of the formal rules of the game, especially property, polity,
judiciary and bureaucracy. However, by referring to the play of the game he means the institutions of
governance. According to Williamson (1998), institutions are ‘the humanly devised constraints that structure
political, economic and social interactions. They consist of both informal constraints and formal rules’ (Williamson,
1998: p. 27). Actually, Williamson’s consideration of the ‘rules of the game’ and the ‘play of the game’, is
based on Coase’s two articles ‘The Problem of Social cost’ and ‘The Nature of the Firm’ that are the
foundation articles on which ‘the rules of the game’ and ‘the play of the game’ are based on respectively.
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2.2.3 The rules of the game
The Institutional Environment or else ‘rules of the game’, is defined as the set of fundamental political, social,
and legal ground rules that establishes the basis for production, exchange, and distribution (Davis and North, 1971:
p.6). Property rights, governing elections, the right of contract are examples of the institutional
environment, according to Davis and North (1971). Judiciary and bureaucracy are some examples of the
institutional environment that Williamson suggests (Williamson, 1998).
The importance of the rules of the game, also named by Williamson as ‘first order economizing’ lays on
the fact that they prescribe under which circumstances an industry operates. Williamson (1998)
argues that the ‘rules of the game’ change in a period of 10 to 102 years. Then, the play of the game is
focusing on the governance of the firms that operate in the industry in respect with the transactions
that take place and it might change every one to ten years. Williamson also mentions that crises such
as civil wars, perceived threats, financial crisis etc. will ‘produce a sharp break from established procedures.
Rare windows of opportunity to effect broad reform are thereby opened’, (Williamson, 1998: p.28). We mention
on purpose the influence of the financial crisis because this is a crisis that exists at present and it might
have a great influence on the biofuels industry which is the one that this project is focused on.

2.2.4 The play of the game
The property rights theory is a dominant theory on which the play of the game is built. In our
endeavor to define the ‘play of the game’ we suggest the definition of the ‘Institutional arrangement’
that Davis and North (1971: p.7) give, because we believe that these two terms refer to the same
concept. Thus, Institutional Arrangement or play of the game, is defined as an arrangement between
economic units that govern the ways in which these units can cooperate and/or compete…The arrangement may be
temporary or long-lived… It must provide a structure within which its members can cooperate to obtain some added
income… a mechanism that can effect a change in laws or property right. The importance of the property rights is
summarized on the right of ownership ‘which consists of the right to use an asset, the right to appropriate the
returns from an asset, and the right to change its form, substance, or location’ (Williamson, 1998). The right of
ownership is important only if we consider that: A private-enterprise system cannot function properly unless
property rights are created in resources, and, when this is done, someone wishing to use a resource has to pay the owner to
obtain it”. (Coase, 1959 according to Williamson, 1998: p.28). Furthermore, one could state that
property rights theory is the background theory for TCE because is positioned one step before the
study of contract, which is considered as the unit of analysis on which TCE is based.
We define a contract as an agreement that defines the terms and conditions of exchange, (Church J., R. Ware).
The definition of the contract automatically creates the question “who is going to guarantee that the
agreement will not be violated by any of the parts?”
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The assumption that contracts would be guaranteed perfectly and costless by the functioning of the legal system,
(Furuboth, 1991 cited by Williamson, 1998) is the source of creation for the diverse forms of
governance such as market, hybrid contracting, firms and public bureaus.
The Coasian theory begins by questioning the assumption that ‘the economic system is co-ordinated by the
price mechanism’ (Coase, 1937: p.387). In Coase’s perspective, there is a cost of using the price mechanism
and this is the reason why firms exist.
Williamson (1998), concludes on two factors on which the decision about an organization form will be
made. First the human agents and second the characteristics of the transaction. We will now explain briefly
why the human and transaction characteristics are important for the decision making on organisation
structures.

2.2.4.a The human agents
Rational as it is, the human agents have an important role on the concept of TCE. Human agents are
the mental part of the ‘machinery’ of an organization, thus, their natural attitude influences the
organization itself. Bounded rationality and Self-interestedness are the two attributes of human
agents that influence the decision, (Williamson, 1998; 1999; 2002; 2008). Bounded rationality is a
concept referring on the intended but limited rational human behavior, while Self-interestedness is the
weakness of motivation according to Simon (1985), (cited by Williamson 1998) which is described as
opportunism from a TCE perspective (Williamson, 1998). In terms of contracting then, and more
specific in terms of ‘complex contracting’, bounded rationality is the reason why the complex
contracts that are created between transactors will be unavoidable incomplete. These ‘unavoidable
incomplete’ contracts not only lead into errors, contain gaps, and omissions but also they are not selfenforcing and in that order they create opportunism, (Williamson, 1998; 1999; 2002; 2008). Thus, from a
long-term perspective we could say that the bounded rationality and self-interestedness of human
agents, creates unavoidable incomplete contracts and opportunism. The cost of these contracts will be
judged in order to take a make-or-buy (MoB) decision. The level of incompleteness of the contracts
and the opportunism are the two factors which determine every time what kind of organization form
is most appropriate, given Transaction Costs.
The interrelation between opportunism, Transaction Costs (TC) and governance is framed best, under
Williamson’s saying, that: Attenuating the ex post hazards of opportunism through the ex ante choice of
governance is central to the transaction cost economics exercise, (Williamson, 1998: p.31). This phrase actually is
the one which illustrates the prescriptive character of TCE. Williamson suggests that we should use
the transaction costs mechanism in order to predict the opportunism in human agent’s attitude, during
the contract’s set up and before the agreement in order to avoid perceived hazards.

2.2.4.b The characteristics of the transaction
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There are three characteristics of the transaction that play significant role on the choice of the
governance structure. Asset specificity, uncertainty and frequency of the transaction (Williamson,
1998; 1999; 2002; 2008). The three of theme will be explained shortly .
Asset specificity, is the most important characteristic of the environment, according to Williamson
(1987). Asset specificity is important because of the situation that is named the ‘hold – up problem’
Slangen et al (2008). The hold-up problem could be presented like this: When the assets are too
specific and committed on a transaction, there are more possibilities to loose from unforeseen events
and also, there are more possibilities that contracting partners will wish to renegotiate for more
favorable terms, given the fact that one (of the two parties of the contract) has committed assets.
There are five different types of asset specificity according to (Slangen et al, 2008: p. 177). Site

specificity refers to assets that have place-restrictions, and it reflects the distance and accessibility in
terms of money. Dedicated Assets specificity are those assets, invested after the request of a
particular partner. Physical Asset specificity involves assets which cannot change after they have
been made, Human Asset specificity are the assets invested on personnel and specific knowledge on
specific areas and finally Brand name capital specificity which refers on the commitment of assets on
a well-known brand name and the decrease of freedom on pursuing other opportunities.
Uncertainty, refers to events that are judged at high costs or that they cannot judged or it is too
difficult to judge them (Slangen et al, 2008). According to Afuah ‘The more uncertainty that there is in the
relationship, the more difficult it is to draw the complete contract and the more room there is for opportunism’, (Afuah,
2001: p.1212).
Finally, the aspect of frequency, is about how often the transactions take place. If frequency is low, the
TC will be extremely high whereas if the frequency is high, the TC will be low.
Douma and Schreuder (1998), pointed out the diverse combinations that asset specificity and
uncertainty can have, and they illustrated which governance structures fit to which combination.

Table 2.1: How asset specificity and uncertainty/complexity determine governance structure.

Uncertainty/
Complexity

High
Low

Depends on
frequency
Spot contracts
(Market)
Low for both
parties

Vertical
Integration
Long-term
contracts (Hybrid)
High for both
parties

Vertical
Integration
Vertical
Integration
High for one party,
low for the other

Asset Specificity
Source: Douma, Schreuder, Economic Approaches to Organizations (1998), p.173

The box in table 2.1 where high uncertainty and low asset specificity occurs for both parties of the
contract is explained further. Douma and Schreuder (1998) suggest that in that case, the governance
structure depends on frequency. They further explain ‘If frequency is very low, vertical integration cannot be
the solution. Somehow the two parties must agree on a contract, even in the face of high uncertainty/complexity. If,
however, frequency is high vertical integration might be a good solution’ ( Douma & Schreuder, 1998: p. 172).
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2.2.5 The Adaptation problem of the Economic organization
Adaptation is accepted by economists as the most important problem of the Economic organization
(Williamson 1998; 2002; 2005); how will transactions be adapted best by the economic organization?
There are two forms of adaptation. Autonomous adaptation (Hayek, 1945 cited by Williamson, 1998; 2002;
2005; 2008) and Cooperative adaptation (Barnard, 1938 cited by Williamson 1998; 2002; 2005; 2008). The
autonomous adaptation perspective suggests that adaptation problems arise because of the market
change (opportunities). The individuals see these changes and respond on them. These changes are
visible through signals such as the changes in relative prices (Williamson, 1998; 2002).

On the other

hand, the cooperative perspective of adaptation suggests that adaptation will be achieved through
changes that occur inside the organization through the rearrangement of internal processes. Maybe the
most outstanding example of autonomous and cooperative adaptation, comes from the US automobile
industry and specifically Ford and General Motors (Langlois and Robertson, 1989). Ford was a highly
integrated firm (Langlois and Robertson, 1989) and thus it operates under an autonomous adaptation
mode. Whenever, Ford was identifying a change inside the industry that needs to be adapted, it was
changing its internal processes in order to achieve adaptation. On the other hand, General Motors
(GM) was focusing on the creation of a network between diverse firms inside the automobile industry
(Langlois and Robertson, 1989). When changes were identified by GM, it was selecting (to cooperate
with) the firm that its goals fit best to the changes of the industry. Thus, it was not GM itself the one
which was changing in order to solve the adaptation problem but the market was changing and GM
made its choices inside the transformed market. The two different perspectives of adaptation suggest
that the problem of economic organization should not be proposed as markets or hierarchies but as
markets and hierarchies (Williamson, 2002). By rephrasing these words, there are some transactions
that will be adapted by the economic organization best, through the market. However, there are other
transactions that will be adapted best by the economic organization through the hierarchy
(Williamson, 2002).

2.2.6 Governance structures & Transaction Costs: A further explanation.
In this part of the chapter we will give a short explanation of the diverse governance structures that
we are interested in and their correlation with transactions.

2.2.6.a Governance structures & the coordination mechanisms
Transactions need to be coordinated. The coordination of transactions is what creates cost. According
to Slangen et al (2008). there are four coordination mechanisms which are briefly presented. Price as a
coordination mechanism is named as the ‘Invisible hand’. When price is the coordination mechanism,
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autonomous adaptation will occur. ‘Handshake’ is the second of the four types of coordination
mechanisms. Mutual adjustments, common values, norms of people are elements that constitute the
Handshake type. The ‘Handbook’ as the third mechanism of coordination consists of rules, safeguards
and directives. Finally, the ‘Visible hand’ is the last type, it is met exclusively in hierarchy (firm) and
it consists of authority, fiat and direct supervision (Slangen et al, 2008).
Williamson (1998; 1999; 2002), argues that there are only three governance structures. These are 1) the
market, 2) hybrids, and 3) hierarchy. Moreover, Williamson refers to ‘public bureaus’ as another
governance structure but he promotes it as the last solution of structures used in order to reduce
transactions and their costs. Specifically Williamsons suggests ‘try markets, try hybrids, try firms, try
regulation and resort to public bureaus only when all else fails’, (Williamson, 1998: p.47).
There are four attributes, or in better words, outstanding characteristics that characterize markets,
hybrids and hierarchies. These are: a) incentive intensity, b) administrative controls, c) adaptation and
d) contract law. Incentive intensity is strong for the market, semi-strong for the hybrids and weak
for the hierarchy while administrative controls are all the way around, thus, strong for the hierarchy,
semi-strong for the hybrids and weak for the market. Adaptation has a semi-strong influence on
hybrids either with its’ autonomous form or with its’ cooperative form. However, when adaptation has
an autonomous form then it is strong for the markets and weak for the hierarchy while with its
cooperative form it is again upside down, thus, strong for the hierarchy and weak for the market.
Finally contract law is weak for the markets, semi-strong for hybrids and strong for the hierarchy.
This occurs because contract law in the situation of market and hybrids as governance structure
retrieves from the public courts, while in the hierarchy the firm is its own court (Williamson, 1998).
To sum up, if one considers table 2.1 and also the diverse governance structures we analyzed above, one
can easily understand the correlation (either positive or negative) between the transaction’s attributes
(asset specificity, uncertainty, frequency) and the governance structures (market, hybrid, hierarchy).

2.2.6.b The Firm as a Governance structure instead of a Production function
In neo-classical economics, the firm is described as a production function. This description is related with
the efficiency boundaries of the firm. In this view, technology through economies of scale and scope is
the factor that determines the firm’s boundaries. However, in TCE the firm and its boundaries are
viewed from a different perspective. Instead of being considered as a production function, in TCE the firm
is considered as a governance structure. By that means, the efficiency boundaries of the firm are settled
through ‘aligning different transactions with governance structures’, (Williamson, 1998: p.32).
To wit, inside an industry there are production and transaction costs. Transaction costs occur because
the inter – and intra- firm transactions need to be coordinated. The TC are organizational costs and
their amount (high or low) influences every time the shape of the scope of the firms and consequently
they influence the shape of the VS of the industry. When TC are high then the industry will be highly
integrated and firms will prefer to make rather than buy. However, when TC are low, the industry will
be highly specialized or disintegrated and the firm’s (inside the industry) will prefer to buy rather than
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make. J&W (2005) argue that TC have a moderate influence on industry’s VS and that VS is mainly
influenced by the capabilities distribution.

2.2.7 The Industry prescribed by Transaction Cost Economics
After explaining the TCE theory, it is time now to discuss about how TC prescribe the Industry. In
most of the research, the prescription of the industry by TCE is taking place only for the large firms of
the industry, without taking into consideration the small ones (Bigelow and Argyres, 2008). Bigelow
and Argyres (2008) have researched the effect that TC have on the early US auto industry. In that
research Bigelow and Argyres (2008) tested, how asset specificity and uncertainty will influence the
vertical integration of large auto mobile constructors but also what are the effects of these two factors
on the small suppliers and small firms of the industry in general. Specific assets such as unique engines,
make transmissions, make frame, etc. have been tested (Bigelow and Argyres, 2008). Regression analysis
took place in order to test hypotheses such as ‘the asset specificity associated with a component increases, the
likelihood that production of that component will be integrated increases, ceteris paribus, or, the number of existing
suppliers that produce a given component will have a negative effect on the probability of integrating that component,
ceteris paribus’ (Bigelow and Argyres, 2008). For instance, in their survey, Bigelow and Argyres found
that there is a positive relationship between volume uncertainty and a firm’s decision to make rather than buy a
component (Bigelow and Argyres, 2008: p.796). This positive relationship suggests that unique engines is
an asset which is highly specified and it is preferred –by large firms- to make it internal than buying it
from suppliers. Results from their research where about the coefficient between highly specific assets,
and how this coefficient interprets the hypotheses of the model. In other words, what Bigelow and
Argyres (2008) have done, (in one part of their research) was to choose highly specific assets, and test
how the interrelation between them (through the regression analysis they have run) explains the
make-or-buy decisions in the population of the early US automobile industry. Presenting the
conclusions of the research is beyond the scope of this chapter, however, it is clearly presented how
TC through asset specificity, and uncertainty prescribe the movements inside an industry.
Another more general example of how TC prescribe the industry arises from the phrase that Langlois
and Robertson (1989) use, which is …’The extent of vertical integration should nevertheless be tempered when the
firm can take advantage of markets in which transaction costs are moderate’… (Langlois and Robertson, 1989:
p.374). By analyzing this statement further, we can understand that by investigating the transaction
costs that occur with inter-firm or intra-firm relationships, we can have an accurate view of the
industry and more specific of how much integrated the industry will be.
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2.3 The main factors of TC that influence the EU biofuels industry.
In this research we will investigate two attributes of the transaction. Uncertainty, and Asset
specificity. We will investigate uncertainty from the perspective of environmental uncertainty and
behavioral uncertainty. There are two reasons why we do this. First, we investigate environmental
uncertainty because as it is presented in chapter 6 we argue that the institutional environment of the
biofuels industry in the EU-15 has a significant influence on the decisions made by the firms on each of
the levels of the biofuels industry in the EU-15 (see chapter 6 for the different levels). Second, we
investigate behavioral uncertainty and we try to identify if it influences the decisions due to the fact
that the transactions between the industry's levels take place with contracts and contracts are
influenced by the “human agents”. The paradigm by Perry & Rosillio-Calle (2008) about the UK
farmers for their uncertainty on cultivating energy farms explains at a level why behavioral uncertainty
should be investigated.
Furthermore, we will investigate asset specificity from three different perspectives. Human asset
specificity, physical asset specificity, and site asset specificity. Altman & Johnson (2008) argue that
physical and human asset specificity are very important for the biofuels industry. In this project,
human asset specificity refers to the training investments of personnel done by each firms. The biofuels
industry is a specialized industry in terms of product thus training of personnel is considered
important. Physical asset specificity is investigated according to the products produced and the
machinery used in order to produce these products. Finally, site asset specificity is investigated
through the importance of the role of transportation costs (upstream and downstream). We
investigate if transportation costs influence the decision of the companies (for logistics etc.) because
this indicates the logistics or companies geographical position and the efficiency of the companies
according to their geographical position.

2.4 Summary:
The distribution of capabilities inside the industry makes firms willing to transact. These transactions
that occur between firms inside the industry are not costless. If these Transaction Costs (TC)
considered as low by a firm, then the firm will decide to transact with another firm for some processes
in order to focus on its primary activities. However, if the firm considers the TC of ‘outsourcing’ high
enough, it will decide to produce everything internal. To be more explicit about the relationship
between TC and VS, when TC are high the industry will be highly integrated (because ‘outsourcing’
will be expensive), and when TC are low, the industry will be specialized (because ‘outsourcing’ will
be cheap). Thus, TC influence the firms’ decisions about VS and this is why they influence the
industry’s VS as well.
Identified TC can be interpreted into the level of bounded rationality and opportunistic behavior of
the human agents who operate inside the industry. Also, the level of uncertainty inside the industry,
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the frequency of the transactions and the specificity of assets are three important attributes which
create TC. By investigating these attributes of the transactions we can prescribe the Biofuels Industry.
For the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 we will focus on the environmental and behavioral uncertainty
but also on human, physical and site asset specificity as the most influential attributes of the
transactions. It depends on the level of uncertainty and asset specificity how high or low the TC are in
the Biofuels Industry and this conclusion is presented more clear in chapter 6. For instance high levels
of uncertainty and specificity create high TC. Also, by investigating the attributes of the transactions
we try to identify if TC act as a moderator in the industry which means that although TC influence
the VS of the Biofuels Industry, however, this influence is not determinant for the VS of the Biofuels
Industry.
According to the figure presented at the beginning of this chapter we could say that a positive
relationship between TC and VS is identified. Thus, high TC increase VS while low TC decrease VS.
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Chapter 3: Resource & Dynamic Capabilities based factors.
“What resource and capabilities based factors influence vertical scope? How resource
and capabilities factors describe the industry? Why these factors are important for
vertical scope?”

3.1 Introduction
This chapter will focus on the Resource-based and Capabilities-based factors that influence Vertical
Scope of the Biofuels Industry. We will briefly present the concepts on which this part of our project is
based on. These concepts will be the Resource Based View of the firm (RBV) and the Dynamic
Capabilities concept (DC).
Jacobides and Winter (2005) refer to RBV and DC as capabilities. Capabilities are one part of the model
that we test in this project. Capabilities and more specifically the capability distribution of the industry
influence directly the Vertical Scope (VS) of the Industry, and the Transaction Costs (TC).
More specific, Jacobides and Winter (2005) suggest that heterogeneous capabilities exist inside the
industry. These capabilities will create different levels of profitability. The profitability influences the
firm’s growth and thus, there are diverse Vertical structures according this, selection is made. This is
named mechanism 1 by Jacobides and Winter (2005).
The differences of the capabilities between competitors in every different level of the industry
influence the TC that occur between different levels. Thus, in the Jacobides & Winter model
(hereafter J&W (2005) model) capabilities have an impact on shaping TC and how high or low these
(TC) will be. This is mechanism 2 in J&W model.
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Through the analysis of the impact of capabilities on Vertical Scope either directly or indirectly
through the impact that capabilities have on TC, we have answered the question of ‘why capabilities
are important for VS’. What remains to be answered is how capabilities (meaning RB and DC factors)
describe the industry (through describing the firms of the industry), and then, try to identify what
kind of RB and DC factors are of great importance for shaping the VS.
In paragraph 3.2 of the chapter we will try to understand how RB and DC factors describe the industry.
In paragraph 3.3 we will try to identify what RB and DC factors are the most important for the Biofuels
industry.

3.2 The Resource Based View of the firm and the Dynamic
Capabilities
The reason why J&W (2005) refer to RB and DC factors as capabilities is because these two concepts
are connected. ‘Dynamic Capabilities are simply capabilities that are dynamic’ (Barney et al, 2001: p.630). The
reason why we separate them into our analysis is because of our great interest on the impact of
knowledge on the shape of the industry.

3.2.1 The Resource Based View of the firm
Before trying to understand the RBV of the firm, it is of great importance to understand what a
resources is. Wernerfelt (1984) defined resources as ‘anything which could be thought of as a strength or
weakness of a given firm. More formally, a firm’s resources at a given time could be defined as those (tangible and
intangible) assets which are tied semi permanently to the firm’ (Wernerfelt, 1984: p.172). Barney (1991), in his
definition of resources presents some examples of resources such as assets, capabilities, organizational
processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge etc. The RBV of the firm was very narrow until the
middle 1990’s and specifically Wernerfelt (1984) with his article “A Resource-based View of the Firm”
is the one who first considered the RBV concept. Economists were considering the firm as a
production functions and the resources were divided into land, labour and capital (Wernerfelt, 1984).
Penrose (1959) presented a broader view of the resources of the firm by suggesting that there are many
diverse kinds of resources and according to Barney (2007), Penrose was the one that noticed that the
bundles of productive resources controlled by firms can vary significantly by firm – that firms, in this sense can be
fundamentally heterogeneous even if they are in the same industry. The research on the heterogeneity of the
firms’ resources began because of the need to understand why some firms can be more efficient than
competitors in terms of profitability. The answer to this question from the RBV of the firm is that
some firms own competitive advantage. A firm has competitive advantage when it has a strategy that
is value creating and at the same time, it is implemented in a way that no other current or potential
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competitor implements it (Barney, 1991). Having a competitive advantage is attractive for a firm, even
more, having a competitive advantage that holds for a longer period is even more attractive for a firm.
Thus, Barney (1991) defined sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) as a competitive advantage
the benefits of which cannot be duplicated by current and potential competitors.
The basic assumptions of the RBV of the firm are the resource heterogeneity and the resource
immobility (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993; Barney et al, 2001; Priem & Butler, 2001; Barney 2007). By
using the term heterogeneity, we refer to the specific characteristics of the capabilities that make them
differ between each other. Immobility is about resources that cannot be traded (Peteraf, 1993).
Paradigms of immobile or imperfect mobile resources are presented by (Dierickx and Cool, 1989; Grant,
1996) and the most outstanding of them is when the property rights are not defined well. Then there
are not any appropriate assets by which a competitor can buy the resource.
There are five general categories of resources (Barney 2007; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Firm
resources (assets, capabilities, organizational processes etc.), Financial capital (the diverse money
resources that firms can use), Physical capital (technology, equipment etc.), Human capital (training,
experience etc. of managers) and Organizational capital (formal reporting, informal planning etc.).
However, Priem and Butler (2001) present some more specific resources, either tangible or intangible,
through which firms can achieve SCA. Some of these are: information technology, strategic planning,
trust, top management skills etc.
Our focus until now was on the general groups of resources and the assumptions that are taken, when
we want to identify a firm’s competitive advantage through the resources that the firm owns
(heterogeneity, immobility). When we want to identify a SCA, there are two criteria or assumptions
more that need to be met by resources. In general, one identifies a resource-based SCA of a firm by
using the VRIO framework. VRIO stands for Value, Rarity, Imitability, Organization (Barney,
2007). The VRIO framework is also named by scholars as the VRIN framework which stands for value,
rare, inimitable, non-substitutable (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). When a firm’s resource fulfills all of
the four assumptions of VRIO then the firm that owns this resource, is supposed to have a SCA.
Nowadays, there are many managerial tools that are developed in order to identify firm’s resources
which will lead at a SCA. Such tools are the value chain, activity maps, benchmarking, SWOT analysis
and value networks (Johnson et al, 2008). The most well known of these tools is the Value Chain
framework and the SWOT analysis. In this project the Value Chain tool could be used in order to
identify the scarce resources that firms possess in each one of the diverse levels of the biofuels supply
chain.
To wit, there is a distinction between competitive advantage and SCA. The RBV of the firm is focused
on the SCA identification and the VRIN framework is the most appropriate to identify the SCA. The
resources of a firm that can lead in a SCA can be either tangible or intangible or both. By using the
value chain tool, we can identify the diverse resources that firms own. Through that process we will
identify the diverse resources that exist at every level of the industry, thus the description of the
industry through the RB factors will be achieved.
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3.2.2 The concept of Dynamic Capabilities
The concept of DC can be considered as an expansion of the RBV. In the definition of resources given
by Barney (1991) capabilities are part of the resources of the firm (see chapter 1). The reason that the
DC concept was created and explored separately is that RBV could not explain why specific firms have
CA while rapid and unpredictable change existed (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Dynamic
capabilities are the firm’s abilities to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address
rapidly changing environments (Teece et al, 1997: p.516). Helfat et al (2007) defines DC as the capacity of an
organization to purposefully create, extend, or modify its resource base. We argue that DC are an expansion of
capabilities as they ‘govern the rate of change of ordinary capabilities’ (Winter, 2003: p.992). Winter (2003)
defines ordinary or zero-level capabilities as those ‘that permit a firm to ‘make a living’ in the short term’
(Winter, 2003: p.991). The positioning school, the strategic conflict approach and the RBV of the firm,
are three of the theoretical areas out of which the DC concept emerges (Teece et al, 1997). DC is an
approach that emphasizes efficiency (Teece et al, 1997). In this project, the concept of Dynamic
Capabilities is used under the perspective of Teece et al (1997). However, by putting together the
definition of Teece et al (1997) and Winter’s (2003) explanation of DC we understand this concept as
the combination of scarce resources that a firm owns, and the management skills, and learning process
of the firm that makes adaptation (of the economic organization) easier. In other words, DC factors are
the mix of processes and positions (Teece et al, 1997) that a firm owns in order to transform (adapt
changes) (with respect to its history – path dependency) according to the industry’s transformation.
Teece et al (1997) suggests that paths and consequently history are of great importance for the concept
of DC that the competences and capabilities (and hence competitive advantage) of a firm rest
fundamentally on processes, shaped by positions and paths.
To familiarize further with the DC concept, we need to understand how the firm is viewed from the
DC perspective. The TCE scholars describe the firm as an organization form which substitutes the
market when the costs of transactions are high enough. This means that a firm can be viewed as a
‘nexus of contracts’ (Fama, 1980) in which many amounts of contracts (of simple activities) are
combined (internal) in order to create a product or service that is too costly to be created through the
‘contracts’ of the market. The concept of nexus of contracts implies that every firm could be imitated
via the market. Heterogeneity of resources and management knowledge, learning etc. are the
ingredients that create a DC. This is why the DC perspective of the firm is not familiar with the ‘nexus
of contracts’. The DC concept suggests that there are combinations of resources and knowledge that
are not imitable.
The main question that needs to be answered now is how DC factors describe the industry. Learning
(or knowledge) is the core of DC in our analysis. Learning is a concept included in the managerial and
organizational processes concept. Thus, we will try to answer to the question mentioned above, from
the ‘learning’ perspective. Processes, positions and path dependency, are concepts that analyze
learning. Other scholars refer to these three concepts by using different terms. For instance, The
further analysis of processes, positions and paths takes place.
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Processes are managerial and organizational, and the firm lies on them (Teece et al, 1997). The
managerial and organizational processes are the routines and patterns of current practice and
learning (Teece et al, 1997). The organizational processes have three roles: 1) coordination/ integration,
learning and reconfiguration (Teece et al, 1997). Grant (1996) names organizational processes as
organizational capabilities and he defines them as ‘the outcome of knowledge integration’ (Grant, 1996:
p.116). We are more interested in the role of learning (or knowledge). We argue that learning is the
factor that influences the mix of DC in the long term and consequently learning has a high impact on
VS in the long term. Grant’s (1996) consideration of tacit and explicit knowledge is the basis of our
perspective. Manipulation of knowledge is vital in dynamic markets (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
Learning has two characteristics. First, we consider learning as a process of experimentation and
repetition and through which tasks will be performed better and quicker. Second, learning enables
new opportunities to be identified (Teece et al, 1997; Zollo and Winter, 2002). Through the literature
we can identify some learning mechanisms which we briefly present. Grant (1996) presents four
mechanisms for integrating specialized knowledge: Rules and directives; Sequencing; Routines; and Group
problem solving and decision making.
Another kind of learning comes from mistakes (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Sometimes, the
knowledge that is retrieved from the mistakes of the managers is of great importance comparing to the
knowledge that is retrieved from success.
Teece et al (1997) built the DC view, based on the conclusion that processes are based on the firm’s
assets position and the path dependency of the firm. However, in our view, learning is the core of DC
because knowledge is the element that connects the processes and positions of a firm. Through Teece
et al (1997) argument that DC factors are the mix of processes and positions we suggest that
knowledge on which processes and positions should be used and how should we ‘mix’ them, is
creating the Dynamic Capabilities factors. For this reason, we need to present briefly the concepts of
‘position’ and ‘path dependences’ in order to understand the systemic capability development process
through understanding the basis for the firm’s capabilities change.
Position. The specific assets a firm owns influence the strategic position of the firm (Teece et al, 1997).
The role of assets is significant for the DC concepts because they determine the competitive advantage
of the firm during the whole period that the firm operates. The most important classes of assets are
technological assets, Financial assets, Reputational assets, Structural assets, Institutional assets, Market assets,
Organizational boundaries (Teece et al, 1997).
Path dependencies. The concept of path dependencies, suggests that a firm relies on its past in order
to take its current position in the industry. More specific, Teece et al (1997) points that ‘a firm’s previous
investments and its repertoire of routines (its ‘history’) constrain its future behavior’ (Teece et al, 1997: p. 522).
This statement is completely in line with the J&W model assumption that capabilities shaped in the
past, will influence VS and then VS will enable capabilities development process. This means, that
capabilities development process will be influenced indirectly by the ‘history’ of the industry.
After analyzing processes, positions and path dependencies, we argue that other scholars, refer to
these concepts by using other terminology. For instance, Zollo and Winter (2002) refer to these
mechanisms as experience accumulation, knowledge articulation, and knowledge codification.
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Experience accumulation has to do with routines and more specific with the wisdom that an
organization will gain through the trial and error process and the retention and selection of past
behaviors (Zollo and Winter, 2002). Knowledge articulation is about how articulated knowledge is
collected through debriefing sessions, collective discussions, and performance evaluation processes
(Zollo and Winter, 2002). The amount of articulated knowledge differs from organization to
organization and this plays a significant role on the differentiation between the diverse organizations
(Zollo and Winter, 2002). Finally, knowledge codification is one step further than articulation.
Codification is really important because it simplifies extremely complex activities and it ensures that
the capabilities (through the processes) are completely understood by the organization (Zollo and
Winter, 2002). The understanding of the organization’s capabilities creates the path for new
technologies, entrance in new market segments etc.
There are diverse kinds of Dynamic Capabilities. Product development, Strategic Decision making and
Strategic alliances are the most important (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
To wit, learning is one of the roles of organizational processes. Organizational processes are part of the
firm’s intangible resources, on which, the competitive advantage of the firm lies on. Thus, learning, and
the change that occurs because of it, influences the competitive advantage of the firm and
consequently the capabilities of the firm (this capabilities are dynamic because of change). When we
generalize this conclusion, we prescribe mechanism 4 (Capability development process dynamically
determines capability distribution) of J&W model.
Until now, we analyzed the DC concept as an expansion of the RBV concept. However, we must
mention the contradictory nature of DC to the basic reason of creation of the RBV of the firm which is
how a firm should identify and gain SCA (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Winter, 2003). According ton
the RBV and the VRIN framework, SCA exist when a resource is valuable, rare, immobile and nonsubstitutable. If we consider DC as a resource of a firm, then we could argue that DC could be valuable
and rare, but they could not be immobile, non-substitutable and inimitable (Eisenhardt and Marin,
2000) by definition. Thus, DC is a concept which explains how we can achieve competitive advantage
in the long term, while RBV of the firm is a concept which explains how we can achieve SCA in the
short term.
DC differ according to ‘how dynamic the markets are’ (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Eisenhardt and
Martin (2000) argue that there can be either moderate dynamic markets where DC are detailed,
complicated, extensive on existing knowledge, analytic processes, or high-velocity markets. Zollo
and Winter (2002) are talking about rapidly changing environments. Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) define
high-velocity markets as the markets in which market boundaries are blurred, successful business models are
unclear, and market players are ambiguous and shifting. The overall industry structure is unclear. Given this
definition, the biofuels industry that we are focused on is a high-velocity market. This argument by
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) about moderate dynamic and high-velocity markets makes us question
if the J&W model holds also for the moderate markets. The VS of the industry in the case of a
moderate dynamic market should not influence the capability development process (according to
Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Nonetheless, the high-velocity character of the biofuels industry that
we are focused on, does not allow us to explore such paths. In high-velocity markets, the DC rely less
on existing knowledge and more on rapidly creating situation-specific new knowledge. DC in high
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velocity markets are simple, not locked in specific behaviors (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). DC
finally, are characterized by parallel consideration and often partial implementation of multiple options (Eisenhardt
and Martin, 2000: p. 1112).
The statement of Eisenhardt and Martin, (2000) that in high-velocity markets, the more crucial aspect of
evolution is selection comes in perfect agreement with the core of the J&W model which is selection
itself.

3.3 What resource and capabilities based factors influence Vertical
Scope?
In order to verify the J&W (2005) model, we need to focus mostly on the productive capabilities of
each level of the biofuels industry’s value chain but also on the existing resources in the industry.
From the perspective of the RBV of the firm, we need to identify (if any) scarcity on resources, and
how important this scarcity can be for the industry. We argue that the scarcity of the tangible (e.g.
biomass) for the production of biofuels (1st generation biofuels) or intangible (e.g. knowledge)
resources influences the investments on the industry and the investments on new technologies. From
the perspective of productive capabilities, we need to focus on the production costs and the vertical
division of labor because these two capabilities are the ones that we need to investigate in order to
verify the J&W (2005) model.
a) Annual production capacity, b) annual employees’ efficiency, c) technology in use, d) capital
availability for investments and e) distribution annual capacity are capabilities that we investigate in
our empirical research from the productive capabilities perspective. Also due to the value chain
scheme introduced in chapter 6 we consider the annual distribution capacity as a productive
capability for the distributors level of the industry.
We investigate in depth the issues of technology and knowledge. We do that because we consider
that technology and knowledge are concomitant capabilities and influence drastically the capabilities
distribution. Finally, the importance of knowledge as a capability is retrieved also through the
influence that knowledge has on the process of capabilities development according to Jacobides &
Winter (2005).

3.4 Summary:
The Resource Based View (RBV) of the firm, describes the industry through the identification of the
Sustainable Competitive Advantage (SCA) that a firm owns. By using the Value, Rarity, Imitability,
Organization framework (VRIO) someone can identify resource-based SCA. The way that the scarce
resources are distributed inside the industry, will influence the industry’s VS because diverse firms
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will obtain diverse capabilities and the industry’s VS will be influenced by the VS of the firms
considered to be superior in that industry. Dynamic Capabilities (DC) describe the industry in the
long term. By identifying how resources and knowledge are distributed inside the industry, the DC
concept influences the level of VS. This identification takes place through the identification of the
processes, positions and path dependences of the diverse firms that are included to the industry.
These resource based factors and dynamic capabilities based factors are determinant factors for the VS
of an industry because firms operate inside the industry according to their capabilities and in the most
efficient way that is possible. In other words capabilities lead the firm’s position inside the industry
and this is why they are important. A second reason that prescribes the capabilities’ importance inside
the industry is that capabilities influence the TC level inside the industry by influencing the attributes
of the transactions.
In this project, we investigate productive capabilities. These are chosen through the Biofuels Industry’s
Value Chain investigation and they are annual production capacity, annual employees efficiency,
technology in use, capital availability for investments, distribution annual capacity, efficiency on
production costs. Moreover we give special attention to knowledge as scarce resource in order to see
how much the scarcity of knowledge influences the capabilities’ distribution inside the Biofuels
Industry but also, in order to identify existence of Dynamic Capabilities because of knowledge.
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Chapter 4. Industrial Architecture
“How does the concept of industrial architecture integrate the effects of transaction
costs, resource and capabilities based factors on (new) industries? What are the
important characteristics on the Industrial Architecture of the Biofuels Industry in the
EU-15?”

Source: Jacobides & Winter (2005)

4.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 of this project, we presented how TC evolve in the J&W model (2005) and the way that
the TCE theory will help us understand how the contour of the Biofuels industry will be designed.
Chapter 3 is a presentation of the RBV of the firm and the DC concept and how do these factors coevolve with TC inside the J&W model (2005). Jacobides and Winter (2005) consider that capabilities
distribution (through the selection process) is the most important factor that shapes Vertical Scope.
However, they consider the influence of TC on Vertical Scope through trials of firms, in order ‘to reshape
the transactional environment to increase their profit and market share’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005: p. 395).
Furthermore, the term ‘moderate’ that is used by J&W (2005) to characterize the influence of TC on
VS approves the difference on the importance of Capabilities and TC from the J&W perspective. Also,
in chapter 3, we presented the most important capabilities we investigate in the Biofuels industry. In
chapter 4, we will try to create an understanding of the co-evolvement itself through the industry
architecture theory. We will try to understand the diverse interactions of TC, RB, and DC factors
because of the diverse architecture’s characteristics.
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In our project, Industrial Architecture (IA) refers primarily to the Vertical Scope (VS) of the industry.
VS is involved in mechanisms one and three (see chapter 1) of the J&W model (2005). More specific,
mechanism one shapes VS. By means of mechanism three as VS itself affects the capability
development process (Jacobides and Winter, 2005). J&W (2005), argue that the shaped VS (through
the Capabilities distribution and Transaction Costs), will enable a ‘’Capability Development Process’’
(hereafter CDP) the consequence of which is the capabilities redistribution. This, may finally result in
reshaping VS (Jacobides and Winter, 2005).
In paragraph 4.2 of the chapter we will try to describe analytically the four mechanisms of the model to
be listed. In paragraph 4.3, we indicate (through theory) how the concept of industrial architecture
explains the VS of industries by means of the combined effects of transaction costs, and resource and
capabilities based factors. Finally, in paragraph 4.4 we illustrate the characteristics of the
architectonic of the Biofuels industry.

4.2 The Jacobides & Winter (2005) model
As we presented briefly in chapter 1, the J&W (2005) model consists of four mechanisms. The model,
through these mechanisms, illustrates how the capabilities, and TC co-evolve in order to shape VS and
how VS influences then Capabilities and TC in order to be reshaped in the long run. As it is obvious,
the model consists of two time periods, the short run (where the Capabilities and TC co-evolve in
order to shape VS) and the long run (where VS will enable a Capability Development Process through
which, it influences Capabilities Distribution). More specifically: J&W (2005) argue that selection1 is
the mechanism (mechanism 1), through which the capabilities are distributed in the first phase. This
capability distribution determines the Vertical Structure of the firms and consequently the Vertical
Structure of the industry. Mechanism 2 is about “changes on TC” through the Capabilities distribution.
Every firm that competes inside the industry, will try to manipulate market’s transactions (and
consequently TC) to its advantage. TC are costs of the governance structure that firms use, thus
mechanism 2 suggests that the menu of governance structures that is available inside the industry will
be determined by “the conditions of the industry as a whole” (Jacobides and Winter, 2005). These
“conditions” are settled by the distributed capabilities. If we consider now a firm which uses a
governance structure that reduces its TC between its upstream and downstream activities, this
structure will enable Vertical Specialization and thus the Scope of the industry will be influenced.
Until now, we presented how VS changes because of the capabilities distribution (through selection)
and TC (through changes in the transaction’s environment). We also illustrated how (in the short run)
the changes in the transaction’s environment take place.
We will now discuss how changes in scope influence the capability development process (mechanism
3). The firm’s Vertical Scope affects its decision about investing in capabilities improvement (or not).
Also, issues such as organizational identity and framing are related to the scope of the firm. Thus,
1

Selection is countered by the differential profitability of the firms which (firms) have heterogeneous
capabilities. In other words, selection determines which capabilities are significant and which are not.
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J&W (2005) argue that the scope of the firm influences its decisions about capability development.
Moreover, the scope of the industry influences the process of capabilities development and the
accumulated knowledge because these will differ, depending on the degree of Vertical Integration of
the industry. Thus, the scope of the industry will affect the Capability Development Process (CDP)
and the CDP in a specialized industry will be “drastically different” from the CDP in an integrated
industry (Jacobides and Winter, 2005). Finally, the 4th mechanism of the model, indicates that the
Capability Development Process will influence the “roster of participants” (Jacobides and Winter,
2005), the “capability pool” will change and the capabilities of the industry will be redistributed
(Jacobides and Winter, 2005).

4.3 Industrial architecture and the co-evolution of Transaction Costs,
Resource- and Capabilities-based factors
4.3.1 Definitions
The effect of TC and Capabilities on VS is the core subject of this section. However, in order to make
the structure of the chapter easier to comprehend, we will first present the definitions of Industrial
Architecture and Vertical Scope as we use them in this project.
In this paper, we will use the definition given by Jacobides et al, (2006) in order to define the
Industrial Architecture (or industry architecture, or architecture). Thus, architecture is an abstract
description of the economic agents within an economic system (in terms of economic behavior and the capabilities that
support the feasible range of behaviors) and the relationships among those agents in terms of a minimal set of rules
governing their arrangement, interconnections, and interdependence (the rules governing exchange among economic
agents) (Jacobides et al, 2006: p. 1203).
Our literature study did not bring us a clear definition for Vertical Scope. Williamson (1975),
according to Teece (1996), is the one who explored the concept of Vertical Integration through TCE.
Teece (1980) discuss the concept of ‘scope’ for the first time, through the concept of ‘economies of
scope’ and at a firm level. Nonetheless, the generalization of the concept to an industry level, seems to
start with Jacobides (2000) but going through his publications, we could not find a clear definition of
VS. Specifically, in diverse articles, Jacobides uses the term VS with diverse meanings. For instance,
Jacobides & Hitt, (2005) use the term VS as a substitute term for Vertical Integration. Nevertheless, in
the most of his articles, Jacobides uses the term Vertical Scope to indicate both Vertical Integration
and Vertical Specialization or Disintegration of the firms/ industries (Jacobides & Winter, 2005;
Jacobides, 2006; 2008). The term ‘Vertical Integration’ is used quite often by scholars as similar to VS,
however, The Economist magazine (www.economist.com, 2008), defines Vertical Integration as:
“merging with a company at a different stage in the production process”. This definition, rejects the part of
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horizontal integration which is included in our definition and which is considered as the one of the
two possible shapes of Vertical Scope.
Our perspective of Vertical Scope is about the integration or specialization of the Biofuels industry in
EU-15. We focus on investigating how much integrated or specialized this new industry is. As a matter
of fact, and because we want to illustrate better our view on VS, we present a definition of VS that will
be used and it is acceptable at least for the needs of our project.
Thus, we define Vertical Scope (VS) as the degree of vertical integration that is related with the
organizational and productive structures of a firm/industry which are directly influenced by the
capabilities and transaction costs that occur in this firm/industry.
Aligning the two definitions of Industrial Architecture and Vertical Scope, the ‘degree of vertical
integration is a specification of the ‘relationships between the agents’, the ‘firm/industry’ is a
specification of the ‘economic system’, and the ‘economic agents’ are specified by the firms included to
the industry if the industry is considered as the economic system, and the agents running the firm if
the firm is considered to be the economic system. Finally, ‘the capabilities and transaction costs’ (used
in the VS definition), are considered as a specification of the ‘economic behavior and the capabilities
that support the feasible range of behaviors’ (used in the IA definition). The alignment between the
two definitions is listed in table 4.1:

Table 4.1: The specification of Industrial Architecture through Vertical Scope.

INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURE
Unit of
measurement
Level of Analysis

VERTICAL SCOPE

 Relationships between the agents

 Degree of Vertical or Integration

 Economic System

 Firm/Industry
 Firms (if industry is considered to be
the system)
 Managers (if firm is considered to be
the system)

Units of Analysis

 Economic Agents

Influential
Factors

 Economic behavior and the
capabilities that support the
feasible range of behaviors

 the Capabilities and TC

At this point we would like to be more specific on VS level. According to the Industry Life Cycle
theory, when an industry is in its early stages of its life, VS is considered high (Vertical Integration
occurs). In the mature stage of the industry’s life cycle VS is low (Vertical Disintegration occurs).
Finally when the industry is in the decline stage of its life, VS is high again (Vertical Integration
occurs).
We argue, that inside the industry’s life cycle these three stages (Vertical Integration, Vertical
Disintegration, Vertical Integration) are not absolute. For instance there might be a point in time
where the companies in the industry will be selectively integrated on specific levels of the industry’s
value chain. We base our argumentation about selectively integrated companies (and thus industries)
on Bask & Juca (2001) who refer to supply chains. ‘Selectivity has been promoted instead of all-embracing
integration, asking what type and level of integration applies to each link of the supply chain’ (Bask & Juca, 2001: p.
137). Bask & Juca (2001) argue on a change from holistic integration towards selectively integrated, horizontally
specialized supply chain processes and capabilities (Bask & Juca, 2001: p. 138), and they define as semi-
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integrated supply chains those supply-chains which are partially or selectively integrated (Bask
& Juca, 2001: p. 139).
In the same way, we define as semi-integrated industries, those industries where firms operating
in the industry by choosing to integrate partially or selectively on specific levels of the Value
Chain can be identified.

4.3.2. The concepts of Dynamic Capabilities, Resources and Transaction Costs
taking the Vertical Scope perspective
As the definition that we presented in section 4.3.1 suggests, the IA is a description of the economic
agents within a system, and also, a description of their relationship inside that system.
We argue that the J&W (2005) model, through the capabilities part, describes the characteristics of
the economic agents in an industry, and through the transaction costs part, prescribes the relationship
between those economic agents. Thus, we argue, that the J&W (2005) model, could be the base of the
industrial architecture theory. We now present some general characteristics of the industrial
architecture theory, as mentioned by scholars.
Jacobides and Winter (2005) described the ‘façade of the market’ as the usage of another firm’s
capabilities (which other firms want to transact) inside the industry. For this reason they suggest that
there must be an equilibrium between sales and purchases in the intermediate market. We consider
this market clearing principle (Krugman et al, 2008, p: 68) as the first main characteristic of the
Industrial Architecture theory.
A second characteristic is that an industry might have many different vertical segments each with a
regime of its own and that ‘changes of the aggregate scope can substantially affect the whole industry’s regime’
(Jacobides, 2006: p. 161). To be more explicit, Jacobides recognizes that inside the same industry, the
same activity or transaction or interrelation between the diverse levels of the value chain, occurs
through different shapes of vertical scope. For instance, one company might source internally
(integrated firm) and another might source externally (specialized firm) in order to realize the same
activity. These are two different shapes inside the same industry and together the aggregate scope
determine the predominant industry’s regime.
A third important characteristic has been presented by Jacobides et al (2006). They argue that the
architecture of the industry is determined by firms that hold superior (in terms of technical efficiency)
capabilities inside the industry. This remark, can be interpreted as follows: “the superior capabilities
owned by firms inside the industry are those which shape the VS of the industry at the early stage of
the industry life cycle”. At the beginning of the industry (early stage), we could consider as superior
capabilities the scarce resources that firms own. Thus, the remark by Jacobides et al (2006), explains
the importance of scarce resources and the RBV of the firm in shaping VS and consequently their
importance in the J&W (2005) model.
Jacobides et al (2006) also argue that the determinants of architectures could be technical, driven by pathdependent evolution of firm’s capability and they could be shaped by legal and regulatory authorities (i.e. political
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forces, lobbies, etc.). Finally, a fourth characteristic considered by Jacobides et al (2006) is the two
templates for Industry Architectures. First, a template defining value creation and the division of labor. Second,
a template defining value appropriation and the division of surplus or revenue.
After presenting these general characteristics of the Industrial Architecture theory, we will now
analyse how this theory explains the effect of TC resources and DC on the industry.
We start by analyzing the effect of resource based factors. As Jacobides & Winter (2005) argue, the
resource based view emphasizes the importance of resources in guiding firm action. We wondered
about the most important factor that sets the initial Architecture of a new industry in year one of the
industry’s life. J&W (2005) argue that selection (under an evolutionary perspective) is the mechanism
through which the capabilities are distributed per period of the industry’s life cycle. Thus, we argue
that the most important factor that influences an industry’s scope in year one is the scarce resources2
that each firm has. Albeit scarce resources are the most important for the shape of the industry for first
time, we argue that it is considered as important from a static perspective. Our first argument then is
that the resource factors are of great importance, getting the early days/onset of / the industry’s life
cycle started.
At this early stage of the industry’s life cycle, the scarce resources influence most the Transaction
Costs of the industry (Jacobides and Winter (2005) model, argue that capabilities influence TC).
TC will play a significant role during the early stage of the industry’s life cycle on shaping VS. This
happens because the opportunistic behavior and the potential for hold-ups is high during that stage
(because of lack of knowledge). The characteristics of the selection environment in the early stage of
industry’s life cycle suggested by Williamson (1998), which are asset specificity, uncertainty and
frequency of transactions explain the significant role of TC in that stage.
Until this point we have a static perspective on capabilities and TC because we refer to the early stage
of the industry’s life cycle which can be considered as ‘short run. Our perspective on capabilities is
similar to that of Jacobides and Winter (2005) which views capabilities as productive. They define
productive capabilities by using S. Winter’s (2003) definition for the ‘zero-level’ capabilities (see
chapter 3, p: 39). It is important to notice however, that focusing on productive capabilities is
meaningful only if there is a variation in productive capabilities across firms (Jacobides and Hitt, 2005).
At this stage of the industry’s life cycle, it is obvious that the scope of the industry had not taken its
final shape for the first stable period of the industry, thus firms that own superior capabilities (from a
resource based view) can influence scope and gain an architectural advantage (Jacobides et al, 2006).
In chapter 3 of this paper, we translated the definition of dynamic capabilities as the mix of scarce
resources and management knowledge (chapter 3). This mix starts to be created from the beginning of
the industry’s life. However, the mix is not able to influence the shape of the scope at the early stage of
industry’s life cycle because of lack of managerial or firm knowledge.
Passing from the first stage of industry’s life to a more mature stage, the concept of DC has significant
impact on scope and this is why scarce resources (and the RBV of the firm) stops playing a dominant
role. At these (mature) stage scarce resources are not enough to shape scope. At this stage, the
2

In this case, scarce resources are considered to be tangible (i.e. plants, materials etc.) but also
intangible (i.e. accumulated knowledge from other industries, organizational knowledge, managerial
knowledge etc.).
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‘dynamics of resource management and the selection environment’ (Jacobides and Winter, 2005: p. 396) influence
vertical scope directly. DC also influence TC (usually reduce them) and this indirectly influences the
scope of the industry as well. At this stage of the Industry’s life cycle the TC’s ‘role is akin to that of a sales
tax or a tariff levied in international trade’ (Jacobides and Winter, 2005: p. 398), which means that the TC
are ‘harmonized’ inside the industry.
The influence of VS’s change on the capability development process (CDP) turns up the dynamic
characteristic of the model. To be more explicit, the capabilities’ distribution and the TC despite of
influencing the VS over the years, they influence the short-run as well. Thus, the influence on the longrun begins when the change of the VS of the industry starts influencing the CDP.
The time period over which we try to understand the Industry structure is always a challenge. J&W
(2005) orient two dimensions of time in their perspective. The short run and the long run. This
diversification of time is of great importance because it designates the static and dynamic character of
the model respectively. Another issue that we consider is the differentiation between the RBT and the
DC perspective. We argue that scarce resources from an RBT perspective influence TC in the early
stage (static view) of the industry while DC influence TC in the mature stage (static and dynamic
view).
To be more explicit we suggest that the Biofuels Industry is divided (from an industry life cycle
perspective and for the period of interest) into the early stage of the industry’s life cycle and into a
more mature stage of industry’s life cycle. The early stage of the industry’s life cycle is considered to be
static (short run). Also, the mature stage of the industry’s life cycle is considered to be static (short
run). However, both stages together (from the beginning of the early stage until the end of the mature
stage of the industry’s life cycle) constitute the dynamic approach or in other words the long run
period. Figure 4.1 illustrates our perspective on time period:
Figure 4.1: Time Period perspective
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Figure 4.1 illustrates that the long run is a period of ten years (t010). This long run period consists of
two short run periods. The 1st short run period is the early stage of the industry’s life cycle (ILC). The
2nd short run period is the mature stage of the industry’s life cycle. To be more explicit we should state
that the growth stage of the industry is included inbetween (short run) stages.
J&W (2005) model, suggests that in the long run, capabilities -through selection- create particular
vertical structures. Also, differences between capabilities of diverse firms inside the industry provide
changes on TC. The TC have a moderate influence on VS. Furthermore changes on VS affect the CDP.
As a result, the capability pool of the industry will change.
In our theoretical chapters we argue that dividing capabilities into scarce resources and dynamic
capabilities is critical. We argue that on different points of the time period, scarce resources and
dynamic capabilities have different influence on Vertical Scope. For instance, in the early stage of the
ILC we argue that scarce resources (tangible or intangible) have a great influence on TC and VS.
However, it is necessary for some years to pass in order to convert knowledge from a scarce resource
into an explicit resource. Also it is necessary for knowledge to be an explicit resource in order to
combine it with other (tangible) scarce resources and create dynamic capabilities. Thus, DC will
influence the industry’s VS and TC at a more mature stage. Finally, we consider that capabilities
(either scarce resources or dynamic) will influence VS and TC in the long run (t010). For these reasons
we made three divisions of the J&W (2005) model from a time period perspective. Figure 4.2
illustrates these three different divisions.

Figure 4.2: The three divisions of J&W (2005) model according to different time periods.
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Figure 4.2 is divided into three parts (A, B, C). Part A of the figure illustrates the part of J&W (2005)
model which refers to the short run. Our further contribution is that we analyse this part of the model
for the early and mature stage. Thus, in figure 4.2.A we illustrate the J&W (2005) model for the short
run but only for the early stage of the ILC. Thus, what influences TC and VS is the Scarce resources
instead of Capabilities. Scarce resources are either tangible or intangible or both. However, it is
important to state that at this time period of the ILC knowledge can not be considered as an explicit
resource.
Part B of the figure is again about the part of J&W (2005) model which is about the short run.
However the difference with 4.2.A is that at 4.2.B we refer to a mature stage of the ILC. At this time
period there is explicit knowledge inside the industry (path dependences etc.), thus, knowledge can be
considered as an explicit resource. For this reason we argue that Dynamic Capabilities are influencing
VS and TC.
J&W (2005) model is illustrated in 4.2.C and it describes a holistic view of the co-evolvement
between capabilities, TC and VS. The Capabilities Development Process is enabled during the changes
of Vertical Scope in the long run period. The CDP by its turn will influence the capabilities pool
(Jacobides & Winter, 2003) but the whole cycle will start again from the image 4.2.B and not the 4.2.A
in order to change again. The importance of the scarce resources and the RBT is noticeable only during
the early stage of the industry’s life cycle after that, the Dynamic Capabilities play the dominant role.
Another, important part of the model that we should notice is mechanism 3. J&W (2005) argue that
‘changes in scope affect the capability development process’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005: p. 401) in order to
explain the changes in the ‘capabilities pool’ which occurs through the CDP. Our argumentation here
is that changes in Vertical Scope is not the only factor that enables CDP. We argue on this due to
considering when this proposition is false. If we consider an identical industry which is either 100%
integrated or 100% specialized, we understand that there will be no changes on VS ever again, thus the
CDP will not be enabled. This means that the capabilities pool will remain stable and that the industry
will remain either integrated or specialized. However, this assumption is in contrast with the theory
which supports that there is a change on Scope and industries are Integrated then they become
Specialized and then they become Integrated again.
Through considerable reflection on the model we argue that even an identical industry should enable
CDP thus, it is not only the changes of VS which enable the CDP but also knowledge. Knowledge, is
the resource which changes drastically in time and it is knowledge which could enable the CDP when
the Industry’s Architecture is fully integrated or specialized. We argue that a better explanation of
mechanism 3 should be given in order to understand which of these two perspectives is correct and if
arguing that both enable CDP is correct.
To wit, our perspective of the industrial architecture ‘theory’ suggests that this concept needs to be
investigated under a dynamic approach and this comes in line with J&W (2005) perspective. For this
reason, it is not that either RBV or DC, or TC are more important to shape VS. In contrast there is a
need to investigate these three concepts (during the exploration of the industry) dynamically. More
specific, we argue that while scarce resources (and the RBV of the firm) have significant role at the
early stage of the industry’s life (during the short-run), Dynamic Capabilities are of great importance
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in the mature stage of the industry’s life cycle. TC also has a moderate impact on VS’s shape in both
stages.
For this reason, we argue that in J&W (2005) model, we should divide the capabilities concept into
scarce resources and dynamic capabilities and try to combine these two contradictory theories in our
analysis. Finally we argue that VS changes is not the only factor which enables CDP and that
knowledge should be consider as a factor -through time- as well.

4.4. Industrial Architecture characteristics of the Biofuels Industry in
the EU-15
So far, we have presented the conceptual design of an Industry’s Architecture. Also, the general
characteristics and the way that the mechanisms of J&W (2005) model were described. Finally, some
arguments were presented on the Industrial Architecture and on the model which should be
considered and discussed further, took place. We consider that it is of great importance now, to
analyse how the conceptual design is taking place in the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 in order to
present how we approach the operationalization of the J&W (2005) model.
We consider the biofuels industry (hereafter BI) as a new industry. A dominant element of our
perspective is that we consider BI as a converged industry that rises from the linking up of the
Agricultural Industry (AI) and the Petrochemical Industry (PI). We consider then, that the upstream
part of the BI’s value chain is operated by companies with a background in AI and its downstream is
operated by companies with a background in the PI. We will now be more specific, on how we expect
the conceptual part of our project to be applied on the BI. Before presenting the hypothesis we make
for the conceptual part, we will first present two general assumptions we made concerning the
Biofuels Industry:
Assumption 1: ”Firms in the BI are preselected from their previous industries (AI for the upstream and PI for the
downstream firms) due to superior capabilities (and more specific their knowledge on how producing biofuels for the AI
and their distribution activity for the PI in terms of initial conditions).”
Assumption 2: “In the BI, the amount of raw material that a firm owns plays an important role for the production part
(so we consider this as an important resource). On the downstream part of the BI we posit that the superior capabilities
are based on knowledge and innovation on how firms of the downstream could integrate to the upstream (backward
integration) but also on networking and distribution channels.”
We now present the five hypotheses in order to apply the conceptual part:
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Hypothesis 1: “Capabilities heterogeneity is negatively related with Vertical Scope3.”
Hypothesis 2: “Capabilities heterogeneity is negatively related with Transaction Costs.”
Hypothesis 3: “Transaction Costs positively influence Vertical Scope as moderator”.
Hypothesis 4: “Capabilities Development Process is ‘enabled’ if changes on VS occur and CDP is
‘disabled’ if changes on VS do not occur”.
The four hypotheses presented, are according to the theoretical model of J&W (2005). However, for
applying the model we should state that it should be divided into two parts. The first part includes
hypotheses 1, 2, 3. There are two independent variables (Capabilities heterogeneity and Transaction
Costs) and one dependent variable (Vertical Scope). This part of the model is the one for which we can
search for data in the empirical field. The second part, includes hypotheses 4. At this part there is one
independent variable (Vertical Scope) and two dependent variables (Capabilities Development
Process and Capabilities distribution).
The reason why we divide the model into two different parts is because the 1st part of the model
(hypotheses 1 – 3) describes the current industry while the 2nd part (hypotheses 4) makes a forecast of
the changes on the distribution of the Capabilities of the industry.

4.5 Summary:
We consider the J&W (2005) model as the basis of the Industrial Architecture theory. We present
how TC and capabilities heterogeneity shape VS through selection. Superior capabilities owned by
some firms play a dominant role on shaping VS. Also, there is an interrelation between TC and
Capabilities with the last one influencing the former one. Finally changes on VS and knowledge enable

3

See the definition of VS that we gave at the beginning of the chapter. Vertical Scope is…the degree of
Vertical Integration…
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the CDP and consequently influences Capabilities. To wit, we present four points which illustrate
how TC, resources and DC affect industry’s scope:
•

In year one of the Industry’s Life Cycle, scarce resources is the most influential factor on
shaping the VS.

•

Resources guide the firm’s activities but they are most significant during the early days of the
industry’s life cycle.

•

TC are influenced by resources at the early stages of the industry’s life cycle and they are
influenced by DC at more mature stages of the industry’s life cycle.

•

TC have a significant influence on VS’s shape (in all time periods) but their role is less
significant (in a mature stage) and it is more significant during the early stages of the
industry’s life cycle.

•

DC play a dominant role on shaping scope at more mature stages of the industry’s life cycle
because knowledge is explicit at these stages and thus, scarce resources alone will not be
enough to shape VS.

Knowledge is the element that can enable the CDP when we refer to identical industries (from the VS
perspective).
In the Biofuels Industry there are two assumptions. First that firms are preselected from their previous
industry through the superior capabilities they own. Second the amount of the raw material a firm
owns is important for the upstream of the industry while networking and distribution channels are
important for the downstream of the industry.
Four hypotheses are tested. First, capabilities heterogeneity is negatively related with VS. Second,
capabilities heterogeneity is negatively related with TC. Third, TC positively influence VS as a
moderator. Fourth, CDP is enabled if changes in VS occur, and it is disabled if changes in VS do not
occur.
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Chapter 5: Methodology
5.1 Introduction
The investigation of J&W (2005) model and its application on the biofuels industry reveals the
theoretical and practical nature of the topic that this project is focused on. On the one hand, we
investigate whether or not we can contribute to theory, making the model more specific than J&W
(2005) did, in order to make it better applicable to industries with different characteristics than the
US mortgage bank industry (see Jacobides and Hitt, 2005). In the previous chapters we analyzed the
model and we presented the framework in chapter 4 (figure 4.2) as a more detailed version of J&W
(2005) model. Next, we have to investigate the applicability of this model in less identical industries –
in terms of testing the J&W (2005) model in industries such as the biofuels industry where the
influence of the institutional environment on firms’ decisions is felt- than the US mortgage banking
industry. Furthermore, the fact that the biofuels industry is considered a converging industry (from
the Agricultural and Petrochemical industries) creates even higher expectations on the co-evolvement
of capabilities and TC on the VS of the Industry due to the differences of these industries in terms of
capabilities, costs, history, knowledge, technology etc.. The embryonic biofuels industry is not
organized yet and this might create greater difficulties verifying the model.
“How transaction costs and resource and capabilities based factors influence vertical scope of the Petrochemical and
Agricultural Industries, in biofuels, in the area of Western Europe?” is the research question that we attempt to
answer through this project empirically. There may be at least the following three problems when
trying to answer this question:
1.

lack of specific data (operationalization problem, especially for the TC and DC concepts),

2.

inability to identify the value chain (because the industry is still in its nascent stages),

3.

methodological issues, such as time limitations, geographical delineation, etc.

The remainder of the chapter details the methodology of the empirical part. In part 5.2 we present the
data that is necessary to be collected and our data sample. Then, in part 5.3 we present the methods
that we will use in order to collect the necessary data. In part 5.4 the most important limitations that
we might face through this project are presented. In paragraph 5.5 we present the interview schedule
that was used in order to collect the qualitative data. A more detailed analysis of the questions of the
interview schedule is presented in paragraph 5.6 in order to explain the reasons why we ask each
question and what data we try to retrieve out of it.

5.2 Technical Design
5.2.a The research strategy and the routes to Data collection.
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In this part of the chapter we will give an analytic presentation of the strategy of our project, but also,
the data that we were interested in. We needed to collect general and specific data on the biofuels
industry.
The research strategy of this project is a combination of two strategies, desk research and case
studies, as defined by Verschuren and Doorewaard (2005), Desk research is a research strategy whereby the
researcher uses material produced by others. Case study is a type of research during which the researcher tries to gain a
profound insight into one or several objects or processes that are restricted in time and space (Verschuren &
Doorewaard, 2005). Initially, we planned to use merely a desk research strategy, using case studies
(through interviews) as a back up strategy. Here, we would like to argue that the combination of a
desk research and case studies turned out to be necessary to enable the successful completion of the
project. We argue in favor of a desk research strategy as most materials that we use in this project
(articles about the theoretical part, articles about biofuels, secondary data, etc.) were products of
others. On the other hand, the case study approach is necessary for two reasons. First, interviews
provided information which is more in depth (than in breadth) in order to collect the specific data
necessary to verify the model. Second, our data and research methods are qualitative than quantitative.
This brings us labor-intensive data generation which suits better a case study strategy. Survey was not
considered an appropriate strategy for this project because the information collected is not that
explicit as it is in a survey. Finally, we could not characterize our more specific model (according to
J&W model) as theory development, and thus we did not choose the grounded theory approach.
Monographs, articles in scientific journals, papers, related to biofuels and the industry’s structure,
were used in order to explain the theory that is in use. Documents such as reports from the European
Union, Institute’s/Organization’s the EU enterprise & industry portal, the Eurostat organization, the
Ministries of Agriculture in each of the member states, Universities’ databases on the field (if any), the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural affairs of the United Kingdom (DEFRA) the science
institute of PASEGES, (the Greek cooperatives federation) named INASO have been studied. Also
COPA COGECA was considered as a valuable resource on providing to us necessary empirical data.
Furthermore, for the data collection, media, like biofuels magazines, newspapers, websites etc. were
investigated. Finally, an interview (with market experts) conducted our data collection.
Our sample was bounded geographically by the EU-15. We have chosen this region due to the
similarities on the institutional environment of the member states. The companies that are included in
the data sample are representative of the whole Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain in this region. For this
reason, our first priority is to identify the value chain of the biofuels industry in the EU-15.
In order to identify the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain (BIVC), general data on biofuels companies,
allies, companies that supply secondary materials, logistics, processes of the BI, between the levels of
the diverse BI’s value chains (according to each biofuel) is necessary. We used scientific papers but
also companies’ presentation schemes in order to identify the value chain of the BI. The final set of our
literature on the Biofuel Industry’s Value Chain (BIVC) consists of 17 items, both scientific articles and
EU and national level administration’s documents and of 2 company’s presentation schemes.
Specifically, we used EU commission documents but also country level documents (e.g. documents
from the ministry of agricultural development in Germany) in order to identify the influence of the
institutional environment on the development of the BIVC. This was a necessary step to make in order
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to understand in general, the influence of the Institutional environment on the value of each level of the
BIVC. The scientific papers, should provide a clear picture of what kind of companies are involved in
the biofuels industry, what kind of activities these companies have, on which levels of the chain
difficulties are faced, what kind of relationships occur between the diverse levels of the chain and what
is the impact of the two founding industries on the BIVC.
The required specific data relate to the Capabilities and the TC of the industry was collected through
interviews. Data on companies’ capabilities, knowledge, asset specificity, and uncertainty of
transactions is included here. We need to mention at this point that the data we collected was not
quantitative (for instance the amount of money spend on a specific asset) but qualitative (e.g. is the
amount of money spend on a specific asset being considered important or not). We took the
qualitative approach because we investigate how the capabilities and TC co-evolve and we compare
their co-evolvement in the biofuels industry to the co-evolvement suggested by J&W (2005) model. In
order to achieve the compliance of this exploratory research, in-depth information is considered to be
more efficient than in-breadth information.
Part of the specific data relates also to the BIVC. Actually, part of the interview is explicitly on the
BIVC, in order to substantiate the general data, to give a higher validity and a higher quality.

5.2.b The Data Sample
In all empirically oriented research projects, the nature of the data sample is important. The data
sample characterizes the population of the real situation that we investigate (Field, 2005). For that
reason it is important to arrive at a data sample which represents the population of the industry that
we investigate.
In this research project there were two very important limitations on identifying the population and
selecting the sample for the population of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain (BIVC). The first
limitation was time. In order to finish the project on time, we had only two months to identify the
companies inside the EU-15 which are involved in the Biofuels Industry, find the accurate contact
person that we should interview, contact the company and through the company the person itself,
take the interview from the interviewee and finally transcribe the interview. Our field research lasted
for almost two months and this period started on the 5th of January 2009 and it ended on the 27th of
February 2009.
During this period, we identified 127 companies that are involved in the biofuels industry in the EU-15.
These companies were among all the levels of the industry’s value chain, and they were operating in
the EU-15 countries. We have contacted these companies via e-mail. There were companies, of which
we could immediately get to the contact person that we needed, because we knew this person from the
beginning. (either because the contact information was published on the Internet or through diverse
personal networks). The contact persons were in the decision makers group of each company. Our
interviewees are sector (biofuels) managers, general directors, R&D managers, marketing managers,
COO, sales directors, CFO, European level coordinators, business development technology managers,
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Biofuels department managers, financial managers. We have sent 127 e-mails and we received 32
replies which is a response rate of 25.2%. From the 32 respondent companies which were interested
into this project, and might want to share information (depending on the level of confidentiality
necessary) 13 companies asked for further information. From these companies which have asked
further information not one participated to the research finally. This means that 19 companies
participated in the project which is almost 15% of the companies that we came in contact with. From
the 19 companies one was a research institute and we considered the answers of the interviewee only
in some of the questions.
The sample covers nine countries of the EU-15: Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Greece,
Sweden, Finland, and the Netherlands. Absence of most of

the countries, such as Denmark,

Luxemburg, Austria was not considered as an important deficiency in the data sample. However,
France and UK could improve the accuracy and the validity of the sample due to the high involvement
of companies from these countries in the biofuels industry. Also, due to the fact that most (except two)
of the companies were operating in more than one levels of the BIVC these 19 companies lead into
having 2 companies from the producers level, 9 companies from the pre-processors level, 15 companies
from the processors level, 10 companies from the blenders level, 8 companies from the distributors level
and 1 company from another (which is indirectly adding value to the chain through research) level of
the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain in the EU-15.
At this point, we must acknowledge, that, because companies decide if they will participate in the
project or not, the sample selection was partially based on chance. Although we contacted the 127
companies, it was their decision whether or not they participate. However, considering the number of
companies on each of the BIVC levels and also the represented countries on diverse levels, we argue
that the sample is convenient enough in order to avoid personal bias of the interviewee, and also, in
order to obtain data of sufficient quality for the project. We name the interviewees with numbers
according to the appendix of the thesis, due to confidentiality reasons.
Table 5.1 illustrates the way we derived our data sample from the population of the Biofuels Industry
in the EU-15.
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Table 5.1: Data Sample

5.3 Methods for the Data Analysis
This project started with a desk research. This resulted in 53 scientific articles brought together from
the Web of Science and Scopus data bases. The articles concerned the J&W (2005) model and the
more specific theoretical objectives of the project. In order to find these articles we used the snowball
method because we consider of it as the best searching method in order to identify articles which
connect the specific theoretical objects (capabilities, TC, RBV, VS) with the J&W (2005) model. We
used as a starting point the J&W (2005) article. From the references of that article we searched the
Web of Science database in order to get a complete overview of the theoretical objects accomplished
the J&W (2005) model. Through the ‘theory’ oriented information, we have been able to describe
accurately how each mechanism of the J&W (2005) model works and how we will test the model.
Next, we collected our general data in order to identify the BIVC. We have searched on the Web of
Science and Scopus databases by using keywords such as: biomass, biodiesel, bioethanol, value chain,
supply chain, network, Europe, etc., and also combinations of these keywords in order to find
literature related to the BIVC. Also, information from companies’ web-sites, EU web-sites, bio-projects
web-sites etc. has been used.
After collecting the general data, a first level analysis took place, in order to identify the exact value
chain of the industry, and arrive at identification (when possible) of the most important capabilities
and TC at an industry level.
Finally, for the necessary more detailed data on Capabilities and TC we used the interview approach.
Our sample is based mostly on the large scale companies of the industry but also small scale companies
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were included. We think of large scale companies to be more influential on the biofuels industry since
this industry is considered to be a “commodity industry”. First, we identified most of the European
public organizations (at national or EU level) for biofuels. Then we identified the members of these
organizations in order to contact them. To create our sample, we focused on two characteristics. First
the company should be based in one member state of the EU-15 (although, companies might operate in
countries outside the EU-15, the head offices should be based in the EU-15). Second, these companies
need to have main activity on at least one of the levels of the BIVC that is presented in chapter 6. Thus,
for instance, since the identified value chain has 5 levels (see chapter 6), the sample would be identical
if 5*15 companies which fulfill the criteria mentioned above were included. Data on companies’ lists
with

names,

contact,

activities,

products

etc.

was

collected

through:

www.ebio.com

www.biocities.com, www.ebb.com, the scientific articles through which we identified the BIVC, lists
of company names of previous WUR MSc theses on biofuels, but also by arranging a meeting with the
President of COPA & COGECA who would may provide us with names of relevant European
Agricultural Cooperatives.
After creating our companies’ contact-database, and after selecting the sample of the companies
through that database, we tried to arrange face to face or phone meetings (depending on financial and
time limitations) with the relevant decision makers of each company for a personal or phone interview
with them, in order to collect our specific data.
We have selected interviews as the tool for our detailed data collection because of the explicit and
tacit knowledge that is necessary for someone to have, in order to provide this data, but also because of
the qualitative character of the project. In this qualitative project the accuracy and validity of the data
collected is really important. In order to understand how the capabilities are distributed in the
industry and whether this distribution influences the Vertical Scope of the industry a binary answer is
not enough. The interviewee must explain his/her answer in order to be able to find out if the
capabilities heterogeneity is responsible for the changes on VS or not etc.. An alternative method
which suits is the questionnaire, to collect data from a larger sample. However, with a questionnaire it
would be more difficult to have explicit knowledge in our data, in order to analyze, and conclude if the
J&W (2005) model is applicable. Also, for the experts, decision makers etc., answering and sending
back the questionnaires is often a time consuming and boring method, resulting in low response rates,
which is a second reason on which we decided not to use it. Finally, as the industry is young and in
progress, and not in a stable setting, it will be necessary to respond and follow upon unexpected
information from diverse directions.
In this project, we did not want to exclude any specific group of the industry from our data collection
(producers, processors, blenders, etc.). This increased the necessity of the value chain map, in order to
identify which levels of the industry add value and which not.
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5.4 Limitations
There are some major limitations which possibly influence the outcome of this project. First, the
quality of the outcome might be influenced by the time constraints. Because of the highly specified
data that is necessary, the two months period that we have for data collection might not be sufficient.
A second limitation, is the geographical limitation. We limited our research to the EU-15 boundaries.
We did this because the countries that are included in the EU-15 are rather similar to a point under the
market conditions and the institutional environment. Also, all of the EU-15 countries are considered as
developed and this is another issue that creates only small differences to the external environment of
the industry. However, there are different strategies taken by the companies in the diverse EU-15
member states which makes this environment interesting for investigation. It would be wrong to
generalize for the results of this project to nearby countries such as most of the Balkan countries, for
they have other market and economic conditions.
Third, confidentiality of the information collected from the experts is another limitation. We argue
that the experts might not be cooperative because they might be afraid that their knowledge (which is
the domain part of our data collection) might spillover to competitors. We try to solve this problem by
providing a confidentiality agreement to the interviewees in which we state the confidentiality of the
information related to their company.

5.5 Description of the added value of the Interview Schedule’s
questions.
We have created an interview schedule by which we gathered our data (see APPENDIX 1). We used
instructions from Cooper & Schindler (2006) in order to structure our interview schedule. The
interview schedule is semi-structured, it consists of 7 point, Likert Scale questions. We have chose
Likert Scale type questions because the data will not be summarized (this means that each Likert scale
question in the interview schedule is a separate entity and the answers on each question will not
summarized in order to make conclusions) and because we need the respondent to evaluate the
Capabilities and transactions’ attributes of the company that he/she works for. The data that has been
retrieved from the interview schedule is ordinal, interval and ratio data.
The interview schedule is divided into three main topics. Topic A: The Biofuels Industry’s Value
Chain, Topic B: Superior Capabilities in the BIVC, and Topic C: Transaction Costs in the BIVC.
Topic A is about the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain (BIVC).
By the first question of topic A, the interviewee is asked to position his/her company in one or more of
the suggested levels of the BIVC. Furthermore and if he/she thinks that there should be another level
on the chain, the interviewee is asked to indicate that level. There are two reasons why we state this
question. First, we need to identify the integration level of the interviewee’s company - vertical division
of labour , Jacobides & Winter (2005) – which means on how many levels of the BIVC the specific
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company operates in but also to see if there are any additional levels in the BIVC. The second is to
prove (or not) that the suggested levels of the BIVC (the BIVC before the interview is based on
theoretical knowledge in chapter 6) can be used for the analysis of both the biodiesel and bioethanol
industries, but also for other industries such as the biogass industry.
The second question of Topic A is about the Value Added from each of the segments of the BIVC. In
this question we are focusing more on the economic value added and less on other kinds of V.A. such
as sustainability issues, etc. The reason we choose the economic value added is because the
profitability and cost efficiency can be used in order to measure the importance of the business. In a
similar way, by question A.2, we try to identify which segments of the BIVC are more important in
terms of the V.A. and which of them are of less importance. The contribution of this question is to give
us directions on the level and the kind of integration that might be possible. For instance, if this
question shows more V.A. to the producers and less to the distributors, it is rational to assume that in
the industry if integration is identified then backward integration (to the producers segment) might
be more plausible than forward integration (unless the producers have excess amount of money to be
invested.
Question number A.3 is about the importance of the Institutional environment on the industry. By this
question, we ask the interviewee to state the importance of the institutional environment on his
company’s segment. However, through the total set of answers of all the interviewees we will have a
view of the influence of the institutional environment on the whole industry. Furthermore, we
determine the distinction of the European Union and the National institutions in order to prepare the
interviewee for the distinction of the two environments which is more important for question A.4. The
reason why we include question A.3 is because we want to identify if the industry is influenced
strongly by its institutional environment. Jacobides & Hitt (2005) make clear that one of the main
reasons why they have chosen the mortgage bank industry in the U.S. is because the industry takes
almost no influence from the institutional environment. This may be an important intervening factor
in testing the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model. The fourth question of Topic A is stated in order to
investigate the commonality (or not) of the influence of institutions for each company according to
their country of origin. For instance we assume that if the EU institutions have a higher influence than
national institutions then the long term strategy of same value chain level companies from different
countries, they should be based on a comparable setting. However, if the National institutions
influence more than the EU institutions the long term strategy of similar companies of different
countries might differ due to the different assumptions that these companies have to consider.
Mechanism 1 in J&W (2005) model is about selection. The model presupposes that the institutional
environment does not influence the scope of the industry and the capabilities heterogeneity. We are
not sure on it in our case. This is the reason why we need to identify if this is verified in the biofuels
industry, and if it is snot, how much does the institutional environment influence the scope of the
industry and the capabilities’ heterogeneity.
Then, proceeding on Topic B which is about the Superior Capabilities in the BIVC we ask the
interviewee question B.1 which is about the level of integration of the biofuels industry from his
company’s perspective. This question may be the most critical in order to test the first part
(mechanisms 1 and 2) of the J&W (2005) model. Since the scholars (McCormick & Kaberger, 2007;
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Dautzenberg & Hanf, 2007; Hamelinck et al, 2005; Williams, 2002) do not identify and clearly state if
the biofuels industry is supposed to be integrated or specialized we need to collect input on our
dependent variable which is the Vertical Scope of the industry. Through question B.1 this input can be
obtained. We also ask for supportive evidence for their answer because we need to investigate if their
answer is in line with other questions (f.i. with question A.1). From the compilation of the answers on
this question we will be able to conclude if the biofuels industry in the EU-15 is integrated or
specialized. Then, by investigating the capabilities distribution and the influence of transaction costs,
we hope to find out if our field work will lead to the same conclusions as the J&W (2005) suggest.
The second question of our second topic is about production costs. We need to indicate that for this
question the average production costs of the industry are not settled. We ask for the interviewees
perspective on his/her company’s production costs versus (his/her perspective) on their competitors
production costs. We also indicate that by the term “production costs” we refer to the “production
costs” for each segment separately. For example, for the producers these costs are the costs of
producing the rapeseeds for instance, while for the blenders these costs are the costs of blending the
biofuels with the fossil fuel. We ask question B.2 in order to identify how distributed the productive or
the zero-level capabilities (Winter 2003) are. To be more specific, if the assessment of the “production
costs” in the industry indicates that these are highly distributed, this means that there is great
heterogeneity in productive capabilities between the companies operating inside the industry. On the
other hand, if the evaluation of “production costs” is highly concentrated then capabilities
homogeneity is more probable.
Question B.3 is about the degree of specific or general knowledge of the personnel of the interviewee’s
company. The reason we pose this question is to investigate the mix of knowledge on each company in
order to identify if different capabilities between companies can be created because of different mix of
knowledge.
After the investigation of the typical situation we proceed to question B.4, and list there the most
important capabilities for the biofuels industry that we have derived from our literature studies. We
give the interviewee the opportunity to add other superior capabilities to the list. The reason we do
this is because the companies might consider other capabilities as superior than the ones that we have
listed. We also give the interviewee the opportunity to choose several superior capabilities of his/her
company. With question B.4 we try to identify the heterogeneous capabilities of the industry. Again, if
the list will grow enormously then capabilities heterogeneity is high. Otherwise, capabilities
homogeneity prevails. This question also prepares for question B.5, where the scale of heterogeneity of
the capabilities will be evaluated.
In the following question B.5 interviewees evaluate the superior capabilities of question B.4, including
the superior capabilities that are new in the list (each interviewee will evaluate only the “new
capabilities” that he/she adds to the list. Evidently this may lead to a danger of biased answers.
However, we reduce this bias danger because we will measure capabilities heterogeneity according to
the following three indicators. First, the ration of choice of each capability. Second, the evaluation of
each of the five suggested capabilities and finally the importance of the choice of ‘other’ capabilities as
the superior capabilities of a company (from the qualitative information).
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Questions B.6, B.7 and B.8 are dedicated to two specific capabilities that are considered as having great
influence on both the J&W (2005) model and the biofuels industry. Namely these capabilities are
knowledge and technology in use.
Question B.6 is focused on “knowledge” as capability of the interviewee’s company. We consider
knowledge as important due to the fact tha confirm Winter (2003), and Jacobides & Winter (2005),
knowledge is one of the two domain elements of the dynamic capabilities. By this question, we
investigate the level of in-transparency or explicitness of the knowledge of the interviewee’s company.
If knowledge in the industry is in-transparent then it is rational to combine this knowledge with the
productive capabilities of question B.4 in order to investigate the degree of distribution of the dynamic
capabilities in the industry.
Question B.7 is about new technologies. We measure new technologies by evaluating the investments
that a company makes on new technologies. It is important to explain that new technologies could be
considered as the R&D department of each company (or the investments on research in general for
companies that do not have an R&D department). By question B.7 we try to identify how important is
for the companies to find new production processes, new organization processes, new machinery
technologies, new logistics systems etc. in order to achieve better economies of scale and enlarge their
productive capabilities.
The difference between question B.7 (new technologies) and question B.8 (technological innovations)
is that the last one investigates the interest of the companies in expanding their markets through
innovations in commercial products. This kind of investments relates to the perspective of
technological innovations such as 1st and 2nd generation biofuels.
By asking question B.6, B.7 and B.8 we have a deep investigation of two of the most important –typicalcapabilities of the biofuels industry, which are “knowledge” and “technology”.
The third and last topic of our interview schedule is topic C which is about Transaction Costs.
Since our objective is to test the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model, we need to investigate two issues
about transaction costs. First we need to investigate if transaction costs have a moderate influence on
the Vertical Scope of the industry but also if the influence of TC is more important between specific
segments. The second issue that we need to investigate is which attributes of TC influence the biofuels
industry most and at what level, in order to identify if high or low TC exist in the industry. Based on
scholars such as Dautzenberg & Hanf (2007), Hamelinck et al (2005), Perry & Rosillio-Calle (2008),
Altman & Johnson (2008), we investigate two attributes of TC. The first is uncertainty, that we divide
into environmental uncertainty and behavioral uncertainty. The second is asset specificity, Which
we divide into three sub-categories: human asset specificity, physical asset specificity and site asset
specificity.
Question C.1a is about environmental uncertainty. By this question interviewee reflects on the
uncertainty of the political, social and economical conditions in the countries that his/her company
operates in. The answers to this question can provide us with a general view of the environment of the
industry, not of the specific environment of the company in the diverse EU-15 countries. Investigating
the political, social and economical conditions of the countries, informs us on the trustworthiness of
the environment of the industry for investments and long term strategy. Also, according to the
evaluation and the–by the interviewees- given explanation we can identify if TC are moderate or not.
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Question C.1b is about behavioral uncertainty. With this question we investigate the business
relations between companies of different segments in the industry by investigating the balance on the
quality standards between companies. We have chosen quality standards as an indicator because we
assume that the quality of products or services than an upstream or downstream partner of a company
has is of great importance for the company to continue do business with its partner. For instance, if the
average of the answers shows that theh quality standards of each company are not achieved by its
partner companies, then the behavior of its partners is not trustworthy and the behavioral uncertainty
is an important issue for the industry and vise versa.
Question C.1c is also about behavioral uncertainty. However, by this question we investigate the
danger of investing (with knowledge) on profitless activities or partnerships. If the danger is high then
it means that the behavior of partners is not trustworthy again, and TC are high due to high
contracting costs, negotiation and enforcement costs, monitoring costs, etc.
Question C.2a is about human asset specificity. We investigate the amount of money that each
company invests on training its personnel. If this amount is evaluated as high, then two conclusions
can be made. First “know how” is important for the biofuels industry. Second, human asset specificity
is high.
Question C.2b is about physical asset specificity. By this question we investigate the interrelation of
the company’s machinery with its final product. We try to find out if investments on physical assets
such as the machinery, storage etc. are highly correlated with the final product or if they are flexible. In
that way, we can identify if physical asset specificity is an important factor for TC.
Finally question C.2c is about transportation costs and site asset specificity. We investigate if
transportation costs is an important issue for the interviewee, in order to identify if side asset
specificity is an important attribute of TC. If transportation costs are considered important, then we
assume that distance and accessibility plays an important role in terms of strategic decisions and
profitability. In other words, if transportation is an important factor on logistics decisions and on
decisions such as “where to build a plant etc.” then site asset specificity is an important attribute that
influences TC.
To wit, Topic A is for gathering the general but necessary information on the degree of integration of
the interviewees’ company, the importance of each segment of the industry (in monetary terms), and
the importance of external institutions on the long term decisions of the companies which operate in
the biofuels industry. Then, Topic B is about investigating 1) the degree of integration of the industry
in total, 2) the heterogeneity of the zero-level and superior capabilities of each company but also 3) the
knowledge and technology as two important attributes of the dynamic capabilities of the companies,
that operate in the biofuels industry. Finally, Topic C is about Transaction Costs. We investigate if the
influence of TC on the VS of the industry is moderate, or not, and which attributes of the TC are
considered as important in this industry. Through the qualitative analysis, we investigate if TC are a
moderate factor on shaping the VS of the industry, and if it is not, what kind of influence do they have.
Also, we investigate which attributes should be further analyzed in order to have more accurate and
valid research on the BIVC in the future.
We present in table 5.2 how our theoretical concepts are interconnected between each other, how
each question of the Interview Schedule relates to each concept and how each of our main hypotheses
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(presented in chapter 4) is tested. Also, we present specific issues identified in the Biofuels Industry
(chapter 6) and how we investigate them through our interview schedule.
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Table 5.2: Operationalization Matrix

THEORY

CONCEPTS IN USE

UNCERTAINTY
Transaction Costs
ASSET SPECIFICITY

Resource &
Knowledge based
theory

DYNAMIC
CAPABILITIES
RESOURCES

Industrial
Architecture

VERTICAL SCOPE
CAPABILITIES
HETEROGENEITY

TOPIC

UNIT OF ANALYSIS

Economic Added
Value of BIVC’ levels

5 value chain levels

Institutional
Environment (IE)

EU/ National
Institutions

OPERATIONALIZATION OF THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
UNIT OF
QUESTIONS
INFORMATION
ANALYSIS
Environmental
Uncertainty
Behavioral
Uncertainty
Human Asset
Specificity
Physical Asset
Specificity
Site Asset Specificity

J&W (2005)
MODEL
MECHANISMS

HYPOTHESES
TESTED

Transactions’ Attr.
Evaluation
Transactions’ Attr.
QC.1b, C.1c
Evaluation
TC as a moderator /
Transactions’ Attr.
H3
QC.2a
Mechanism 2
Evaluation
Transactions’ Attr.
QC.2b
Evaluation
H2
Transactions’ Attr.
QC.2c
Evaluation
Productive
Prod. Capabilities
QB.2
Capabilities
heterogeneity
Mechanism 1
H1
APC, AEE, TiU, CafI
Prod. Capabilities
QB.4, B.5
Mechanism 2
heterogeneity
DAC
Knowledge
QB.3, B.6, B.7, B.8
Resources
Degree of VI
QB.1
Vertical Scope
VDL
QA.1
Vertical Scope
Mechanism 1
H1
Evaluation of
Capabilities
QB.5
Capabilities
Heterogeneity
SPECIFIC ISSUES OF THE BIOFUELS INDUSTRY IN THE EU-15
QUESTIONS
INFORMATION
SPECIAL ISSUE
Specification of the importance of each level of the BIVC in order to
Percentage of the
Q A.2
identify what kind of Vertical Integration (backward/forward) is
E.V.A.
favored from the BIVC’s activities.
Evaluation of the
Q A.3, A.4
Identification of the influence of the IE on the “selection process”
influence of IE
QC.1a
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5.7 Data Analysis
After presenting the analysis of the questions of the interview schedule, and how it relates to our
independent and dependent variables, we present how the analysis of the data collected will take place.
The Interview Schedule (IS) provided to us a quantitative and qualitative description of the Biofuels
Industry (BI). Through the IS we aim to collect data on how the Vertical Scope of the industry is
shaped at present, what kind of capabilities are important for the BI, how distributed these
capabilities are, and what kind of transactions’ attributes are more important. Also data on the
institutional environment, and its influence on the capabilities heterogeneity and industry’s Vertical
Scope is collected. By using Likert scales we were able to create a view of the average score for each of
the questions, and by using descriptive statistics we were able to measure the influence of institutions,
the level of specialization or integration for each different question, and the importance of each
attribute of the transactions in order to identify the level of TC (high or low). By transcribing the
interviews we were able to make the results of the quantitative analysis much more valid and explain
in further detail the results we have. We will quote representative statements. Also the qualitative
analysis can give solutions in our analysis in case that controversial results surface.
To wit, we suggest that first priority was to identify the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain (BIVC) in
order to proceed to the collection of the qualitative data necessary. This takes place in chapter 6. Lack
of specific data, inability to identify the BIVC and other methodological issues might be problems in
order to answer our general research question. We used a combination of desk research and case
studies in our strategy. Desk research takes place firstly on the literature study and in order to explain
how the concepts of Capabilities, and Transaction Costs co-evolve in the Industrial Architecture
theory, and second, in order to identify the BIVC. The case studies strategy is used in the part of the
empirical field of this project, where qualitative data is collected in order to answer our main research
question through the verification of the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model. We use the semistructured interview schedule presented in the APPENDIX 1 as a tool of our case study in order to
collect the qualitative information on Capabilities, Transaction Costs (through the attributes of the
transactions) and Vertical Scope. Our data sample consists of 19 companies which are representatives
of all the BIVC levels and of nine out of the EU-15 member states. Geographical position, time and
confidentiality of the necessary information are the three major limitations for the present project. The
analysis of the collected data will provide to us information on the BIVC, the Institutional
Environment of the Biofuels Industry, the Capabilities heterogeneity in the Biofuels Industry and the
importance of the transactions (which will define the high or low level of TC) in the Biofuels Industry
in the EU-15.
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Chapter 6: The Biofuels Industry

6.1 Introduction
The Biofuels Industry (BI) is supported nowadays by the European Union (EU) but also by the
national governments of each member state. The reason for this support is that the BI offers an added
value to the EU member states which has to do with the three important objectives of the EU: a) the BI
reduces the EU’s import dependency (on energy), b) it reduces the greenhouse emissions and c) it
reduces the risk from the oil price fluctuations (EU strategy for biofuels, 2006).
The products that are considered as biofuels in the EU are at least: bioethanol, biodiesel, biogass,
biomethanol, biodimethylether, bio-ETBE, bio-METBE, synthetic biofuels, biohydrogen, pure
vegetable oil (EU directive, 2003). In this project as it is stated in previous chapters we focus on
biodiesel and bioethanol, due to the fact that those two biofuels are the most commercialized in the
EU (EU biofuels progress report, 2007) but also on biogass. Different kind of companies are involved in
the BI such as agricultural companies, oil companies, automobile manufacturers, transportation
companies etc., however, we do not have a clear picture of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain yet.
The added value of this chapter is gathered on two elements. First, we will try to identify the Value
Chain of the BI from the perspective that the Biofuels Industry is an emerging industry through the
convergence of the Agricultural Industry (AI) and the Petrochemical Industry (PI). Investigating
previous research on this element was really helpful. However, scholars examine this topic mostly from
the Agricultural Industry’s perspective while only a few have the perspective of the Petrochemical
Industry. The second element of this chapter which has an added value is the presentation of the total
Value Chain and the activities and firms which create the value added on each level of the chain.
We start by presenting in paragraph 6.2 a view of the Institutional Environment of the industry with
presenting mostly the regulations and legislative issues of the EU and some of the member states that
we are focused on. We do not consider the political, economical, social and technological issues of the
environment (in order to analyse the institutional environment) because we assume that these factors
differ between countries in the EU-154. In paragraph 6.3 the schematic illustration of the Value Chain
of the Biofuels Industry but also the analysis of the chain takes place. In paragraph 6.4 we present how
we connect the Value Chain with the J&W (2005) model and why the investigation of the Value
Chain is so critical for the Jacobides and Winter (2005) model. Finally in paragraph 6.5 some factors
that we should consider about new technology in the Biofuels Industry are present.

4

The political, social, technological, economical factors, are taken into account for the
measurement of the environmental uncertainty which is part of our independent variable “Transaction
Costs”.
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6.2 The Institutional Environment
The institutional environment of the BI is split up into three parts of influence. The first part is on a
worldwide level and it is represented by the Kyoto protocol. The second part is on a European level
and it is represented by the EU directive on biofuels. The third and last part is on a national level and
it is represented by laws and regulations that each member state created for the companies that are
involved in the BI and they act from each specific country. We mention once again that we are focused
on legislative issues and mostly on the effect that these issues have on the decision of the companies.
There is one methodological reason why we do this. Jacobides and Hitt (2005) tested the descriptive
part of the J&W (2005) model on the mortgage banking industry in the USA. A reason why they have
chosen that industry is that in US mortgage bank industry the institutional environment has no or
minimum influence on the decision of the firm (Jacobides & Hitt, 2005), while this might not be true
in the EU-15 BI. We argue that if the institutional environment influences the decision of the company
then, it should be considered as a control variable (see chapter 5).

6.2.1 The Kyoto protocol
The Kyoto protocol is a United Nations document. It was signed by 40 countries in 1998. Its objectives
are mostly on the reduction of the greenhouse emissions, and minimizing the adverse effects on
climate change (articles 2 & 3, Kyoto protocol, 1998). There are specified Greenhouse gasses that should
be reduced, according to the Kyoto protocol and the principally of these is the Carbon dioxide
emissions (CO2). The Kyoto protocol indicates also general rules on how the participants should
reduce the greenhouse emissions in their countries (article 6, Kyoto protocol, 1998). Another field that
the Kyoto protocol indicates is the sources of the greenhouse emissions and the most important for
this project is the transportation emissions. Transportation will be responsible for the 77% of the CO2
emissions in the years 2005 – 2020 according to the European Commission (2007).
The Kyoto protocol is an important regulation of the institutional environment which affects the BI
but it is considered on a global level. More specific the restrictions that are included in the Kyoto
protocol enforce the upstream in the Biofuels Industry’s supply chain. The Kyoto protocol, forces its
participants indirectly to turn into renewable energy (e.g. biofuels) thus, motivates the upstream of
the BI. We argue that these motives influence in a low level the decisions of the firms included in the
BI’s Value Chain. All the members of the EU-15 are committed to the Kyoto protocol.

6.2.2 The EU Directive
The Directive 2003/30/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 May 2003 (EUD) focus
on how the Member States should make changes in their regulations and laws but also specifies topics
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that should be taken into account by the Member States. We present the five most important parts of
the EUD that could influence direct or indirect the decisions of the companies acting in the BI:
1.

The Member States should ensure minimum proportions of biofuels to be placed on their
markets (more specific 5,57% calculated on the basis of the energy content, of all petrol and
diesel for transport purposes placed in their markets for 2010), (article 2, EU Directive, 2003).

2.

The directive specifies the forms under which the biofuels could be traded into the markets.
Specifically a) as pure biofuels or at high concentration in mineral oil derivatives, b) as
biofuels blended in mineral oil derivatives, c) as liquids derived from biofuels such as ETBE
(ethyl-tertio-butyl-ether) (article 3, EU Directive, 2003).

3.

Each Member State must ensure that final consumers are informed about the biofuels
availability (article 3, EU Directive, 2003).

4.

Differentiation between national targets of the Member States is motivated (article 4, EU
Directive, 2003). This is an indirect influence on the BI due to the fact that decisions of the
companies on the diverse levels of the BI’s Value Chain might differ from Member State to
Member State.

5.

Every Member State is forced by the Directive to bring into force the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions necessary to comply with the directive (article 7, EU Directive, 2003).

6.2.3 The national level laws and regulation
In this part of paragraph 6.2 we briefly present some laws and regulations that are applied in diverse
Member States of the EU-15. Our aim is to present differences or similarities on a national level, which
influence the decision of the companies involved in the BI.
Perry & Rosillio – Calle (2008) present the United Kingdom’s supportive policy of the fuel suppliers at
the aggregate level, without separating targets for biodiesel and bioethanol. Also the NFFO, Climate
Change Levy, Renewable obligations are regulations brought by the UK government for the
enforcement of the BI in the UK (Perry & Rosillio-Calle, 2008). McCormick & Kaberger (2007) argue
that the reason why Sweden, Austria and Finland have sizeable bioenergy in the energy supply sector
due to the supportive policies that these three countries follow. In Germany, a biofuel quota requires
that oil companies ensure that 4.4% of diesel sales are made of biodiesel (Dautzenberg & Hanf, 2007).
In the Netherlands the energy white paper (1995), and the coal covenant between the power producers
and the Dutch Ministry of Energy were two further steps on the enhancement of the BI’s environment
(Junginger et al, 2008). Finally, in Greece, the government applied its specific conditions (in parallel
with the EU directive) through the regulation N 3423/2005 for the replacement of the 5.75% of fossil
fuels by biofuels (Xanthakis et al, 2007: p.31). In table 6.1 an illustration of the similarities and
differences between some of the member states’ national regulations is presented.
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Table 6.1: National regulations in EU members.
Austria

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No mineral oil tax for biodiesel and bioethanol.
Small scale production of biodiesel is tax free
Tax concessions are granted for fuels with a biofuels share of 4.4%
5.75% of the total energy fuel companies create must replaced from biofuels.
Promotion of 2nd generation biofuels.

Belgium

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Support the agro-industry.
Quota system.
Tax reduction for blended fuels.
Full tax exemption for pure plant oils
Promotion of 2nd generation biofuels.

Finland

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Obligation law for blended fuels with a 3% in 2010 of the total energy produced by fuel companies.
Tax reduction on bioethanol and petrol blends.
Tax benefits for methane-fuel vehicles.
Investment subsidies.
Promotion of 2nd generation biofuels.

Germany

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Use of biodiesel and plant oil is full tax exempted.
Introduction of biofuel quotas.
Regulation of sanctions in case of non-compliance.
Producers are obliged to meet quantity targets (fictitious quota).
Promotion of 2nd generation biofuels.

Netherlands

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tax exemption for pure biofuels.
Obligation of blended diesel and petrol.
Obliged companies are the companies that bring fuels in the free-market of the Netherlands.
Tax relief for investments.
Subsidies for the production of 2nd generation biofuels.

Spain

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

De-taxation for biofuel pilot plants.
Tax benefit for investments on biofuels production.
Subsidy to biofuel R&D projects.
Support for farmers.
Funding R&D projects for 2nd generation biofuels.

UK

1.
2.

Biofuels obligation on fuels suppliers (with a buy out fee of ₤0.15/liter.
Planning to introduce a system of enhanced capital allowances which will enable investors to write off
their capital invested in the first year.
Encourage and reward 2nd generation biofuels investments.

3.

Source: Information retrieved from ‘Biofuels Implementation Agendas’ (2007)

The presentation of these countries’ regulations is purposeful, in order to present how different
governmental activities can influence the decisions of the companies in the BI in different way. For
instance, the national policy of the UK on not separating the bioethanol companies from the biodiesel
companies might cause different effects of those that the German policy of the 4.4% of diesel sales are
made of biodiesel. The former one gives a choice in both biodiesel and bioethanol companies while the
later one enforces the environment of the biodiesel companies only.
We assume that investigation on the institutional environment of each Member State could present
the diversity of the national policies of the Member States in a more clear way and this could
contribute on finding the level of influence of the institutional environment on the choice of the firms
involved in the BI. However, this is out of the boundaries of this project.

6.3 The Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain in the EU-15
Scholars suggest that organizing the Value Chain of the Biofuels Industry is of great importance and of
great value for the companies which operate on the Industry’s diverse levels. Many scholars describe
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individual parts of the BI’s Value Chain. McCormick & Kaberger (2007), present the raw material
producers (Salix, Rapeseeds, Used oils etc.) providing the processors (CHP plants, Bioheat plants and
Biogass plants) which next provide with bioenergy the downstream (which is not indicated
specifically) such as cities, transportation etc. However, Dautzenberg & Hanf (2007) make a
separation between the biodiesel value chain and the bioethanol value chain. Their focus is on the two
levels of raw material producers and processors. In the German biodiesel value chain Dautzenberg
& Hanf (2007) present Agricultural Cooperatives as producers and the processors consist of small and
large mills. On the other hand, Dautzenberg and Hanf (2007) argue that in the bioethanol value chain
the producers’ level is divided into Agricultural Cooperatives and Wholesalers where the former ones
operate on both small and large quantities, while the processors operate only on large quantities. We
argue that this separation of Dautzenberg and Hanf (2007) is related to different productive
capabilities on both levels. Dautzenberg and Hanf (2007) also present companies which are integrated
in both levels of the value chain.
Hamelinck et al (2005) are more specific on the upstream of the BIVC and they indicate two more
levels in the BIVC between the producers and the processors. These are the warehousing and the
transportation (Hamelinck et al, 2005). Williams (2002) is focused on the downstream of the biodiesel
value chain and he indicates the oil refineries, retailers & distributors and independent petrol stations
and captive fleets as the parts of the downstream of the chain. Venendaal et al (1997) analyze the
processing between the producers and the processors in much detail into: harvesting, packaging,
densification, transport and storage & drying. Due to this analysis Venendaal et al (1997) introduce a
pre-processing level in the BIVC. Kondili & Kaldellis (2007) present a very broad schema of the
Biofuels Supply Chain, which in general terms it consists of four steps: Resources, Biofuels Production,
Biofuels Distribution and Biofuels Consumption. Hazell & Pachauri (2007) present the Biofuels
Supply Chain by analyzing the most value adding levels of the chain and the technology in use and
they introduce five steps: a) primary production feedstock, b) pre-processing, c) conversion, d)postprocessing, e) final energy vector. Finally a schematic representation of the BIVC by Cargill is quite
similar with that of Hazell & Pachauri (2007) with only great difference between them the
differentiation of feedstock production from the harvesting, storage and handling as pre-processing
level of the BIVC. Based on previous research on the value chain of the BI in figure 6.1 we present our
perspective on the BIVC:
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Figure 6.1: The Biofuels Industry.

In the BIVC we identify five different levels of activities, excluding the final consumers. Production,
Pre-processing, Processing, Blending and Distribution are the five levels of the BIVC which add value
to the final product of the consumer. Also, in-between the levels: production/pre-processing, preprocessing/processing and processing/blending we identified that transportation as an activity in the
Value Chain has a significant role from the cost perspective. Through the desk research that we
applied we have noticed that the companies with a background from the Agricultural Industry, are
active in the production, pre-processing, processing and in very specific cases blending levels5 whereas
companies with there background in the petrochemical industry are involved in the blending and
distribution levels of the BIVC but in many cases they are integrated in the processors level as well.
In figure 6.1 the green color specifies the agricultural industry as a background (activities, companies).
The orange color specifies the petrochemical industry background (activities, companies).The first
horizontal line of boxes in figure 6.1 illustrates the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain.. The second
horizontal line in the figure, presents most of the specific activities on each segment of the BIVC that
add value. Finally, the third horizontal line represents the diverse types of companies that we have met
(through our desk research) in the diverse levels of the BIVC.
As it is presented in figure 6.1 (third horizontal line), there are diverse kinds of firms (in respect to
their size, main activity). However in this project specific kinds of firms on each level of the BIVC were
investigated in order to make our data more accurate and valid. Specifically, we investigated
Agricultural Cooperatives from the ‘producers’ and the ‘pre-processors’ levels of the BIVC. From the

5

Due to the fact that the agricultural industry companies involved in blending are very few, we noticed
the blending activity of the BIVC as orange which specifies the petrochemical industry’s companies.
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‘processors’ level we investigated Agricultural Cooperatives, Biodiesel plants, Biogass plants and
Bioethanol plants. Finally, energy companies and retailers/distributors were investigated from the
‘blenders’ and ‘distributors’ levels of the BIVC.
We chose these firms from each level due to the fact that through our literature review on Biofuels and
our web research these kinds of firms are met most often in the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15.

6.4 The BIVC and the J&W (2005) model
We argue that for our project, the detailed identification of the Value Chain is of great importance.
Through the value chain we are able to identify which levels (levels of the value chain) are critical for
the industry, and which activities on this levels are important so we can be more accurate on
measuring the productive capabilities of the companies. Also, the identification of critical parts of the
transactions in-between the levels of the industry is of great importance in order to identify what kind
of uncertainty, asset specificity etc. we should measure for testing the J&W (2005) model.
Altman & Johnson (2008) argue that the relationship between the producers and the processors in the
agro-bioenergy industry are critical. We argue that we can generalize this conclusion for the BI
because the relationship between the producers and the processors in all kinds of biofuels is based on
both the transaction between these two levels and the specific, technological characteristics that the
processors of each biofuel (e.g. biodiesel, bioethanol etc.) have. Altman & Johnson (2008), also argue
that there is great asset specificity between the producers and the processors in order to support the
biomass transaction (in cases where the raw material for biofuels is biomass). We derive from Perry &
Rosillio-Calle (2008) that uncertainty on cultivating energy farms by the farmers is an important issue for the UK.
The Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Germany (FMAG) (2006) advocates large-scale conversion
facilities with arguing that Economies of Scale will reduce the production costs. The FMAG also
argues that biodiesel can be distributed without any side effects through the diesel network while for
bioethanol special measures must be taken in some cases. The FMAG’s argumentation about biodiesel
comes in line with Williams (2002).
We argue that the scholars direct us in examining the relation of the Capabilities, TC and VS in order
to give directions on the optimization of the Value Chain and each level separately. This is a proof that
the added value of testing the J&W (2005) model on the BI is very high due to the fact that by
identifying the capabilities heterogeneity in the industry and their co-evolvement with TC we will
identify the shape of VS that leads the industry and this will give an inside to which structures of
companies (integrated or specialized) will be in favor for the Biofuels Industry at present and how
these structures will change in the future.
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6.5 The New technology issue
The new technology and more specific the 2nd and 3rd generation biofuels has a high influence on the
development of the BIVC. Scholars argue that at the moment the necessary technology for efficient
production of 2nd generation biofuels does not exist, however we find statements from the downstream
companies of the value chain such as Shell were they state their interest exclusively in the 2nd
generation biofuels (Shell, 2009). However, this is a topic which will also be discussed during our
interviews. The investments in 2nd generation biofuels by downstream companies will possibly
increase the uncertainty for companies which operate in 1st generation biofuels which might create a
bias of the industry to more integrated forms.
There are issues considered very important from scholars in order to move on to 2nd generation biofuels.
Antizar & Turrion (2008) present some of them: less-than-optimal biomass resources use, finite
nature of resources (scarce resources), low energy efficiency. Antizar & Turrion (2008) argue that
because of the scarcity of the resources for 1st generation biofuels (more specific for biomass) feedstock,
these cannot replace petroleum. According to Antizar & Turrion (2008), second generation biofuels
are expected to a) reduce the net carbon emission, b) increase energy efficiency, c) reduce energy
dependency. We argue that in order to achieve industrial level of second generation biofuels, it is
necessary to expand productive- and organizational-level of technology (and consequently knowledge)
on 1st generation biofuels since some issues such as transportation, storing, processing, distributing are
very similar (if not the same). New technologies are highly related with the productive capabilities of
the companies operating in the biofuels industry and thus it can indirectly influence the vertical scope
of the industry by changing and redistributing the productive capabilities in the industry. A further
step on this issue is the achieved feedstock flexibility by using second generation biofuels. Wide range
of biomass feedstock, use of less land, and cost-competitive prices are some of the characteristics of the
feedstock for second generation biofuels according to Antizar & Turrion (2008). Used cooking oils can
be used as raw material for the production of second generation biofuels (Antizar & Turrion, 2008).
Despite second-generation biofuels, also third and fourth generation biofuels are on a research level.
This indicates that in the up-coming years significant changes will probably take place in the state of
the art, according the technology in use for the biofuels industry in the EU-15. As we already
mentioned, technology will influence productive capabilities and because of that, investments will be
influenced and probably new players will enter the industry. However, we need to verify these
assumptions through our data collections and investigate how possible this re-distribution of
capabilities can be.
Nowadays, we could state that the biofuels industry in the EU-15 is based, basically on 1st generation
biofuels with small investments of companies on 2nd generation biofuels. However, due to high asset
specificity that is necessary for 1st generation biofuels (Altman & Johnson, 2008) it seems to be a
competition between 1st and 2nd generation biofuels. Also, if we consider that companies with a
background from the agricultural industry are the domain players for the 1st generation biofuels
industry, and that companies with a background in the petrochemical industry such as Shell are
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focused on 2nd generation biofuels only, we could state that the new (biofuels) technology, is the way
that new players try to enter the market of biofuels and gain competitive advantage.

6.6 Summary:
The Kyoto protocol, the EU directive on biofuels and national laws and regulations are the main tools
by which the Institutional environment intervenes in the Biofuels Industry. The EU directive is the
tool through which the policy on biofuels is settled (settles minimum levels of biofuels in the fuels mix
for each member state etc.). The national institutions through specific laws and regulations, apply the
policy settled by the EU (table 6.1).
Through the desk research made for this chapter, 5 levels have been identified for the Biofuels
Industry’s Value Chain (producers, pre-processors, processors, blenders and distributors). Through
the identification of the BIVC we argue that the agricultural industry is dominant at present.
The J&W (2005) model contribution on the Biofuels Industry comes through the identification of the
Capabilities heterogeneity and how the capabilities co-evolve with TC in the industry. This will lead
to conclusions on how the VS is shaped, and how the process of capabilities development will be
enabled in order to identify the structure of the firms (integrated or specialized firms) which will be
dominant in the upcoming years.
New technologies is a very important issue in the Biofuels Industry since it seems to be used as a way
for the petrochemical industry companies to gain competitive advantage against the agricultural
industry companies. Differences on productive capabilities and TCt might exist through the
commercialization of 2nd generation biofuels.
In chapter 7 of this project, the analysis of the data collected is presented. Results on issues about
testing the J&W (2005) model but also on the shape of the value chain of the biofuels industry in the
EU-15 are illustrated. In chapter 8 we present our conclusions based on the results of our data analysis
on these two objectives. Finally, chapter 9 is a discussion about the next steps on a research level
concerning the future scope of the BIVC, the capabilities heterogeneity and the role of the TC.
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Chapter 7: Data Analysis – Results

7.1 Data Analysis
(Question A.1: At which level of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain, would you
position your company in?)
By answering the first question, interviewees present to us, first, the level of integration of their
companies, second, the domain level (the one that is as a starting point of the business) of their
companies on the BIVC, that they started from and, third, their confirmation that the suggested BIVC
scheme (chapter 6) could be used as a general scheme for diverse biofuels such as biodiesel, bioethanol,
biogass etc.. Also, from the answers on this question, we can identify the forms of the vertical division
of labour which is one of the two aspects that specify the heterogeneity of productive capabilities and
that Jacobides & Winter, (2005) are focused on. According to Jacobides and Winter (2005) selection
tends to make the division of labor in the industry quite homogeneous (Jacobides & Winter, 2005, p.
402). J&W (2005) also argue that even if selection does not lead the division of labor in homogeneity
then the ‘institutional isomorphism tends to develop and soon restrict the menus of intra-firm
organization of activity’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005, p.402).
From the answers of the eighteen interviewees (we exclude the R&D institute of our sample for this
question) we found out, that horizontal integration took place for only two which is a percentage of
11%. From these two companies which are fully specialized, interviewee 12 stated that although his
company is on distribution, they invest also on the processing level and they will produce biodiesel
‘inside’ by 2010. A second result, retrieved from the answers of question A1 is that from the five
suggested levels of the value chain three are the starting levels (which we describe as domain levels
since all companies in our sample start business from one of these three levels). Namely, producers,
processors, and distributors are the domain levels of the BIVC. Next companies which are at the level
of pre-processors and blenders are integrated to them (we describe the pre-processors and blenders
level as supplementary levels). Two reasons explain this kind of variety on the importance of the
levels of the BIVC: a) difference in value added of each level, which is the main issue of question A2,
and b) the history of the company. Due to the fact that we investigate the biofuels industry (which is a
converged industry) there is a large variation on the value that each company adds to the final biofuel.
In our sample, this value adding was in: producing biomethane for transportation and CHP use, production of
biodiesel, production of 2nd generation biodiesel, production of bioethanol, production of raw material for the creation of
biodiesel and bioethanol, creation of new technology specifically for the processors, creation of distribution networks for
the biofuels, trading of biofuels etc. The list of value adding activities we presented is according to the
companies’ main activities. For instance, there might be companies which produce both biofuels and
the raw material for biofuels.
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(Question A.2: Please distribute 100 points to the five levels of the Biofuels

Industry’s Value Chain in terms of the Value Adding (V.A.) to the final biofuel
sold to the end-user).
The second issue of our interview schedule was about evaluating the Value Added (V.A.) by each level
of the biofuels industry to the final biofuel. This V.A. is economical V.A. For instance if the cost of the
final biofuel is 1€/lt, then how much of this 1€ costs are from the producer, how much from the preprocessor, how much from the processor level etc., or in other words if the price of the biofuel is 1€/lt,
how much of that price is because of the producers, how much because of the pre-processors, how
much is because of the processors, etc.
During the interviews, interviewees 2, 6, 16, 18 have stated that this question was quite difficult to
answer due to the fact that there companies did not operate in all levels of the BIVC which means that
this evaluation in some cases was not based on specific knowledge but on the beliefs of the interviewee
due to his/her knowledge of the market in general. However, the number of such interviewees is not
significant (only 4 out of 17) and thus, the results were not considered as biased, or too subjective.
Interviewee 17 decided to not answer this question and for this reason is excluded from the results and
the analysis of the results. The results of the interviews are presented in table 7.1:

Table 7.1: How the interviewees evaluated each level of the BIVC from the perspective of the economical V.A.

The results of the quantitative analysis of this question terns us that producers are held responsible
for the 42% of the economical V.A., pre-processors for the 14%, processors for the 28%, blenders for
the 8% and finally distributors also for another 7%. The added value of others was negligible. Table
7.2 presents the descriptive statistics for question A2.

Table 7.2: Descriptive Statistics for the evaluation of each level of the BIVC from an economic V.A. perspective.
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The outstanding results from this question are two. First, all of the respondents have evaluated
respectively the pre-processors, processors, blenders and distributors with a variance of 0.01, 0.03, 0,
and 0 respectively which is small compared to the mean. Before analyzing the results of the descriptive
statistics for this question we need to state, that for this question we focus on the variance of the
answers. We do this because we run the statistical analysis with values lower than 1 (we have turned
the percentages given in the interviews, into the numbers in table 7.1) and this gave a greater value to
the standard deviation which is normally the descriptive we focus on in order to test the significance
of the results. The mean values for the levels of pre-processors, processors, blenders and distributors,
are 0.13, 0.28, 0.08, 0.07 respectively. For this reason we consider the evaluation of the levels of preprocessors, processors, blenders and distributors as highly valid and accurate. Second outstanding
result is about the producers’ level. The variance for the producers is 0.053. The mean value for the
same segment is 0.42. According to descriptive statistics these are acceptable results concerning the
validity and accuracy of the responses. However, if someone focuses on table 7.1 she will observe that
ten out of eighteen respondents evaluate the producers as lower than 50% and eight evaluate them as
50% and higher (from the economical value adding perspective). This means that the interviewees
answered above average almost compensated for the interviewees who answered below average. From
the interviews transcription, it results that the processors interviewed have no shared view of the
producers segment in terms of economical V.A.. We state this due to the fact that because the majority
of our interviewees comes from the processors level ( 15 out of 45 from the value chain level
distribution perspective) in our sample and thus they influence the sample most.
The qualitative data analysis illustrates that processors evaluated the economical V.A. of the producers
as 70% and 80% but also as 10% and 20%. The most important reason, from our perspective, for this
variance on the evaluation of the producers segment is the difference between the 1st and the 2nd
generation biofuels. When the interviewee was a processor of 1st generation biofuels, the economical
V.A. of the producers is extremely high (70%, 80%), however, when a processor of 2nd generation
biofuels is asked the same question, he/she evaluates the same segment quite low (10% to 20%) due to
the fact that in most of the cases for 2nd generation biofuels, the raw material is for free (used cooking
oil) or more efficient (better energy/price ratio of raw material).

(Question A.3: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= ‘highly influential’ and 1= ‘lowly

influential’ how would you evaluate the influence of the

institutional

environment (European Union, national institutions) on the growth of the
specific segment of the BIVC that your company operates in?)
The third issue of our interview schedule was to evaluate the institutional environment of the biofuels
industry in the EU-15. The reason we wanted to investigate the institutional environment is because
we rate the impact of the institutions on the biofuels industry extremely high. This is, because if we
consider that Jacobides and Hitt (2005) article and the case of the mortgage banking industry in the
United States is an empirical test of Jacobides and Winter (2005) model, then the parameter that the
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institutional environment does not influence the industry is an important parameter. Jacobides and
Winter (2005) argue that the institutional environment does not influence the model since the
selection process will distribute the capabilities inside the industry. We presume that by the term
“selection”, Jacobides and Winter (2005) refer to the market. One expects a score of 1 or 2 for this
question, however, the biofuels industry leads to completely different (from this perspective) results.
Table 7.3 presents the answers of the 19 respondents for this question and the average score on this
question.

Table 7.3: The influence of Institutions on the biofuels industry in the EU-15.

On this question, 11 respondents answered that the institutional environment is highly influential on
the segment that they operate in, while 8 respondents answered that it is quite influential. This is why
the average for this answer has a score of 6.58. The answers of the respondents are judged as valid and
accurate since the standard deviation of the answers is almost zero.
The importance of the institutions is stated by the interviewees in many different formulations which
together illustrate the influence of the institutions on the industry. In many cases the institutions
create laws which support investments in the industry (biodiesel, biogass business etc.). There are
cases were the whole business is enabled by the country specific law on biofuels (interviewee 1). Some
companies are influenced a lot from the European Union regulations since they operate in more than
one, countries in the EU-15. Also, the EU regulations influence imports and exports outside the EU-15
boundaries (interviewee 11). Another perspective is that polices like subsidies, provide a reason that
makes the biofuels business competitive against fossil fuels. The European obligation on blending
biofuels with mineral oil fuels is considered by the interviewees as a very strong intervention of the
institutions on shaping the industry. Also, the debate between the National and European level
institutions about making biofuels (e.g. biodiesel, see chapter 6) more attractive has a significant
influence on the industry (from the investments perspective). Another characteristic of the industry
which maintains the importance of the institutions on the industry comes from the 2nd generation
biofuels (interviewee 5). Collecting used cooking oil is a basic process in the value chain (in respect of
second generation biofuels) and the collection of it, is based very much on the norms and legislations
that force restaurants, hotels, etc., to collect the used cooking oil. But also the inspection and
accomplishment of the legislation is based on the institutions and it will increase substantially the
inputs for the conversion of used cooking oil into biofuels. Another issue where the intervention of the
institutions is considered to be highly influential is the production of 2nd generation bioethanol. The
processing business of 2nd generation bioethanol is “highly connected with politics and laws and not
with the free market” as interviewees stated. Other policies which are considered important on
making the biofuels more attractive are tax exemptions, as it happens in Germany. Another issue that
came out from this project is about the biodiesel. The biodiesel is more expensive from the fossil diesel
as a product and for this reason it cannot be competitive in a free market. This illustrates again the
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strong influence of the institutional environment which is absolutely necessary for the industry at
present.
If we suppose that in the near future interventions by the institutions will disappear then it may result
in the disappearance of the industry (according to the present standards). Opinions from Interviewees
from the petroleum industry sector state that oil companies do not want to blend the fuels (because of
the increase to the costs), but they are forced by the EU and National institutions to do which, is a
final statement enforcing the situation described above for biodiesel.

(Question A.4: When you can distribute 10 points , how would you distribute

them to indicate the relative influence of the two prime institutional
environments (European Union, national institutions) on the development of the
specific segment of the BIVC that your company operates in?)
The fourth issue of our interview schedule was to identify which of the two primary institutional
environments (European Union, National Institutions) has greater influence on the industry. In the
EU-15, each member state has different ways to implement the laws in order to achieve the standards
of the European Directives. The added value of question A4 is on two things. First, we identify if the
geographical limitation we present in chapter 5 is a valid point (if the EU-15 environment influences
more then the geographical limitation is accepted). Second, we compare the importance of both
institutional environments, EU, National institutions in order to see which is the “policy maker” and
which the “policy implementer”. Table 7.4 presents the responses of the interviewees and the average
for both primary institutional environments:

Table 7.4: The influence of the two primary institutional environments.

In table 7.4 we can identify high answer variation. More specifically we can see both substantial
variation on the evaluation between the two environments, but also on the evaluation within the two
environments. This variation leads to a quite similar and with small difference average for the two
environments with the EU to be the most influential environment for the industry (5.3) and the
National institutions being less influential (4.7).
By using only the quantitative analysis results someone could state that the validity of the question is
not good, since the compared variables (EU, National institutions) have great variance. However,
going through the qualitative part of the interviews we identified characteristics which this great
variance reasonable, and clarify that it is not because the respondents did not understand the question
but because of diversities between countries inside the EU-15.
We have examples through the interviews were EU regulations are more strict than the national level
regulations and vise versa. In Italy, and the Netherlands for instance the expectations (National level)
are lower than the EU standards, so for companies operating in Italy and the Netherlands the EU
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intervention is considered to be more important than the national institutions (interviewee 7, 14). On
the other hand Germany, Spain, France, Portugal have stronger national expectations than the EU due
to the fact that the national expectations are higher than those of the EU (interviewee 6, 10, 13). One
regulation which gives an “important advantage” to the EU (as the policy maker) is the blending
regulation which is a restriction on a European level.
The importance of this regulation is extremely high, because from a positive perspective, without it the
level of blenders in the BIVC would not survive, while, from a negative perspective the BIVC would
not exist because the industry would not exist.
The difference that we witness between the National institutions concerns how each country of the
EU-15 applies the EU policies (e.g. quotas, taxation, subsidies, blending obligations, etc.). E.g. in
Greece the national institutions are very unclear about how to apply the EU policies (interviewee 12).
The diversity recognized in the answers of the interviewees (between the EU and National level
influence of institutions) explains the high variance on the evaluation of both environments.

(Question B.1: Please, focus on the earlier stated five levels of the BIVC and your

company’s and competitors’ activities 6 : Would you characterize the Biofuels
Industry in the EU-15 as an integrated industry, where firms prefer to act
internal and try to have superior capabilities in each level of the Biofuels
Industry’s Value Chain? Or would you characterize it as a specialized industry
where firms prefer focus on core activities at specific levels of the Biofuels
Industry’s Value Chain and outsource all other activities? Why?)
As it is stated in methodology chapter, scholars investigating the biofuels industry are not clear on the
Scope of the biofuels industry in the EU-15 (see chapter 5). Thus, we have decided to ask an open
question which concerns the Vertical Scope (VS) of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15. The results of
the interviews have not given a view of holistic integration or disintegration.
Some interviewees argue that the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 is in a ‘transformation stage’ and we
suggest that this could be a reason for companies to ‘select’ on which levels of the BIVC they should
integrate. The data analysis supports sufficiently this view.
Before we present the data, we need to state that in our sample there were only two companies almost
fully integrated (pre-processors, processors, blenders, distributors), and that all the interviewees
agreed that the industry is definitely not fully integrated.
We will present the data of this question in three steps. First we present the view of interviewees, who
believe that the industry is integrated, and we will analyze their arguments in favor of their statement.
Next we present the view of the interviewees who believe that the industry is specialized and we will

6
You are supposed to have at least a small overview of your competitors. If that is not true please skip the part of
the competitors’ activities and focus on your company’s activities.
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present the arguments in favor of their statement. Finally we try to relate both argumentations, in
order to see how VS is shaped.

A. The Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 is an ‘integrated industry’
The interviewees which support the statement that the biofuels industry is an integrated industry,
have presented five important arguments. First, they argue that the biofuels industry is a highly
competitive industry, where the economical V.A. from one level of the industry is not enough for
survival if the company wants to stay competitive. Thus, it is necessary to move to the upstream or the
downstream on the value chain in order to create extra value. Second, a consideration of the big groups
that are involved in this industry during the last years is quite important. The influence of these groups
in terms of market and commodity is quite important for the EU and it becomes more and more
important. These groups have entered the biofuels industry into an integrated mode and they influence
the scope of the industry by forcing the smaller, more specialized companies to target in other
segments of the value chain as well. However the interviewees which support that the industry is more
integrated than specialized, have stated that the industry started as a very specialized industry but
now it is transforming into an integrated one. This is a paradox according to the industry’s life cycle
theory (Klepper, 1996). The third important argument for an integrated industry is that the new
players need to start business integrated because otherwise, their profitability (from one segment) is
not enough any more for being competitive in the market. Fourth argument on the integrated scope of
the industry is that knowledge about all levels of the industry and how every level works, on what is
the risk on each level, and on what are the factors that influence the price changes, is important in
order to gain competitive advantage. Also it is necessary to hold the important activities of each level of
the value chain inside the company in order to be competitive and not focusing on important activities
of one segment. Finally fifth argument about the integrated scope of the industry is quite specific but
needs to be presented since it refers to the 2nd generation biofuels. The 2nd generation biofuels is a
highly integrated industry due to the fact that controlling the supply of the raw material is extremely
important (interviewee 5), so, even a distributor who is involved in 2nd generation biofuels, he will try
to move to the upstream.

B. The Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 is a specialized industry
The interviewees which believe that the biofuels industry is specialized have presented six basic
arguments. First, they argue that the biofuels industry is specialized due to the fact that the old players
of the industry have started and they were and still are specialized. They believe that these are the
critical players inside the industry, and the scope is shaped by them. However some of the
interviewees which support this opinion expect see that in the future the industry becomes more
integrated. A second and very important argument is that there is a size differentiation (from a
company's size perspective) between the companies of the three domain levels of the industry
(producers, processors, distributors) with distributors being very big (petroleum companies),
processors at medium or small scale, and producers at smaller scale. This size difference creates no
interest for upstream integration from the distributors point of view due to the small amounts of
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profits in that business. A third important argument about the small size of upstream integration is
that the blending level of the EU regulations is extremely low and for that reason it is preferable for oil
companies to stay in their business and buy the biofuel instead of integrating into producing the
biofuel or the raw material of the biofuel (from a profitability perspective). A fourth argumentation for
the specialized view of the industry’s chain is that indeed, by observing the industry it is identified
that firms which operate in the diverse levels are completely different from each other which
illustrates a specialization on each level of the industry. A fifth reasoning for the specialized view of the
industry is the risk management, and the preference of companies to have a lower risk level by
lowering the investments. Thus, they focus on specific parts of the industry in order to reduce the risk
of their business. Finally, the interviewees in favor of this position argue that the industry lacks
backwards integration by the oil companies, which would be due to the fact that there is no clear
regulation from the Institutions concerning the biofuels industry.
To summarize the argumentation about the two different opinions concerning the VS of the biofuels
industry we present table 7.5 which is a summary of the argumentation:

Table 7.5: Summary of the argumentation on the Vertical Scope of the biofuels industry.

Integrated Industry
1.

Gain Competitive Advantage

Specialized Industry
1.

Observation of the Industry

2. Gain more Value Added

2. Risk management

3. Knowledge on all levels is necessary

3. Old players are specialized

4. Big groups enter the industry in

4. Size differentiation between the

integrated form.

three domain levels.
5. Blending regulation does not
create enough profit for oil
companies to integrate.
6. The institutional regulations are
not

clear

enough

for

companies to integrate.

It is very difficult to understand how the scope of the industry is shaped through the analysis of the
results of question B1 only. The paradox exists because the argumentation for both sides (integrated or
specialized industry) is very strong. For that reason, we combine this argumentation with the scope of
each company which is presented in question A1, in order to identify how much integrated or
specialized the industry is. We argue that companies which had a background in the agricultural
industry and now belong to the biofuels industry are expected to have as a starting point the levels of
producing the raw material and processing the biofuel. Similarly, companies with a background in the
petrochemical industry have as a starting point the level of distribution (since it is the only level which
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oil

is a level purely covered by the petroleum industry). Table 7.6 illustrates the degree of integration
within the companies according to the answers of the interviewees in question A1:

Table 7.6: Level of integration in the biofuels industry in the EU-15.

From table 7.6 we can observe three types of integration:
1.

6% of backward integration from the level of processors to the producers level (i.e.
interviewee 01).

2.

22% of backward integration from the level of distributors to the processors level (i.e.
interviewees 02, 10, 15).

3.

22% of the interviewees forward integration from the level of processors to the level of
distributors (i.e. interviewees 03, 04, 16, 18).

4.

6% of forward integration from the level of producers to the processors level (i.e.
interviewee 11).

5.

11% which is specialized only on one level of the industry (i.e. interviewees 12, 17).

6.

33% which is either forward or backward integrated or both, from the level of processors
to the levels of blenders and pre-processors (i.e. interviewees 06, 07).

If we compare these six observations from the integrated/specialized perspective, it results 89%
integrated companies (either forwards or backwards integration and also either integration between
domain levels of the value chain or between domain and supplementary levels) and in only 11% of
specialized companies. Comparing the results of tables 7.5 and 7.6 we could argue that the perspective
of an “integrated shape” of the scope of the industry has more evidence in favor of a “specialized shape”.
For these reasons after combining the results of questions A1 and B1 we derive the conclusion that the
biofuels industry in the EU-15 is a semi-integrated industry, where upstream integration occurs at a
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higher scale than downstream integration. Thus, we test the J&W (2005) model from the perspective
of the semi-integrated biofuels industry in the EU-15. We argue that the biofuels industry in the EU15 is a semi-integrated industry due to the fact that almost all the companies operating in the
industry are integrated to the secondary levels of the value chain (pre-processors, blenders) but only a
few cases are found being integrated between the domain levels of the industry (producers, processors,
distributors).

(Question B.2: On a scale from 1 to 7 where 7= high above the average and 1= far

below the average how would you evaluate the “production costs” of your
company?)
Questions B.2 is linked up to mechanism 1 of the J&W (2005) model. J&W (2005) indicate that there
are two aspects of capabilities heterogeneity they focus on: a) ‘diversity of unit production costs’ and b)
‘diversity in the nature of vertical division of labor’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005). We investigated the
diversity in the nature of vertical division of labor in question A1. Thus, question B.2 settled in order to
identify the diversity of unit of production costs. Each respondent on this question evaluated his/her
answer by comparing his/her company’s production costs against their competitors. Our view in order
to test the J&W (2005) model is an overview of the production costs in the industry. Thus, we include
all the production costs for the analysis of this question despite the diversity of the levels of the
respondents perspective on the industry’s chain. This does not create a method conflict because we
measure the same units although different levels inside the Value Chain. The descriptive statistics have
given a result of 3.17 as the mean for this question (st. dev. is 1.16). Figure 7.1 illustrates the frequency
of the answers of the respondents on question B.2:
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Figure 7.1: Level of production costs in the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15.
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Figure 7.1 shows that there are two picks (numbers 2, 4) from the answers on question B.2. Notice that
15 respondents out of the 18 answered this question as average or lower, and only three have answered
that they have productive costs above average (5). Furthermore, 7 out of the 15 (or 47%) who answered
as average and lower, stated that their production costs are far below average (1) or quite below
average (2). Also 56% of the respondents are below, quite below and far below average (scores 1 & 2).
Thus according to the J&W (2005) theory those companies own superior productive capabilities in
different amounts. From the interviewees which scored 1 or 2 or 3 on question B.2, eight where
processors (as a domain level), one was a distributors company (as a domain level), and one was a
producer (as a domain level). From the ten interviewees who have scored a 1, 2, or 3 on question B.2
nine out of ten are semi-integrated and only one was fully specialized. According to J&W (2005)
model, ‘if firms that are superior are also integrated (by happenstance or for a good reason), selection
will beget more integration’.
The analysis of question B.2 illustrates that companies with a selectively integrated structure own
superior capabilities. More detailed, we see that from companies which scored a 2 or 1 in this question
(interviewees: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12) only interviewee 12 stated that it is a specialized company.
Interviewees 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11 are companies integrated in specific levels of the industry. We see that
companies with a more integrated or more specialized structure are on average or maybe slightly
bellow average as far as the production costs are concerned. These results are in line with the results of
question A.1 and B.1 where semi-integrated structures are favored in the Biofuels Industry.
It is important to analyze the reasons why the semi-integrated companies inside the industry are those
that hold the superior productive capabilities, but before doing that, we present the reasons why three
companies of our sample score above average in terms of production costs. Two were the reasons that
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lead to this negative result. The first was the old technology in use which is responsible for less
efficient usage of the facilities of some companies. The second is the uniqueness of the product. One
out of three companies (interviewee 16) which evaluated its production costs as a five is the owner of
an unique product, in terms of quality, which might be more expensive to produce but the equilibrium
between quality and costs is positive (in terms of profit).
The companies that scored below average on question B.2 in fact own productive capabilities
according to the qualitative analysis of the interviewees answers. Those capabilities that give
advantage in terms of production costs are: uniqueness on producing the product on a commercial scale,
Economies of Scale, Technology in use, logistics, risk management, logistics and operationalization of integration. It is
important to notice that most of the productive capabilities are in contrast with the shape of the scope
of the industry, however. We will analyze this point further in the next chapter.

(Question B.3: On a scale from 1 to 7 where 7= highly specific and 1= highly

generalized, how would you evaluate the necessary knowledge that the
personnel of your company needs to have? For instance can you easily employ a
worker (from either the production or the organizational field) from one
division to work in another division, or will this worker fail to work in that
other division due to the specific knowledge that he/she has?)
This question is about the degree of specialization of knowledge inside the companies.
The descriptive statistics resulted into a mean of 4.94 for this question (st. deviation is 1.8) . This
means that the division of labor in the industry is partially specialized. Furthermore, figure 7.2
illustrates the frequency of the answers of the interviewees for question B3:
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Figure 7.2: Level of degree of integration of the division of labor.
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The results of the answers of the interviewees for this question, do not show the nature of the
knowledge inside the company (hereafter inside knowledge). For instance, although the inside
knowledge is presented partially specialized, we are not able to argue, only from the results of question
B.3 if it is specialized (because of the organizational field) or general (because of the production field).
However, we can argue that since the inside knowledge is not clearly specialized (which would be a
score of 6 or 7 for the mean of the question’s answers) or generalized (which would be a score of 1 or 2
for the mean of the question’s answers) we should focus on the qualitative analysis of our interview
schedule.
The great majority of the answers of the interviewees agrees that the knowledge on the production
part of the industry is quite generalized. However, there is still great specificity of inside knowledge in
the organizational field of the company. The organizational field is quite specific since it concerns
issues such as understanding the market, commercial issues (specifically for 2nd generation biofuels), biodiesel aspects
and costs, highly diversified employees in the organizational field of the company, and finally business compilation. The
presence of specific and general knowledge inside the companies, illustrates that the ‘mix of
knowledge’ could create differentiated capabilities between firms.
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(Question B.4: Considering your company as representative of the segment of the

BIVC that you have just positioned yourself in (question A.1), what is the
superior capability that you have? Is it)
Question B.4 is considered as an exploratory question. Although question B.2 explains the selection
mechanism of J&W (2005) model, it investigates the capabilities heterogeneity in a preliminary level.
The exploratory nature of question B.4 is due to the fact that each of the interviewees identifies the
capabilities of his/her company but also add other superior capabilities of his/her company to the list.
We have listed 5 capabilities we considered as important in the biofuels industry. Annual Production
Capability (APC), Annual Employees Efficiency (AEE), Technology in Use (TiU), Capital availability
for Investments (CafI), Distribution Capacity (DC). This list is our conclusion on productive
capabilities in the biofuels industry from chapter 6.
Table 7.7 illustrates the rate of choices of the respondents on the list of capabilities:

Table 7.7: Rate of choices on Capabilities list.

Capabilities list

Respondents choice

Annual Production Capability

9

Annual Employees Efficiency

5

Technology in Use

8

Capital availability for investments

1

Distribution Capacity

6

Other

13

Table 7.7 presents that annual production capability and technology in use are considered by the
interviewees as the two most important capabilities from the list. Also, distribution capacity and
annual employees efficiency are secondary capabilities (from a quantitative perspective on an industry
level). Finally, capital availability was noticed as a capability from a single company. Another
important figure of table 7.7 is other which is selected thirteen times. Other, indicates that companies
in addition to the listed capabilities, they own other capabilities also, Almost all the interviewees
suggested that they own at least one capability of the five listed. We suggest that the five capabilities
suggested by us are generally accepted as the productive ‘zero-level’ capabilities which in the long
term might provide competitive advantage to the companies operating in the biofuels industry in the
EU-15. However the fact that almost all the companies in our data sample own at least one of the five
listed capabilities but also one which is not listed results in partially heterogeneous capabilities inside
the Biofuels Industry.
For the in-depth analysis of the capabilities heterogeneity, three indicators of capabilities are
considered. First, the ratio of choice in the list of five. Second, the evaluation of each capability listed
(the score the interviewees gave to each capability). Third, the importance of the capabilities placed in
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the ‘other’ choice of the list. The analysis of this indicators takes place in the analysis of question B5
since the evaluation of the capabilities needs to be presented first.

(Question B.5: ‘Please evaluate the superior capability/ies of your company, on a

scale from 1 to 7 with 7= ‘high above average’ and 1= ‘far below average’)
Capabilities heterogeneity is measured in this question. The reason why we measure capabilities
heterogeneity is because we need to be valid and accurate about the capabilities heterogeneity in order
to compare these results with the results of question B.1. This is how we test mechanism 1 of J&W
(2005) model.
In question B.5 we have asked the interviewees to evaluate all of the capabilities listed in question B.4.
Some of the interviewees did not evaluate all the capabilities of the list, and in order to avoid biased
results we will give an average four at the capabilities that the interviewees did not evaluate. The
evaluation of the five capabilities listed leads to the result of partially heterogeneous capabilities. In
order to evaluate heterogeneity, we argue that we need to compare ranges inside the evaluation scale of
question B.5 in order to create substantial differences inside the scale (e.g. a score of 1 has not a great
difference with a score of 2, however, a range of 1-3 is different from a range from 3-6).
We identified that the evaluation of the listed capabilities resulted in that 70% of the interviewees
assess the listed capabilities in a range of scores between 4 and 6. More specific, the percentage of
evaluation of each capability in the range 4-6 is: APC= 72%, AEE= 72%, TiU= 78%, CafI=72% and
DC=95%. If these percentages would be extreme (i.e. 20% or 95% for each capability) this would mean
that the capabilities would be highly heterogeneous or highly homogeneous respectively. We derive
that, the APC, AEE, TiU and CafI seem to be partially homogeneous. Only in the case of DC the
percentage is extreme (95%) which results in highly homogeneous productive capabilities for the
specific level of the industry. We consider that DC has a percentage of 95% because almost all of the
interviewees that evaluated this capability in the range between 4 and 6, are from the petroleum
industry.
Despite the five listed capabilities we evaluated and tested, the interviewees have presented other
capabilities. Other capabilities than the five listed were quality of product, market inside, feedstock flexibility,
fully integrated business, logistics, sustainability affairs, risk management, customer relationships (downstream
networking), resources utilization. However, for the great majority of the interviewees these capabilities
were as important as the listed capabilities with the exemption of three interviewees (interviewees 3, 8,
17). Also, if someone focus on the expanded list of capabilities she will notice that the capabilities
mentioned in the choice of ‘other’ are capabilities from the organizational field of the companies. This
could be considered as evidence on the importance of TC in the industry. If we consider the analysis of
question B2 and this expanded list, we notice that the result of question B2 is supported by the list
presented in question B4 and by the evaluation of the list in question B5.
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(Question B.6: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= ‘highly tacit or in-transparent’ and

1= ‘highly explicit’ how would you evaluate the nature of your company’s
knowledge on its main activities?)
With question B.6 we try to identify the level of knowledge inside the industry. According to figure 4.3
(see chapter 4) if knowledge inside the industry was considered to be explicit, then the industry is in a
mature stage and the changes of the VS will enable the process of capabilities development differently
than it would if the knowledge is explicit and the VS integrated, according to J&W (2005) model.
Knowledge is considered as an important capability for this project due to the fact that according to
our definition of dynamic capabilities (see chapter 3) knowledge is one of the two important elements
necessary for dynamic capabilities to be created (productive capabilities is the second element).
The mean of the scores for this question was 4.33 and the standard deviation was 2.14. This result
illustrates an industry where the knowledge is slightly in-transparent (on average) and the companies
operating inside that industry have knowledge which is quite in-transparent or quite explicit. Figure
7.3 illustrates the frequency of the answers of the respondents.
The analysis of question B.6 presents the existence of two groups inside the industry (from the
knowledge perspective). The first group includes the companies evaluating knowledge between scores
1 and 4. This group lays on explicit knowledge and the managerial actions and the form of the
capabilities for this group are affected from explicit knowledge. The second group includes companies
which evaluated knowledge between scores 4 and 7. This group lays on in-transparent knowledge and
the managerial actions and the form of capabilities for this group are affected by this kind of
knowledge. Explicit knowledge is related with high VS while in-transparent knowledge is related
with horizontal integration. An example that could explain this phenomenon is that for instance, a
processing company would consider itself as a biofuels company. Its actions are taken under the
biofuels industry company perspective and this would lead to favor of semi-integrated structure.
However, an oil company which is involved in the distribution level of the BIVC could consider itself
as a petroleum industry company and draw capabilities only from the specific level of distribution on
the BIVC. This would favor a more disintegrated structure of a company.
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Figure 7.3: Level of transparency of knowledge.
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The result of “slightly in-transparent knowledge” of question B.6 could be translated into the
conclusion that knowledge is “slightly available” at an industry level. According to the result of
question B6 and in line with our reasoning in chapter 4, if somebody would be interested to see at
which point of its life cycle the biofuels industry in the EU-15 is, then figure 7.4 (which is a
development of Figure 4.2) represents the point of time at which the industry is at present:
Figure 7.4: The Biofuels industry’s life cycle in the EU-15.
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By presenting figure 7.4 we argue that since knowledge is not explicit at an industry level (the analysis
of the results of question B6 presented that) dynamic capabilities do not influence the VS of the
industry (or they might influence the VS partially). The Capabilities Development Process will be
enabled from the VS of the industry. The semi-integrated shape of the VS of the industry illustrates
that both groups (with explicit or in-transparent knowledge) have the ability to draw new capabilities
from the knowledge they use. We argue that it is necessary for one of the two groups to be dominant
in order to enable the process of capabilities development. We argue on this, because according to the
J&W (2005) changes in VS are necessary in order to “affect the nature of the knowledge accumulation
and capability development process”.
We will next present the reasoning for either in-transparent or explicit knowledge.
Explicit knowledge becomes in the industry due to many years of experience of people working in the
industry. It is not a kind of knowledge which is difficult to be copied (e.g. consider a manager of a
company who has explicit organizational knowledge in the biofuels industry, it is supposed to transfer
his knowledge to another company –due to higher bonuses–). On the other hand in-transparent
knowledge is related more with the production processing or with a combination of production
processes and knowledge. It is considered more important for our project to identify (as a first step of
the analysis of the industry) what are the reasons on the levels of the industry that create intransparent knowledge and consequently competitive advantage.
We identified through the interviews that the main reason why in-transparent knowledge exists is the
product-differentiation inside the biofuels industry. For instance unique processing of products,
unique business models, advantage on ‘know how’ to use better the technology they own, are some of
the reasons for the existence of in-transparent knowledge. Also, other reasons of identifying intransparent knowledge are specific features of biofuels (e.g. know where to import biofuels from),
sustainability issues on bioethanol (e.g. controlling the fair-trade issues), combination of technology in
use and level of feedstock flexibility, and finally in specific markets (e.g. quite specialized products of
bioethanol) there is not big competition due to the early stage of the industry (for that specific
product).

(Question B.7: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= high above average and 1= far below

average, could you evaluate the amount of your company’s investments on new
technologies?)
This question is about new technologies. In our project new technologies refer to the R&D
department activities of the companies investigated. However, we state that because in our sample
there were also companies without an R&D department (because of the size of the company) when
we refer to the R&D department we actually refer to the investments a company makes on research.
We consider research closely related with technology, and this is the reason why our measurement
instrument is the investments on R&D.
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From the answers on this question, we identified a mean of 4.61 (st. deviation is 1.9)of investments on
new technologies for the biofuels industry in the EU-15. This quantitative result indicates that
investments on new technologies are necessary. This is a logical result if we consider that when
technology will be optimized (on each level) the need for vertical integration will decrease and the
industry will become specialized. Figure 7.5 illustrates the frequency of responses for question B7. The
skewness to the right indicates the need for investments on new technologies in the biofuels industry
in the EU-15.
Figure 7.5: Frequency of New Technologies investments

Despite the quantitative part of the analysis, it is really important to present from a qualitative
perspective, why investments on new technologies are important. Firstly, investments on new
technologies for the production facilities (especially for the processors level) are still important since
the processors level of the industry did not rich yet its optimization level (from the biofuels production
perspective). A second issue considered as new technologies from the interviewees is the “knowledge
development”. Investing on R&D in order to develop better knowledge on the production and on the
organizational field of the company is considered to be really important. Small players, due to the fact
that they are not able to own an R&D department, they invest on EU projects (interviewee 12) and
they gain access to “new technologies” through these projects (this is an other, indirect involvement of
the institutional environment on the development of the industry since institutions and in this case
the EU funds research). On the other hand, there is also argumentation for not investing on new
technologies. According to this argumentation (interviewee 19), the big players create new
technologies and these technologies are sooner or later available to the market. Interviewee 19 suggest
that considering new technologies as important is correct but not the domain issue. However,
infrastructure is important for small scale business in the biofuels industry in the EU-15 (interviewee
19).
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(Question B.8: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7=high above average and 1= far below

average, could you evaluate your company’s investments on technological
innovations?)
Question B.8 is about technological innovations. In our project we refer to technological innovations
from the perspective of the creation of new products in order to enter new markets or penetrate
existing markets. New products can be considered as new 1st generation biofuels (i.e. in terms of better
quality), but also as 2nd generation biofuels.
The mean value for this question was 4.44 (st. deviation is 1.9). Figure 7.6 illustrates the frequency of
the interviewees' answers at question B.8.
Figure 7.6: Frequency of Technological Innovations investments.

In figure 7.6 we can see two groups of companies (as in question B.6). A reason of the creation of “two
groups” in the industry could be how long the firm is operating in the biofuels industry for. For
instance companies which operate in the industry for a long time and they present in the biofuels
market, could be more interested in investments on technological innovations than companies which
are new players and they try to gain a share of the existing market first, in order to expand later.
There are several reasons for investing on technological innovations, as presented by the interviewees.
Firstly, some interviewees considered that investing on “new ways” of operating the production of
biofuels should be under technological innovations (interviewee 1). Second, due to issues of
investments on technological innovations in order to create better quality 1st generation biofuels
(interviewee 2). Third reason for investing on technological innovations is the customer driven
markets that some companies in our sample are involved (interviewee 5). Also, the quality of the
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biofuel regarding diverse feedstock is another reason of investing on technological innovations
(interviewee 5). Fifth, investments on technological innovations where considered high due to
investments on the design (research level) of 2nd and 3rd generation biofuels (interviewee 14). On the
other hand, there were some noticeable reasons identified from the answers of the interviewees,
reasoning why companies do not invest much on technological innovations. Two reasons are
outstanding. First, some companies produce highly specified biofuels and thus, it is not important or
necessary for them to invest on new products, in order to enter markets (interviewee 4). The second
reason is outstanding because it characterizes (at least in a percentage) the perspective of the oil
companies on the biofuels industry at present. Oil companies, since they are companies with a history
in the petroleum industry, they invest large amounts on technological innovations concerning other
than biofuels products. These companies consider the biofuels business as “new business” and for that
reason they argue that investing in this industry is not profitable yet (interviewee 10).

(Question C.1a: On a scale from 1 to 7, with 7= very stable and 1= very unstable,

could you evaluate the stability of the political, social and economical conditions
in theEU-15-country(ies) your company operates in? If the environment changes
between countries, please evaluate the different environments)
As it is stated before, Topic C of our Interview Schedule is about TC and more specifically we
investigate the importance of five attributes of transactions (environmental & behavioral uncertainty,
human, physical & site asset specificity). A general result that is retrieved from our data analysis is
that environmental uncertainty, human asset specificity and site asset specificity are considered very
important in the Biofuels Industry. Since the attributes mentioned above are considered important, we
argue that TC are high in the Biofuels Industry, however, measuring the exact level of TC was not an
objective of this project.
We have stated question C.1a to collect information on the environment of the biofuels industry in the
EU-15. We focused on the political, economical, and social conditions of the environment. We have
asked the interviewees to evaluate (an average score for these three conditions) the environment of the
industry for the countries that their companies operate in according to the political, economical and
societal conditions. Information on the 12 out of the 15 countries (Denmark, Luxemburg, Ireland are
excluded) has been collected. Through the evaluation of the environment by the interviewees we could
understand how stable/unstable the environment of the industry is, in order to see if high transaction
costs are created (very unstable environment) because of the environmental uncertainty .
The EU-15 includes countries which have a very certain (6) or quite certain (5) environment for
biofuels. Such countries are Portugal, Austria, Finland and France. On the other hand there are other
countries which have a very uncertain, or quite uncertain, or uncertain enough environment, and they
are considered as important (from the perspective of the quantity of biofuels production and trade)
players in the EU-15. Germany (2), Netherlands (2), Belgium (1), Sweden (3) and UK (2) are some of
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these countries. Even if environmental uncertainty is not high for all the countries specified by the
interviewees, it is high (scores lower than 4) for a percentage of 58% of the evaluated countries.
From a qualitative perspective on that question, two reasons have been identified, which explain the
environmental uncertainty. First, the presence of the financial crisis is a factor that creates uncertainty.
The second reason is the influence of the institutional environment. We expected that because of the
financial crisis, economic conditions would be the most important from the environmental uncertainty
perspective. However, from the analysis of the answers of the interviewees the political conditions
seem to influence more the environment of the industry. An outstanding example is the changes on
biofuels definitions that the federal government in Germany did in 2007, which led in uncertain
conditions for the companies that invested in tacit assets according to the previous definitions
(interviewee 1). It is generally accepted that the industry is highly connected to politics (because it is
highly connected with institutions), and this is the reason why the political conditions are considered
more important than the economical (for the uncertainty of the environment). Other examples on
how the political environment influences the uncertainty of the environment (negatively) are: first, the
quite often changes in subsidies

regulations (interviewee 9), second, the long time needed to

implement (on a country level) the EU directions (interviewee 5), third, no mid-term or long-term
plan of the political decisions about subsidies (interviewee 14), and finally that no consistent
supportive policy exists. (interviewee 19).

(Questions C.1b, C.1c.
Question C.1b: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= strongly confident and 1= very

uncertain, how certain are you that your company’s standards of quality of
products or processing can be maintained if you operate jointly with partner
companies in the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain, in the EU-15 country(ies) of
your company’s interest?
Question C.1c: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= extremely low risk and 1= extremely

high risk, how would you evaluate the risk of spending on profitless activities or
spill over your company’s knowledge (tacit and proprietary), if you operate
jointly with a local/international firm in the country(ies) of your company’s
interest?)
We analyze questions C.1.b, C.1c together because they both test behavioral uncertainty. In question
C.1b behavioral uncertainty is tested through investigating how certain the interviewee is about
his/her partners (upstream/downstream). With question C.1c behavioral uncertainty is investigated
through investigating what is the possibility for a company to loose profit by investing on its partners
(investing knowledge specifically) because of their behavior (they are not doing what they are
supposed to do).
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A mean of 5.12 and 4.18 (standard deviation is 1.9, 1.8 respectively) for questions C.1b and C.1c
respectively both above average on the scale but confident enough for question C.1b and slightly above
average for question C.1c presents that behavioral uncertainty is considered by the companies
operating in the biofuels industry in the EU-15 not as an attribute that influences TC so negatively.
Many interviewees presented similar reasoning for the results in these questions. For example a
general reasoning on both questions was that lawyers through contracts specify quite much the terms
of quality and knowledge sharing in a cooperation between companies (the great majority of the
interviewees stated in similar ways this statement). Thus, the risk is quite low. Some of the
interviewees (mostly on the processors level) made a separation on their answer for the upstream and
the downstream in question C.1b. They find behavioral uncertainty not important for their upstream
relation with companies. However, in their cooperation with oil companies the risk is getting higher
because the quality standards might change from the oil companies, even if a contract exists. Another
reason for describing the industry as confident (from the quality perspective) is that the business is
strongly regulated and the quality is strongly formatted. Thus, there are not many possibilities to not
keep up with the quality. Cooperating only with companies recognized from the market as
trustworthy is a strategy followed by some companies in order to avoid behavioral uncertainty
completely. Another reason for evaluating behavioral uncertainty as not important is that the quality
of products is influenced more because the product (again from the perspective of the processors but
also from the producers of raw material perspective) is a natural product and this is more important
than the cooperators’ behavior. A final reason for decreased behavioral uncertainty is the involvement
of international companies in the chain. Thus, a separation between national level (where uncertainty
is higher) and international level (where uncertainty decreases) companies has been presented by the
interviewees .
On the other hand, there were three outstanding reasons for increased behavioral uncertainty
according to the interviewees answers. First, although the contracts created can achieve reduced levels
of risk, it is highly dependent on negotiations and on the negotiating power of the company to achieve
contracts which reduce the risk from a behavioral uncertainty perspective (interviewee 2). Second,
quite a few interviewees argued that due to the fact that the biofuels business is based on many small
companies (from the processors perspective again) the behavioral uncertainty increases because the
control of the behavior of the cooperating companies decrease. Third, some interviewees noticed for
question C.1c that sharing knowledge which has to do with commercial activities is some times
necessary, however the risk of loosing competitive advantage by sharing this knowledge is great.

(Question C.2a: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= high above average and 1= clearly

below average, how would you evaluate the investments dedicated by your
company on preparing personnel to produce your company’s products or provide
your company’s services?)
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We investigated asset specificity through the second group of questions in topic C. We investigated
human asset specificity (C.2a), physical asset specificity (C.2b), and site asset specificity (C.2c).
Human asset specificity (question C.2a) has been considered as a quite important issue by the
interviewees, since the mean for this question is 5.22 (above average), (st. deviation is 1). To be more
specific we investigated human asset specificity through investigating the amount of investments of
companies on training the employees. First, it is in general accepted that training people due to the
specific environment of the industry is necessary. However, many companies spend a lot on training
for diverse reasons. For instance training employees on handle, move and produce ethanol is critical for
some companies. Others, train their employees on specific issues according to their critical success
factors. On the processors level, training of employees is necessary even on how to operate the
production plants. Finally the involvement in high investments for new installations on existing
business of employees, makes absolutely necessary that this employees will be trained on how to
“build” and operate these new installations.
On the other hand the only two reasons why investments on training employees considered low where:
first, because there were other companies in the EU-15, on the same level of operation which invested
much more than the interviewee’s company on training. Second because the size of the company of the
interviewee did not allowed big investments on training people.

(Question C.2b: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= highly multifunctional/flexible

and 1= highly specialized, would you describe your company’s equipment?)
We investigated the physical asset specificity by investigating how flexible is the plant equipment
(machinery used) in order to create the final product (of each level in the BIVC). At this point we need
to present a specific (for the level of processors in the biofuels industry) issue. On the level of
processors, the plant equipment can be quite flexible but for the feedstock that it can take and convert
into biofuel. However, we have investigated physical asset specificity from the final product flexibility
perspective, since the final product (on each level) is the product that creates direct economical value
added. The flexibility on the machinery used by the processors related to the feedstock is also creating
added value since it is considered by the interviewees as a competitive advantage however, we did not
take it into account for this question.
The mean for this question is 4.33 (average and slightly above average), (st. deviation is 2.1). This
indicates that in general for the industry, the machinery used is slightly flexible. However, we must
state that the standard deviation for this question is 2.19 (extremely high compared to the mean),
which is reasonable since this question has been answered by interviewees of all levels of the value
chain. Thus, on some levels (e.g. distributors) the plant equipment could be much more flexible than
on some other levels (e.g. processors). The qualitative analysis of the answers of the interviewees can
shade light on this question and on the importance of the physical asset specificity.
On the producers level, the equipment used for the production of the final product was extremely
specialized (in our sample producers gave a score of 1). The distributors where on the other side of the
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scale since they use the same equipment for the distribution of all types of bioethanol and biodiesel.
The level of processors is the most interesting since there are diverse issues for the interviewees.
Considering the main product that the processors produce (biodiesel, bioethanol, or biogass) the
equipment is highly specialized. Thus, from this perspective, physical asset specificity is extremely
important for the processors. However, considering the quality of the biofuel there is a kind of
flexibility on the equipment since with certain, (small) modifications of the equipment, diverse
qualities of biodiesel or bioethanol can be achieved. Finally, from the perspective of the main and byproducts perspective, the equipment is very flexible for the majority of the processors. However, the
production of the main product is still specialized.

(Question C.2c: On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= very important and 1= not very

important, how would you evaluate your company’s

distance from

its

associates?)
Question C.2c is about site asset specificity. We investigate site asset specificity by investigating the
importance of transportation costs on the strategy plan of a company. Site asset specificity is
considered extremely important from the great majority of the industry (78% of the interviewees
consider it as a 6 or 7). Figure 7.7 illustrates the frequency of the answers of the interviewees for this
question.
Figure 7.7: Frequency of the interviewees on the evaluation of site asset specificity.

Transportation costs are considered important on the levels of producers, pre-processors, processors
and blenders. Transportation costs are one of the main reasons of logistics to be considered as superior
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capabilities by many companies. There are several, specific issues, why transportation costs (and
consequently site asset specificity) are considered important. First, because the raw material contains
relatively little energy compared to mineral oil (1st generation biofuels). Second, biofuels is a
commodity business, thus, transportation is an important cost. Third, transportation costs are
important also because of the uncertainty that transportation companies create. Also, interviewees
indicate that the logistical distance from the suppliers is important. In one case (interviewee 6), the
whole strategy plan of the company was based on transportation costs and this is why fully
integration strategy was followed.
On the other hand, some interviewees, argue that transportation costs are not considered as important
because although the cost itself is important, there are other costs (on the production) which are
considered as more important and they should be optimized first (they refer mostly on production
costs).
To wit, by stating question A.1 we tried to identify the level (high or low) of the vertical division of
labour, the starting point of each company on the BIVC, and we tried to confirm the BIVC scheme
suggested by us in chapter 6. By posting question A.2 we tried to evaluate the importance of each of
the five levels of the BIVC through the economical added value of each level. Question A.3 has been
stated in order to identify the degree of influence of the Institutional Environment on the BIVC levels.
By stating question A.4, we evaluated the influence of the EU and the national institutions on the
growth of the BIVC. Question B.1 was posted in order to identify the degree of Vertical Integration in
the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15. Question B.2 was posted in order to identify the degree of
capabilities heterogeneity in the Biofuels Industry through the evaluation of the production costs on
each level of the BIVC. We stated question B.3 in order to identify the character (specific or general)
of the inside knowledge. Question B.4 was stated to identify the superior capabilities of each company
and the capabilities heterogeneity through the choices of the interviewees. Question B.5 was stated in
order to evaluate the capabilities heterogeneity through the evaluation of the superior capabilities. We
stated question B.6 in order to identify the character (in-transparent or explicit) of knowledge at an
industry level. Question B.7 was posted in order to identify the importance of knowledge in the
Biofuels Industry through the evaluation of investments in new technologies. Question B.8 was posted
in order to identify the importance of knowledge related to the final (commercial) product of each
level of the BIVC. Through question C.1a – C.2c we tried to identify the importance and the level (high
or low) of TC in the Biofuels Industry by evaluating specific attributes of the transactions. More
specific, we stated question C.1a in order to identify the importance of environmental uncertainty in
the Biofuels Industry. Questions C.1b & C.1c were stated in order to identify the importance of
behavioral uncertainty. We posted question C.2a in order to identify the importance of human asset
specificity. Question C.2b was posted in order to evaluate the importance of physical asset specificity.
Finally we stated question C.2c in order to identify the importance of site asset specificity.
In chapter 8 we present our conclusions based on the questions of our Interview Schedule but also a
discussion based on the limitations we faced. Finally recommendations for further research on this
topic are presented.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions.

8.1 Introduction
The present research project is about Industrial Architecture (IA). The objective of our research, as
presented in chapter 1, is to test Jacobides & Winter (2005) model about the relationship between

resources, capabilities, transaction costs and vertical scope, by applying it, on the emerging
biofuel market as a minimum level, and if possible on Biorefineries market in general. Within their
paradigm, resources, capabilities and transaction costs (TC) are the architectonic elements of every
industry and thus, the co-evolvement of these elements must be understood when someone wants to
understand the shape of the Vertical Scope (VS) of an industry. Our object of research for this project
is the Biorefineries industry. However, we specialized research on biofuels for reasons of limitations
that will be discussed later in this chapter.
Our basic research question, derived from the objective is as follows: How do transaction costs and

resource and capabilities based factors influence the vertical scope of the Biofuels Industry
(which is a linking up of the Petrochemical and Agricultural Industries), in the area of Western
Europe?
The present chapter, is a presentation of our conclusions on both our research objective, and our main
research question. First, we will answer if the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model (hereafter J&W
(2005)) is verified on the biofuels industry in the area of Western Europe. Second we will describe the
relationship as identified from our data analysis between the Capabilities, Transaction Costs (TC) and
the Vertical Scope (VS) of the industry. Last but not least, we provide information concerning the
emerging of the Biofuels Industry through the convergence of the Agricultural and the Petrochemical
industries. Also, information on important factors not considered by J&W (2005) such as the
Institutional Environment and the importance of the background of the companies operating in a
converged industry such as the Biofuels Industry is presented in this chapter.
In paragraph 8.2 we present the conclusions on each of our research question (presented in chapter 1)
and our conclusions on our main research question. Also we present other conclusions which are
retrieved from the compliance of this project. In paragraph 8.3 we present a discussion about the
validity and the accuracy of our project and how these factors were influenced. Finally in paragraph
8.4 we present recommendations for further research in the fields that this project investigated.

8.2 Conclusions

8.2.a Conclusions on research questions 1 and 2
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Our first research question was “How do transaction costs and resource and capabilities based factors influence the
vertical scope of the Biofuels Industry (which is a converge of the Petrochemical and Agricultural Industries), in the area
of Western Europe?”. We answer this question by presenting our conclusions on the three sub-questions
of research question 1.

“Why transaction costs influence vertical scope? What is the relationship between transaction costs and vertical scope.
How transaction costs prescribe the industry?”

We answered this question in chapter 2 of this paper. Based mostly on Williamson (1998) theory
about Transaction Costs Economics we came up with the conclusion that TC are highly related to the
concept of VS because these costs are connected to the ‘relationships’ that occur between firms in one
industry. Since TC are costs of the transactions obtained between the companies of the industry, there
level will influence the level of VS. In chapter 2 we identified that high TC will lead to high VS and low
TC will lead to low VS.
Moreover in chapter 2, we presented the most important attributes of transactions which influence
the level of TC. Based on the literature for Biofuels we came up with the conclusion that for the
Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 we needed to investigate environmental & behavioral uncertainty but
also human, physical, and site asset specificities as the most influential attributes of transactions in
this specific industry.

“What resource and capabilities based factors influence vertical scope? How resource and capabilities factors describe the
industry? Why these factors are important for Vertical Scope?”
Through our literature study (scholars such as Barney, Teece, etc.) we came up with many conclusions.
First, from the resource based factors perspective, we argue that the identification of sustainable
competitive advantage leads to the identification of the level of VS of the industry. Second from the
capabilities based factors (and more specific, dynamic capabilities), through the identification of the
combination of resources & knowledge, but also by investigating the processes, positions and path
dependences of the firms, we can conclude on the level of VS. For the Biofuels Industry, we identified
that knowledge but also, annual production capability, annual employees’ efficiency, technology in use,
capital availability for investments and distribution annual capacity, are influential resource and
capabilities factors. These factors are important for the level of the VS increases or decreases according
to the distribution of these factors. However we need to take into account the fact that the Biofuels
market is considered as a high-velocity market (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000) because it is in its early
stages of its life and thus the industry structure is not clear.

“How does the concept of Industrial Architecture integrate the effects of transaction costs, resource and capabilities based
factors on emerging industries?”
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According to the Industrial Architecture concept, capabilities heterogeneity (through selection)
determines the Vertical Scope of the industry. Also, capabilities heterogeneity influences (usually
reduces) the level of TC. Furthermore, TC have a moderate influence on the VS of an industry but the
influence of TC is considered to be more important in the early stage of the industry’s life cycle (due to
high TC) and less important in the mature stages. Moreover, we concluded that it should be scarce
resources influencing VS mostly during the early stages of the industry’s life cycle. Dynamic
capabilities influence VS during the mature stage of the industry’s life cycle. We made this separation
of capabilities based on how explicit knowledge can be on each stage of the industry’s life cycle (we
consider knowledge as main element for the existence of Dynamic Capabilities). Finally, the changes
on VS will enable a process of capabilities development which leads in the redistribution of
capabilities. According to the capabilities redistribution, changes on VS take place again. This is our
conclusion on how the concept of IA integrate the effects of transaction costs, resource and
capabilities based factors. However, there are two points according to the emerging industries which
should be taken into account. First, the background of the companies that operate in the emerged
industry (in our case Agricultural and Petrochemical industries) influences the firms decisions and
indirectly the VS of the industry. Second, external factors can also influence the industry’s VS. In the
case of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 we identified that the Institutional Environment influences
‘selection’ and indirectly the level of VS. We are more explicit on the last two points later in this
chapter.

Our second research question was “How the theoretical framework and the empirical data will be connected and
what kind of data should be gathered, described and implicated in the empirical framework, in order to verify the
Jacobides & Winter (2005) model?”. We answer this question by presenting our conclusions on the two
sub-questions (chapter 1).

“What data sources and what methods will be necessary for the accomplishment of the empirical analysis of the project?”
The strategy we followed in order to complete this project was a combination of desk research and
case studies. This combination was very efficient due to specific issues concerning the data. First it
was necessary to gather general information about the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 (about the levels
of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain, the activities in the levels, companies operating on each level) in
order to create a general view of the BI. Desk research was the most appropriate. Second we needed
qualitative and in-depth information on the capabilities and transaction costs of firms operating in the
Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 (we collected this information through our interview schedule) and the
case studies strategy was the most appropriate.

“How the Biofuels Industry emerge through the convergence of the Agricultural and the Petrochemical Industries and how
the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain is illustrated in the EU-15?”.
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We investigated the emerge of the Biofuels Industry through the Value Chain concept. We revised
identified by scholars value chains of the biodiesel and bioethanol industries in order to create a more
generalized scheme of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain (BIVC). We identified five levels on the
Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain and those are a) producers (of the raw material), b) pre-processors, c)
processors (producers of the biofuel), d) blenders (mixing the biofuel with fossil fuel) and e)
distributors. We also identified that the linking up of the Agricultural and the Petrochemical industry
is on the level of the “processors”. Moreover, we identified that there distinction between companies
from the Agricultural Industry and from the Petrochemical Industry on the BIVC is not clear. We
identified companies from the former background (Agricultural Industry) being integrated on the
blenders level, but also, we identified companies from the later background (Petrochemical Industry)
being integrated on the pre-processors level. Also, the institutional environment of the industry and
how regulations influence the Biofuels Industry was investigated.

In the next paragraphs (8.2.b, 8.2.c) our conclusions according to research question 3 (“What are the
conclusions that we can retrieve from the results of the analysis and how do they contribute to the objective of the research
project”) are presented. We present our conclusions by answering the sub-questions 3a (“Is the J&W
(2005) model verified as applicable on the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15?”) and 3b (“What are the important
characteristics on the Industrial Architecture of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15?”)

8.2.b Testing the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model
As it is explained in detail in chapter 4, the J&W (2005) model consists of four basic mechanisms
which co-evolve the capabilities, TC, and VS. We tested if the J&W (2005) model is verified for the
biofuels industry in the EU-15 in a qualitative way. First, we investigated mechanism 1 which is about
the ‘selection process’ and the ‘capabilities heterogeneity’ (Jacobides & Winter, 2005). The expected
relationship of mechanism 1 is that through a selection process, firms are selected as “best in class”
according to their capabilities. If the capabilities between firms are heterogeneous then the degree of
Vertical Integrations is low. However, if the capabilities between firms are homogeneous, the degree of
Vertical Integration is high. In order to test mechanism 1, we needed to identify first, from our data
sample, the Vertical Scope of the biofuels industry in the EU-15 at present. We identified what is the
shape of the Vertical Scope of the biofuels industry in the EU-15 from the comparison of questions A.1
and B.1 in our interview schedule. Then we needed to identify the heterogeneity of capabilities in the
industry at present. Then we compared these two results in order to see if they lead to the same
conclusions.
On the basis of the interviews we derive two general conclusions. First, the biofuels industry in the
EU-15 is a semi-integrated industry7. Second, the biofuels industry in the EU-15 started as a specialized
industry and changes into an integrated industry!

7

The definition of semi-integrated industries is presented in chapter 4, paragraph 4.3.1)
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Through the conclusions presented in points 8.2.a.1 – 8.2.a.6, we argue why the Jacobides & Winter
(2005) model is verified (except mechanism 4) on the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15, which is actually
a representation of the relationship between capabilities, TC and the Vertical Scope of the industry.

8.2.b.1 What is the shaped VS of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15?
By question A.1 we collected information on the vertical division of labour of the Biofuels Industry. By
question B.1 we collected information on the shape of the Vertical Scope of the Biofuels Industry in the
EU-15 at present. From the combination of the answers of question A.1 and B.1, we concluded that the
biofuels industry in the EU-15 has a semi-integrated vertical scope. We argue on this because of several
reasons that we retrieved from our analysis. First, when our interviewees were asked about the scope
of the industry our sample became split in two equal groups. Half of them support an integrated shape,
while the other half support a specialized shape of the Biofuels Industry (table 7.5, chapter 7). Second,
we identified a degree of Vertical Integration of 89% of our sample on at least the supplementary levels
of the value chain (these levels are pre-processors, blenders) and we argue that this integration is
driven by selectivity (chapter 7). Third, even the companies of the interviewees which stated that the
biofuels industry is a specialized industry are selectively integrated. Finally, the biofuels industry is in
its early stages of its life cycle (either embryonic or growth) which is an element for an integrated
scope of the industry.

8.2.b.2 What is the capabilities heterogeneity in the Biofuels Industry, in the
EU-15?
Next step was to identify the capabilities heterogeneity in the industry. Questions A.1, B.2,B.4 were
about this purpose. However, investigating the level of the production costs on each level of the
industry by posting question B.2, suffice to test mechanism 1 of the J&W (2005) model. J&W (2005)
argue on the proposition that the heterogeneity created by a) the differentiation on the production
costs, and b) the differentiation in the vertical division of labour, is enough to enable mechanism 1
(Jacobides & Winter, 2005).
The results of question B.2 led to the conclusion that the production costs are lower than average on
each level of the industry but firms with selectively integrated structures are more efficient (scored of 1
and 2 only) in production. This can be translated as that companies operating in the five levels of the
Biofuels Industry Value Chain (BIVC) own productive capabilities. Since the range in figure 7.1 was
mostly between scores 2,3, and 4 it leads to the conclusion that these productive capabilities are
achieved on different extends by companies (some companies are better in Economies of Scale, than
other in the Biofuels Industry). This leads to the conclusion that productive capabilities in the Biofuels
Industry are partially heterogeneous. The heterogeneity of the companies (from the production costs
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perspective) will lead to their expanding on other levels of the chain because companies of one level
will try to differentiate in terms of profitability through gaining economical value added from
operating on other levels of the BIVC. However, these companies will not integrate in all the five levels
of the BIVC (due to lack of knowledge) and this is a reason for the shaped VS of the industry being
semi-integrated. The vertical division of labour (question A.1) leads to the conclusion of the semiintegrated Biofuels Industry. Although 89% of our data sample is integrated, the whole percentage was
referring to selective integration (no company was integrated in the five levels of the BIVC). The
conclusions retrieved from the answer on the vertical division of labour is that since partial integration
takes place, there is moderately capabilities heterogeneity.

8.2.b.3 What conclusion can we derive about the verification of J&W (2005)
model’s mechanism 1?
Since the capabilities heterogeneity and the shape of the Scope of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15
are in line, we could state, that mechanism 1 of the J&W (2005) model is verified for the Biofuels
Industry in the EU-15. However, we also need to investigate if the capabilities heterogeneity is created
only because of the ‘market selection’ or if there are other influential factors as well (e.g. the
background of the companies, the institutional environment). The Biofuels Industry is a semiintegrated industry and it is in the early stage of its life cycle.

8.2.b.4 What conclusion can we derive about the verification of J&W (2005)
model’s mechanism 2?
After testing mechanism 1 of J&W (2005) model, we tested mechanism 2. J&W (2005) argue that the
capabilities distribution (or capabilities heterogeneity) will influence the TC in the industry because
this distribution will lead in ‘latent gains’ which ‘motivate reduction of TC’ (Jacobides & Winter,
2005).
Our conclusion is that mechanism 2 of the J&W (2005) model is verified for the Biofuels Industry in
the EU-15 and we will try to explain this conclusion through some examples related to the coevolvement of capabilities and TC.
We identified that capabilities such as annual production capacity and technology in use are important for
the Biofuels Industry through questions B.4 and B.5 where we asked the interviewees to choose (from
a list of five capabilities but also add other capabilities if necessary and evaluate the capabilities of
their companies). Also, we identified that capabilities such as risk management, logistics, market inside are
important. Furthermore, we identified that physical asset specificity and site asset specificity (which
are attributes of transactions) are considered to be important in the biofuels industry in the EU-15.
Since physical and site asset specificity are considered important, it means that we could expect high
TC in the Biofuels Industry. Mechanism 2 of the J&W (2005) model is verified if we consider the
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relationship between capabilities and TC in the following examples: If we consider a company which
owns annual production capacity as a productive capability, this means that costs created because of
physical asset specificity are reduced for this company because the profits from the amount of product
produced ‘worth’ the costs of the specific machinery this product needs in order to be produced
(opportunity costs are low). Also, if a company owns logistics as a productive capability site asset
specificity (which is illustrated with the importance of transportation costs on the total costs in our
project) is not important anymore (for the specific company) and thus TC are reduced.
In other words, when a capability is identified in the industry (e.g. logistics decrease TC) then firms
which own this capability will be preferable than others. This selection creates the capabilities
distribution in the industry and this will influences TC (since companies with logistics are selected,
TC will decrease because site asset specificity will not be an important attribute for this companies
any more).

8.2.b.5 Is the inscribe of TC as a moderator of the selection process accurate?.
J&W (2005) argue that TC are involved as a moderator in the selection process. Specifically they argue
that the choice menu (of governance) from which a firm picks is determined by the conditions of the industry as a whole,
at each point of time, so that even an optimal choice is constrained by an institutional environment that is fixed in the
short run (Jacobides & Winter, 2005, p. 402). For this reason, we needed to test the TC effect on the
selection process, in the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15. We identified that indeed TC have a
moderating character in the Biofuels Industry because although firms are selected by the market due to
their capabilities (and the industry’s capabilities distribution), considerations such as physical, human,
and site asset specificity but also environmental uncertainty influence the capabilities distribution (as
we presented in 8.2.a.4) and consequently the selection process.
For example, the fact that logistics are considered as a superior productive capability could be due to
the high levels of site asset specificity in the biofuels industry. However, we identify companies inside
the industry without being superior in logistics but in the same time being competitive. Thus, we
conclude that site asset specificity (and consequently TC that are created because of it) is moderating
the capabilities distribution.
The influence of site asset specificity is not shaping the capabilities distribution (and this is the reason
for TC to be a moderator). We conclude on this due to the fact that a company without logistics in its
superior capability cannot be competitive in the biofuels industry (as it would happen for instance if
TC were a mediator factor). The other four attributes of transactions and consequently the TC
influence the selection process in the same way.
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8.2.b.6 What conclusions can we derive about the verification of the J&W (2005)
model’s mechanisms 3 & 4?
Considering the analysis of the results in question B.6, we argue that we can estimate how the nature
of the process of capabilities development will be enabled. However, we are not able to verify that
mechanism 3 is applicable. In question B.6, we identified two groups of companies according to the
knowledge that each company has (in-transparent or explicit). The identification of two groups comes
in line with the conclusion about the semi-integrated industry. From question B.2 we identified that
semi-integrated firms are best in class (in terms of production costs). Also, if we consider the Industry
life cycle theory and the fact that the Biofuels Industry is in its early stages of life, we expect the
industry to move to a higher degree of Vertical Integration. For these reasons we argue that the
capabilities inside the biofuels industry will develop according to the capabilities of companies which
are selectively integrated at present and the “direction of capabilities development” will lead into a
higher degree of Vertical Integration (since specialized firms will try to be semi-integrated also). Since
this development of capabilities will take place, then mechanism 3 of the J&W (2005) model will be
verified.
We suggest that mechanism 4 of the J&W (2005) model is applicable, however, we do not have
enough evidence to state this. We could verify mechanism 4 when changes in the “capabilities pool”
would exist because of the semi-integrated Biofuels Industry.
We argue that mechanism 4 of the J&W (2005) model can be verified after changes in the capabilities
pool take place because then we can investigate if these changes are in line with our conclusions on the
rest of the J&W (2005) model.
In general mechanisms 3 & 4 are highly correlated. This means that if mechanism 3 is verified then
mechanism 4 will be verified also. However, we can only test if these mechanisms are applicable only
after significant changes in the capabilities heterogeneity take place. This is a mater of time.
To wit, mechanisms 1 and 2 of the J&W (2005) model are verified for the Biofuels Industry in the EU15.
The Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 is a semi-integrated industry which is in the early stage of its life
cycle. This industry started as a specialized industry and turns into an integrated industry which is a
paradox according the industry’s life cycle theory. However since the industry is still in the early stage
of its life cycle we can expect the degree of Vertical Integration to become higher. The capabilities
distribution directly, and the TC indirectly are both responsible for the shape of the Vertical Scope.
Also, the capabilities distribution influences the TC and the TC moderate the capabilities
heterogeneity through the selection process. The semi-integrated shape of the Vertical Scope of the
industry makes semi-integrated companies leading the changes in the capabilities development.
However, the dynamic determination of the capabilities development process and how this
development influences the capabilities heterogeneity (mechanisms 3, 4) are not verified.
In the next paragraph of this chapter two important issues are presented. First, the role of the history
of the companies which operate in the Biofuels Industry is presented. Second the role of the
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Institutional Environment of the Biofuels Industry is presented. We present these two issues in order
to explain the paradox that we identified (that the Biofuels Industry started as a specialized industry
and turns to be an integrated industry), but also because we consider the influence of the history of the
companies and the industry they come from as a very important element for the shape of the Vertical
Scope.
In order to make our conclusions more explicit we present the four hypotheses that we have tested in
order to verify the Jacobides & Winter (2005) model and its applicability in the Biofuels Industry in
the EU-15.

Table 8.1: Hypotheses confirmation.

Hypotheses
Hypothesis

Verification
1:

“Capabilities

heterogeneity

is

negatively related with Vertical
Scope.”

Hypothesis

2:

“Capabilities

heterogeneity

negatively

related

is

with

Transaction Costs.”

Hypothesis

3:

“Transaction
influence

Costs

Vertical

Confirmed

Confirmed

positively
Scope

as

moderator”.

Confirmed

Hypothesis 4: “Capabilities Development Process is
‘enabled’ if changes on VS occur
and CDP is ‘disabled’ if changes on

Not verified

VS do not occur”.

8.2.c The role of the emerging industries scratch on the convergence and the
Institutional Environment influence on “selection”.
The background of the companies involved in the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 is important. We
came up with the following conclusion through the interviews. The background is an influential factor
for the growth of the industry. Companies invested in the Biofuels Industry according to their
capabilities in the industries (either agricultural or petrochemical) they were or do operate. For
instance companies from the petrochemical industry are involved from the distributors or the
processors levels, while companies from the agricultural industry are involved from the producers or
the processors level. Identifying companies from the petrochemical industry being involved to the
producers level or vise versa in the Biofuels Industry was not possible. In general on the J&W (2005)
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model we arrive at the conclusion that emerging new industries may suit the model in a totally
different manner than new industries on the basis of converging.
To be even more specific on the Biofuels Industry, we argue that it is an industry where dominant
players have a background from the agricultural industry (as far as we refer to 1st generation biofuels).
Companies with a background in the petrochemical industry are not interested, and find extremely
difficult to enter the 1st generation biofuels industry due to low (for them), profitability, high barriers
of entrance, and small possibility for gaining a competitive advantage. New technologies and
knowledge is the only “open window” for the companies with a background in the petrochemical
industry to enter the biofuels industry. This is why most of these companies invest highly on 2nd and in
many cases on 3rd generation biofuels. Of course if this movement of the downstream identified
through our data collection will become massive, then in the future it will create extraordinary
problems to the companies with an agricultural industry background because we refer to a chain (the
Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain in the EU-15) where the upstream (companies with a background
from the agricultural industry) invested and operates on 1st generation biofuels and the downstream
(companies from the petrochemical industry) identified opportunities and invests on 2nd and 3rd
generation biofuels. The downstream companies invest in these new technologies (2nd and 3rd
generation biofuels) in order to achieve competitive advantage through as high as possible Vertical
Integrated structure (we remind that background from the agricultural industry is not necessary in
order to collect raw material for 2nd and 3rd generation biofuels). It is obvious that the background of
the companies (agricultural or petrochemical background) influences a lot the decisions of
integration/disintegration of the firms and consequently of the industry in total. We suggest that this
is a different approach of convergent from that of new industries because in the case of new industries
no superior capabilities or knowledge pre-exist.
The Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 is also highly influenced by the Institutional Environment (IE).
This is a conclusion retrieved from the analysis of questions A.3 (the interviewees were asked to
evaluate the influence of the Institutional Environment on the development of the specific segment of
the BIVC they operate in), and A.4 (The interviewees were asked to evaluate the influence of the EU
and of the National Institutions for the same reason as in question A.3). The IE involvement is
important for two reasons. First, it can be an explanation why the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15
started as a specialized industry and turn into an integrated industry. Second, because the IE is
another factor, except the market, which influences mechanism 1 and the selection process.
The IE intervenes inside the industry through several ways (quotas, taxation, regulations, subsidies
etc.). This intervention influences the capabilities distribution of the industry. For instance:

if we

consider the Spanish policy where the government supports the farmers (chapter 6, table 6.1). we see
that the capital availability which is available on the processors and distributors level (and it is
considered to be higher than the capital availability of the producers) does not give a competitive
advantage to the processors and distributors against the producers of the raw material (because no
private company wants to compete the public funding). For that reason, capital availability will not be
considered as a superior capability (if there was not support from the Institutions to the farmers,
capital availability would be more important) and thus, the capabilities distribution would be
different.
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Also, because of supportive policies that the IE forwarded, the levels of the producers and the
processors turned to increase enormously (the interviewees referred often to processor’s companies
which were not efficient and closed). Because of the way the IE distributed money in the industry,
great specialization in the industry occurred (companies were focused on levels of the BIVC which
were funded by the IE) without the existence of necessary knowledge on all levels of the industry. As a
consequence the Biofuels Industry was not growing properly (according to the Industry’s Life Cycle
theory) but it was growing biased (according to the funding of the IE). This resulted into two speed
growth of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain levels (producers and processors were growing in higher
speed than distributors). The two speed growth created lack of knowledge and this is the reason that
the industry’s Vertical Scope takes a semi-integrated shape now.

8.3 Discussion
In our methodology chapter (chapter 5) we presented possible limitations that we might face and that
might influence the validity and the accuracy of our project. In this paragraph we discuss how these
limitations were or were not influence our research and we present other limitations we did not
considered.

8.3.a Time limitations
Our research project was scheduled for a period of six months. Time constraints influenced both the
validity and the accuracy of our project. First, because of the time limitations we were not able to
achieve our broad objective which was to test the J&W (2005) model for the biorefineries industry in
the EU-15. We did achieve testing the J&W (2005) model on the biofuels industry in the EU-15
(including biodiesel, bioethanol and biogass), also we identified which capabilities are domain in this
industry, we identified (from an exploratory perspective) which attributes of TC influence the
industry and finally we investigated the possible influence of the Institutional Environment on the
selection process (mechanism 1). Second, the validity is also influenced by our data collection.
Although we aimed to collect data from 75 companies we finally collected information from 19. It is
evident that this influences the accuracy of our project also. However, we may still argue that our data
sample was big enough to avoid personal biases and to have a picture of the biofuels industry at EU
level. The reason is that these 19 companies were active on different levels of the BIVC and in different
countries. Although we have contacted 130 companies, we have had a meeting with the president of
COPA COGECA, we have contacted agricultural federations in Germany, France, Italy, and Greece,
our sample still remained low (according to our perspective) as extra time for public relations and
contacting was necessary.
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8.3.b Geographical limitations
The geographical limitations we presented in our methodology have influenced the accuracy of our
research but not in the part of testing the J&W (2005) model. There are two issues regarding
geographical limitations. First, national institutions intervene in different ways which created great
variance in the evaluation of the institutions by the interviewees. Second, the geographical limitation
(in comparison with the time and financial limitation) was the reason that we decided to use a phone
interview instead of a personal interview as a tool for our data collection. It is general accepted that a
personal interview increases the accuracy of the data collected because of the personal contact
between the interviewer and the interviewee and from this perspective our project has lower accuracy
than that we could achieve by personal interviews. However, this does not mean in any case that the
accuracy of our project is low because the phone interviews we made were executed in systematic
order.

8.3.c Confidentiality limitations
As we mentioned in paragraph 5.2, 32 companies replied positive to our first request about making an
interview. However, after further explanations on our project only the 19 listed in the appendix
accepted to participate. In our view this happened because after the detailed explanation of our project
some companies became afraid that confidential information of the company might become public so
they did not want to participate any further.

8.3.d Other limitations
Finally, there is another limitation we faced which we name as “lack of managerial databases”. During
our empirical field research we tried to find databases with information on capabilities and transaction
costs from a management studies perspective in Europe. We were unable to find such databases also.
This limitation influences the validity of our project from the perspective that if such databases exist
we could create more detailed questions in our interview schedule and avoid any possibility of validity
reduction but also, it would reduce subjectivity biases.
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8.4 Recommendations
In this paragraph we present all the issues that research institutes but also companies should focus on.
Our recommendations are according two perspectives: a) the Jacobides and Winter (2005) model, b)
the intervention of the institutions in the biofuels industry in the EU-15.

8.4.a The Jacobides & Winter (2005) model and the Biofuels Industry in the
EU-15
The present project is a management studies research project focusing on testing the J&W (2005)
model on the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15. As a management project it has two parts of research. The
first part is a qualitative research with an exploratory character. The second part is a quantitative
research with more detailed measurements on each part of the J&W (2005) model. At present, a
qualitative analysis of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 and of how the J&W (2005) model is verified
in the industry took place.
The next steps for researchers would be: first, to build the base for the quantitative analysis in which
capabilities and transaction costs in the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 will be measured (if would
increase the accuracy of the conclusions presented in paragraph 8.2). A second issue is that we need to
identify methodological ways in order to be able to measure together capabilities and TC in a
quantitative way. This is due to the different nature of the two variables. For instance transaction
costs are costs measured because of a transaction between two companies, while capabilities could be
measured by measuring the production costs occurring inside one company. However the combination
of the measurement of these two costs is extremely difficult. Third, research should focus on how we
can prescribe and measure the Capabilities Development Process suggested by Jacobides & Winter
(2005) in order to become able to verify the influence of VS of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15, on
the CDP (mechanism 3), and also, to verify the capabilities redistribution (mechanism 4) in the same
industry. These forecasts will be really helpful on identifying timely the changes on the Vertical Scope,
which would reduce risks for decision makers on investments and strategy implementation.
Our focus about the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15 should be on the capabilities that are created
because of the background of the Industry (agricultural and petrochemical industries). This would
give a better view of the capabilities heterogeneity in the industry. Also investigation of the coevolvement of the capabilities and TC by considering the different background of the companies could
lead in more accurate conclusions on the Vertical Scope of the Biofuels Industry.

8.4.b The Institutional Environment of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15
We argue that there is a possibility that the intervention of the IE in the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15
might has a strong influence on the industry. However, this influence is the objective, of the
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institutions (which was to boost the creation of the industry by “throwing money in it”). We argue
that this objective can influence the industry only positively. However, we identified that the IE on
both levels (EU, National institutions) had very broad objectives which created complexity on
implementing these objectives.
The institutional environment might have intervened in market mechanisms that made us conclude
that here is a semi-integrated industry which started as specialized and turns to be integrated during
its early stage of its life cycle. However, further investigation on an industry level on issues such as
reduction of TC and capabilities enforcement would lead in more efficient and accurate intervention of
the Institutional Environment in order to help the growth of the industry.
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Interview Schedule
Date:
Time:
Verification:
Interviewer: Dimosthenis Karamichas
Interviewee:
Position in the company:
Company’s contact:
Country of operation (EU-15)8:
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and United Kingdom.
Introduction:
This interview is part of a project run by the Management Studies Group of Wageningen
University, The Netherlands. The objective of this project is to identify the overall structure
of specialised and integrated firms (the so-called Vertical Scope)9 of the biofuels industry in
the EU-15 in the short and long term10. The sample of firms selected for interviews comprises
approximately 75 companies. The companies are selected to be representative of a segment in
the Biofuel Industry’s Value Chain in one of the countries11.
The outcome of the project can become available on request to the companies which
participate in the project. The outcome can provide valuable information on the joint
expectations on investment patterns, explained by the identification of the superior
Capabilities and the Transaction Costs of the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15.

The present interview contains three topics:
Topic A: The Biofuel Industry’s Value Chain (BIVC)
Topic B: Superior Capabilities in the BIVC
Topic C: Transaction Costs in the BIVC
Upon request, your specific information may be classified as confidential; in that case
only anonymous or aggregated results (on an industry level) will become public when
this project finishes.
The time necessary to answer the following interview schedule is approximately 30 –
45 minutes.
In order to confirm our assessment of your specific activities in the value chain, could
you in a couple of minutes tell us what exactly is the value that your company adds to
its final biofuel?
Thank you! Now I would like to take up the 1st topic of this interview.
Topic A: The Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain
Question A.1:
At which level of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain, would you position your
company in?

8
If your company operates in another country with another name please do not count it as your company’s
operation.
9
Vertical Scope refers to the degree of integration or specialization of the industry.
10
Short term = 3-5 years, Long term = 10 years for this project.
11
The Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain for this project is identified as: producers pre-processors processors
blending distribution.
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a. producers
, b. pre-processors
, c. processors
distributors
, f. other
(If other, please indicate :)
(Choice of more than one segment is possible)

, d. blenders

, e.

Question A.2:
Please distribute 100 points to the five levels of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain in
terms of the Value Adding (V.A.) to the final biofuel sold to the end-user12:
Producers
%
Pre-processors%
Processors
%
Blenders
%
Distributors
%
Other:
%
(If other, please indicate:)
*(The total sum of percentages must be 100).
Question A.3:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= ‘highly influential’ and 1= ‘lowly influential’ how would
you evaluate the influence of the institutional environment (European Union,
national institutions) on the growth of the specific segment of the BIVC that your
company operates in?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question A.4:
When you can distribute 10 points , how would you distribute them to indicate the
relative influence of the two prime institutional environments (European Union,
national institutions) on the development of the specific segment of the BIVC that
your company operates in?
European Union:
National institutions:
Thank you! We have now finished the questions on topic A. and we now move to
topic B, on superior capabilities. Topics B and C relate to more specific information of
your company.
Topic B: Superior Capabilities in the BIVC. In our research by Capabilities we mean
the abilities that “permit a living” for a company (in the short term) but also those
abilities that assure competitive advantage (in the long term).
Question B.1:
Please, focus on the earlier stated five levels of the BIVC and your company’s and
competitors’ activities13: Would you characterize the Biofuels Industry in the EU-15
as an integrated industry, where firms prefer to act internal and try to have superior
12

As final product is considered the Biodiesel or Bioethanol consumed by the industry’s final consumers.
You are supposed to have at least a small overview of your competitors. If that is not true please skip the part of
the competitors’ activities and focus on your company’s activities.
13
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capabilities in each level of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain? Or would you
characterize it as a specialized industry where firms prefer focus on core activities at
specific levels of the Biofuels Industry’s Value Chain and outsource all other activities?
Why?
Question B.2:
On a scale from 1 to 7 where 7= high above the average and 1= far below the average
how would you evaluate the “production costs” of your company?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question B.3:
On a scale from 1 to 7 where 7= highly specific and 1= highly generalized, how would
you evaluate the necessary knowledge that the personnel of your company needs to
have? For instance can you easily employ a worker (from either the production or the
organizational field) from one division to work in another division, or will this
worker fail to work in that other division due to the specific knowledge that he/she
has?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question B.4:
Considering your company as representative of the segment of the BIVC that you
have just positioned yourself in (question A.1), what is the superior capability that
you have? Is it …
1. Annual production capability
2. Annual employees’ efficiency
3. Technology in use
4. Capital availability for investments
5. Distribution annual capacity
6. Other, namely ….
** (You can choose more than one superior capability)
Question B.5:
Please evaluate the superior capability/ies of your company, on a scale from 1 to 7 with
7= ‘high above average’ and 1= ‘far below average’:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Annual plant’s produc.
Annual empl. Effic.
Technology in use 1
Capital avail. for invest
Distrib. ann. capacity
Other (…………)

1
1
2
1
1
1

2
2
3
2
2
2

3
3
4
3
3
3

4
4
5
4
4
4

5
5
6
5
5
5

6
6
7
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7

Question B.6:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= ‘highly tacit or in-transparent’ and 1= ‘highly explicit’
how would you evaluate the nature of your company’s knowledge on its main
activities?
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question B.7:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= high above average and 1= far below average, could you
evaluate the amount of your company’s investments on new technologies14?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question B.8:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7=high above average and 1= far below average, could you
evaluate your company’s investments on technological innovations15?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Thank you! We investigate to what extend superior capabilities and their capabilities
distribution across the industry influences the degree of integration or disintegration.
I would now like to proceed to the 2 questions of the third and final part of this
interview.
Topic C: Transaction Costs in the Biofuels Industry. By transaction costs we mean
the costs associated with writing and enforcing complete contracts which are: 1) The
costs of determining and anticipating all of the possible contingencies, 2) the costs of
reaching an agreement for each of the relevant contingencies, 3) the costs of writing
the contract in sufficiently precise terms that the contract can be understood and
interpreted as intended by a court, 4) the costs of monitoring, 5) the costs of
enforcement.
We focus on two attributes that influence the size of TC. The first is the uncertainty
and the second is the asset specificity, the degree that investments cannot be used
otherwise than exclusively in the specific business activities. Regarding uncertainty
that we look at both environmental uncertainty16 & behavioral uncertainty. We
also investigate three types of asset specificity: human asset specificity17, physical
asset specificity18 & site asset specificity19.
Question C.1a:
On a scale from 1 to 7, with 7= very stable and 1= very unstable, could you evaluate the
stability of the political, social and economical conditions in theEU-15-country(ies)
14

New technology, refers to the theoretical and practical knowledge, skills and artifacts that can be used to
develop products and services as well as their production and delivery systems.
15
Some innovations are facilitated by new technology (f.i. a sub-product of bioethanol of biodiesel). This question
is from a commercial perspective. A successful innovation is one that returns the original investment in its
development plus some additional returns. A sufficient large market for the innovation can be developed.
16
We refer to uncertainty (both types) as the events that are judged at high costs or that they cannot judged or it
is too difficult to judge them.
17
We refer to human asset specificity as the assets invested on personnel and their specific knowledge on specific
areas
18
We refer to physical asset specificity as the assets which cannot change after they have been made
19
We refer to site asset specificity as the assets that have place-restrictions, and it reflects the distance and
accessibility in terms of money
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your company operates in? If the environment changes between countries, please
evaluate the different environments
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

Question C.1b:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= strongly confident and 1= very uncertain, how certain
are you that your company’s standards of quality of products or processing can be
maintained if you operate jointly with partner companies in the Biofuels Industry’s
Value Chain, in the EU-15 country(ies) of your company’s interest?
(In case your company has all the activities internal then the answer should be 1)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question C.1c:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= extremely low risk and 1= extremely high risk, how
would you evaluate the risk of spending on profitless activities or spill over your
company’s knowledge (tacit and proprietary), if you operate jointly with a
local/international firm in the country(ies) of your company’s interest?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question C.2a:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= high above average and 1= clearly below average, how
would you evaluate the investments dedicated by your company on preparing
personnel to produce your company’s products or provide your company’s services?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question C.2b:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= highly multifunctional/flexible and 1= highly specialized,
would you describe your company’s equipment?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Question C.2c:
On a scale from 1 to 7 with 7= very important and 1= not very important, how would
you evaluate your company’s distance from its associates?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Thank you! This was the last question of this interview. I would like to give you the
opportunity to state further information that you consider important for this topic
but was not included in the interview?
(…)
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I would like to thank you for your valuable contribution on this project. As soon as
the project will be completed, the extensive executive summary will be sent to you!
Or do you prefer to receive a complete copy of the report? …..
I would like to thank you once again!
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